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The War Against Kludgery

Here we are now, at the threshold of the “information age”. Or perhaps
we have already blundered over it, who’s to say? After all, “information
age” doesn’t mean anything in particular, even though we are supposedly
helplessly gyrating in the associated revolution. It seems to have something
or other to do with the Internet. It seems to have something or other to
do with information being digital. It seems to have something or other to
do with a whole new mindset, a new attitude towards information and the
use of information. Well it’s all very complicated, very post something
(millennial perhaps?), very new. It almost seems sacrilegious to suggest that
the dazzling new potential can be used for plain old communication. How
mundane. How drearily old world.

What about the “new economy”, buoyantly resting as it is on…well on
something presumably, and its merry bulldozing of clunky old economic
tenets? Isn’t this a prime example of revolution in motion? As this thesis is
being written it is, symbolically, a bulldozer with problems; stalled, with
smoke belching from its digital engine, and surrounded by mechanics
scratching their heads in worried disbelief. How could this be? This wasn’t
supposed to happen at all. It was so new, so shiny, so revolutionising. We
can be reasonably sure (far more sure, in fact, than if it had truly been re-
volutionising) that some well aimed kicks to its vitals will sooner or later
get the engine going again, but its vaunted “newness” is likely to take a
much-needed drubbing in the process. Perhaps it was just “economy” all
along, and if this icon of the “information age” proves to be not quite so
revolutionising after all, then that could be true for other aspects as well.





But surely we are experiencing something revolutionising? Maybe, though
as revolutions go, this would seem to be a rather protracted affair. The
Internet itself is hardly the sprightly youth it is sometimes portrayed to be,
and to parade digital information as something novel is really to stretch
things too far. If there is a revolutionary element, it is deeply ensconced in
an evolutionary process, and has to do with the pace of communicative evo-
lution, rather than with communicative evolution per se. Come to think of
it, we had better refine that argument a bit. Communicative evolution,
just like general evolution, is replete with false starts, dead-ends and gene-
rous contributions to the garbaged alleyways of history. In a sense, then,
communicative evolution has always been characterised by rapid pace. But
the pace of evolution that proved to matter has historically been rather
more languid. If no-one adopted your novel Neanderthal way of clinking
two stones together, or everyone steered well clear of your ingenious
method for using dynamite as a means of communication, or, finally,
considered your high-quality alternative to magnetic tape a fine technolo-
gical feat, yet still not worth investing in, that was basically that. Oblivion
loomed.

This is where the Internet comes into play. It has fundamentally altered
the early life of communicative innovation, conferring, as it does, imme-
diate and widespread visibility, and usability, on any communicative option
that uses the common Internet infrastructure (and that is what the Internet
is: an infrastructure, no more, no less). Whatever its long-term fate, a new
“IT” may therefore quickly attract a large enough following for analysts to
sit up and take notice—for them to have to sit up and take notice. This is
revolutionising, or at least new. Whatever their objective merits or flaws,
it has traditionally not been worth the bother for analysts to study the
further societal implications of visibly failed communicative implementa-
tions, still less to locate, disinter and then study soundly buried and for-
gotten ones. But the Internet makes it hard to discern which communica-
tive options can safely be ignored; it has severely truncated our prognostic
line-of-sight. The pace seems to have gathered, because we suddenly need





to take so many more things into consideration. Gone are the delightful
days when analysts could unhurriedly chip away at individual information-
technological implementations to unlock their mysteries and hope that the
laboriously secured findings would turn out to be something more than
quaint historical chronicles.

It gets worse. The very attempt to focus on an “individual information-
technological implementation” seems fraught with danger these days, what
with the constant addition of “features” to (i.e. constant new permutations
of) existing implementations. Is, to borrow from computer jargon, version
1.0 of a given implementation really a beast to be compared to version
1.1? Is study of 1.0 even worth the effort when it may remain in name
only (if that) by the time the study is concluded? Such ominous misgivings
must today be confronted by the perceptive analyst at the very outset of a
new endeavour, and as a result a tried and tested way of doing things
seems mortally threatened.

The pace has gathered, but the need to analyse societal implications of
information-technology has not in any way receded—far from it. Some-
where in the soup of communicative innovation, the seeds of true revolu-
tion—true detrimental revolution—may well lie in wait. This potential peril
is all the more acute because—being just a server away—it can be realised
so quickly. We truly need to understand communication and communica-
tion technology in order to anticipate detrimental societal effects rather
than wait for them to pop up of their own accord—by then it may be too
late to do much about it. This need is urgent, and we must marshal and
co-ordinate what analytical resources we dispose of in order to satisfy it.

Social scientists have of course not been idle. A lot of effort has gone into
the incorporation of modern media consequences in wider analytical con-
texts: some efforts have been quite successful, numerous others rather less
so. In addition to a common soft spot for studying individual IT imple-
mentations (academic practice sometimes turns into academic baggage) in





spite of the inherent problems, many if not most studies suffer from a
more damaging flaw, though it lies dormant until we begin to systematise
and compare them. The flaw is this: studies are more often than not hope-
lessly incompatible. It is, basically, inordinately difficult (if at all possible)
to compare findings, even when they stem from individually excellent
pieces. Of course, each research tradition is steeped in its own arcana, so in
part this is to be expected, but to be so formidably incompatible at every
level? These pieces do after all (at least nominally so) have “IT” as their
common theme. And what a discordant theme! Here we are fumbling at
der Kern des Pudels—or one of them at any rate. If we could somehow
bring a level of harmony into the theme (not just a shared purpose: that
we already have), we really could begin to “marshal and co-ordinate” our
analytical resources. The demystification of the IT “revolution” would
appear to be a promising starting point.

The scholarly situation may be untenable, but for the decision-makers
things are getting downright critical. With or without access to coherent
and accessible input from the academic community (and from other ana-
lysts, though these are plagued by similar problems), they are faced with
the need to shape systematic communication-policies, and, concurrently, to
react to unfolding events. This simply does not compute, at least if we take
“shaping systematic communication-policies” to mean “shaping good poli-
cies”, and “to react to unfolding events” to mean “react wisely” to events.
They would have possess super-analytical powers to pull off such a feat
(they would, after all, have to out-analyse the professional analysts they
rely on, while simultaneously managing the many other chores that come
with the job).

The lack of helpful input means that they must, as best they can, squeeze
both urgent cases and long-term policy-related work into an ever more
aged decision-making mould—or base their actions on intuition (well, de-
cisions need to be based on something). Computer scientists have a very apt
term for the physical equivalent of this state of affairs: such a contraption is





a kludge. The term “conjures up a vision of a computer where the wires
are dangling and a lot of small objects have been secured with cellotape”
(Kidder: 41). Indeed, anything less than a major strategic overhaul will un-
avoidably leave us with IT-policies and panicky IT-decisions characterised
by gradually more marked ”kludgery”. Since “kludgery” must in this con-
text more or less translate as “hit-or-miss”, it would seem prudent at least
to contemplate what is in fact being missed, and what dangers such misses
might cause. We should not be surprised if such reflections inspire some
trepidation; after all, the Great Unknown is an unnerving place.

A wise colleague at the Department of Political Science routinely ques-
tions authors of papers and dissertations about the “enemy” the text is sup-
posed to engage. To have such an enemy in your sight is to have a clear
sense of purpose and a distinct focus—two good things in any academic
endeavour.

Various villains, some minor, some decidedly major-league, will be intro-
duced as we progress. As for an Archenemy: the looming figure of Klud-
gery would seem as good a candidate as any. The problem with arch-ene-
mies, we may recall, is that they are so notoriously hard to eliminate con-
clusively. This is just a start.

Mikael Sundström
Lund, 22 October, 2001







Aims and Ambitions

The Chapter in Brief
As the title indicates, we will now outline the explicit aims and ambitions
of the thesis, and prepare a firm methodological footing for the analysis
itself.

The chapter incorporates the following elements:
• An introductory outline of the problems we hope to solve in this the-

sis, and a discussion why they need to be solved.
• A technical outline of the way the study will be carried out.
• Identification (and justification) of some fundamental design principles

that will govern the study.

We end up with:
• A rationale why the study is both relevant and needed.
• An outline of the three-pronged research design we have settled for,

and an understanding of how the various parts fit together.
• A basic acquaintance with certain (methodological) design fundamen-

tals.





The Objectives: an Introduction
This work has two primary objectives, and one secondary one. First, we
aim to develop a generic analytical framework which, properly used, can
drastically reduce the intrinsic complexity of the continually changing IT-
environment, making it less unwieldy. Utilised as a common methodolo-
gical denominator, this framework will allow researchers and practitioners1 

to access and interconnect findings from a variety of disciplines. Using
(and at the same time demonstrating) this framework, we will then theore-
tically study and reformulate one aspect that has been extensively, but not
always fruitfully, discussed with specific reference to the emergence of new
communicative technologies: privacy. Itself an ambiguous concept, privacy
will be contemplated from a democratic-theoretical perspective. The
eventual theoretical product will be a privacy subset labelled democratic pri-
vacy, which is considered an indispensable ingredient in a liberal-demo-
cratic society. Relevant aspects of democratic privacy will then be connected
to the technologically oriented substructure to prepare for subsequent real-
world analysis. Thus armed, we will finally proceed to demonstrate our in-
vestigative framework and use democratic privacy to analyse and comment
on a real-world case.

The rest of this chapter will present the just outlined ideas in considerable
detail. We will begin by elaborating on the reasons why the objectives
above were favoured—and thus suggest how our efforts here fit into a
wider analytical context—and then proceed to clarify how the objectives
are to be realised.

                                               
1   A prominent ambition is to have the framework appeal to many different (prospective)
user groups.





Justifying the Objectives

Analysing the Societal Implications of Information Technology

There is certainly no lack of debate concerned with the political impact of
emerging information technologies. Popular discussions often appear over-
whelmed by the enormity of the subject matter, however, and while
desperately trying to make sense of anything and everything connected
with “the web”, “cyberspace”,2  “the information super-highway” and
other conceptual monsters, it is not unusual that they fall short of saying
anything at all.

On the other hand, the academic community was evidently taken by sur-
prise by the rapid adoption of Internet-based communication, and the re-
sulting research vacuum is only slowly being filled. As any cursory inspec-
tion will show, social scientists have over the last few years finally begun
the work of integrating the notion of a “hooked-up” world in their va-
rious disciplines.3  Thus, for instance, law scholars have studied the conse-

                                               
2   Coined by SF-writer William Gibson in his book Neuromancer (1984), this concept, re-
markably, seems even less analytically usable today than it did in its original context. Any
lingering usefulness has been further diminished by the odd penchant for spicing up what
is evidently considered antediluvian terminology with liberal sprinklings of the dreaded
cyber-prefix. Thus we learn about cyberdemocracy (e.g. Tsagarousianou et al), cyber-
ethics (e.g. Lynch) and cybertrends (e.g. Brown) etc., where, perhaps, “democracy”,
“ethics” and “trends” etc. would have done just as nicely. “The Internet”, on the other
hand, does mean something—the problem is that the term’s real meaning is often over-
looked or ignored (or perhaps not even known) by social scientists. Instead we are
continually offered a plethora of new ingenious (or not so ingenious as the case may be)
conceptualisations which add to the general confusion.
3   When Bobbio dismisses the possibility of recurrent referenda as impossible “... unless
we take seriously the science-fiction scenario whereby citizens could transmit their vote
to an electronic brain just by pressing a button in the comfort of their own homes.”
(Bobbio: 54), we might smile at the outdated language and the sepia-tinged world-view
thus manifested. Yet these ideas are not that old, and when Bobbio’s words were





quences of a cyber-territory overrunning existing judicial borders (e.g.
Katsh, Wallace & Mangan), democratic theorists have mused over a po-
tential electronic democracy in the making (e.g. Budge, Browning),4  while
students of international relations have addressed the perhaps most frighte-
ning prospect of the information age—information warfare (e.g. Schwar-
tau, Fialka). On an even more fundamental level, the (re-)composition of
the identity and the self in the new communication milieu, and the wider
effects that might cause has engaged both psychologists and other (not least
post-modern) theorists (e.g. Waskul, & Douglass, Holmes). Prognoses

                                                                                                                   
reprinted in 1987 (and the author had the opportunity to alter his text), the idea of a glo-
bally scaled—and used—Internet was, we should remember, still confined to specialised
groups. More interesting is perhaps that the lugubrious dismissal is also an indication that
his abstract ideas can in fact be implanted in a communicative reality which he could not,
or rather would not, envisage. Science-fiction has turned into science, but Bobbio can
still teach us a thing or two. Theoretical abstraction certainly has something to say for it-
self.
4   Even at this early stage, it should be pointed out that such investigative efforts vary
wildly in scope and quality. Since the mid 1990s, authors from (or loosely connected to)
just about every conceivable research (or work) tradition have apparently felt urgently in-
clined to add their opinions to the “digital democracy”-debate. A good thing, perhaps,
this dynamism, had it not been for the fact that far too many authors betray an appalling
lack of understanding of IT and its potential promise or threat in their musings (or present
the whole topic in its most vague, hyped and lamentably “catch-phrasey” incarnation,
e.g. Wheeler: 207 pp). Even worse, the wild and wonderful concept of democracy, ever
in need of some methodological focus when discussed, is sometimes left in its raw, every-
day-language, state which hampers serious analysis. Not even sleeves-up oriented texts
with little ambition to delve far (or at all) into theoretical matters fare well when plagued
by such grave problems—particularly when their authors purport to provide general food
for thought (cf Freeman). Simplistic advice is really all you can hope for unless some so-
phistication is woven into the fabric of the arguments from the very outset. In quite a few
cases, ideas have been turned into practical experiments, such as Project Pericles (primarily
Greece), IperBolE (Bologna), the Public Electronic Network (Santa Barbara) to mention but a
few well-known examples (Tsagarousianou). While these attempts to adopt new techno-
logies to enhance democracy can be criticised from a variety of viewpoints, they do at
least invariably provide highly relevant insights.





range from triumphant utopias to gloomy Orwellian dystopias (cf Wilhelm
2000: 13, Raab: 167).

The insights provided by these analyses are often highly valuable and im-
portant. Yet the complexity of the communication revolution makes it
exceedingly hard for policy-shapers to draw any firm conclusions from
them. How are they to act when new modes of information exchange are
introduced? Must they wait for academic scholars to ponder their impact
and then weigh wildly divergent views, each reflecting the particularities
of a particular discipline, against each other before being able to make an
informed decision? In the absence of a holistic framework that can absorb
new communicative options, the answer ought to be yes. This is not to say
that the decision-maker can or will do so, of course. Indeed, waiting for
thorough academic, and otherwise relevant input before making a decision
would be almost impossible in most areas, let alone in one which is in a
perpetual and violent state of flux. It should however be safe to state that
the decision-maker is thus making a less informed decision than s/he
otherwise would have.

This has of course always been true, and no less so for, say, security issues
than for decisions pertaining to communication technology. But then in
many complex areas decision-makers have developed more or less viable
frameworks of reference to aid their understanding of, and guide their res-
ponses to, unfolding events.

Why, then, has no comprehensive IT framework been developed (and it
seems quite reasonable to contend that this is the case)? Probably because
for a long time it was quite possible to do without one in the field of com-
munication. After all, new information technologies evolved only slowly,
and were typically helped to a viable existence by massive state subsidies.
Because the state in most cases exercised subsequent control over the es-
sential infrastructure, it could keep a relatively tight rein on how and
when new communicative options were implemented. Thus, for instance,





it took years for the Swedish government to allow a second television
channel to be introduced, years when politicians and scholars debated the
impact of television (Gustafsson).

A major problem today, as far as the policy-maker is concerned, is the ga-
thering pace of technological innovation, coupled with the progressively
receding inclination and/or powers of traditional authorities to influence
its implementation. Overwhelmed by consequential day-to-day issues, and
with less available punch to their actions, there are ominous signs that
decision-makers are retreating to reactive rather than proactive decision
strategies, as they strive to resolve IT-problems on an ad hoc basis.

In many cases, waiting for extensive case-by-case input before taking ac-
tion would even be a self-defeating exercise, as the short life-cycles of in-
dividual technological implementations threaten to render such decisions
irrelevant from their earliest inception. Another problem is that existing
and upcoming digital communicative options in many cases transcend the
belief systems (e.g. George) of many if not most people in the established
decision-making echelons. How is someone who is barely able to send an
e-mail to incorporate an amorphous digital communication environment
into his/her existing world-view, when even dedicated technology experts
find it hard to keep up?5  Indeed, if, as some have suggested, we are on the
road to a society consisting of an upper class well versed in the lore of IT
(e.g. Kole: 206) and a lower class rather less so, then quite a number of
today’s decision-makers are presumably heading for demotion in the near
future. Yet these very decision-makers are supposedly equipped with sub-
stantial social management expertise and (in most cases) enjoy a higher

                                               
5  The observation that “[t]he good news from Washington is that every single person in
Congress supports the concept of an information superhighway. The bad news is that no
one has any idea what it means” (Ogden: 78), rings disturbingly true, but the reproach is
somewhat mitigated by the fact that the meaning of “information superhighway” really is
veiled in mystery. The true criticism, therefore, should be levied against the general
willingness to put up with such analytically bankrupt catch-phrases.





level of democratic legitimacy. These are the people who should be
making relevant decisions if we face adverse effects from the implementa-
tion of information technology. The dangers of allowing sheer complexity
to steer some decisions into the hands of a technocracy have been the
focus of a number of studies (e.g. Sclove). The fact that someone has a
clear understanding of the technology in question, is certainly no guaran-
tee that s/he will be able to anticipate potential social ramifications of its
implementation (cf Sclove: 48–57).

Viewed this way, the problem seems intractable: the broad outlook of tra-
ditional decision-makers makes it hard to keep up with technological ad-
vances, while specialists are ill equipped to take responsibility for decisions
with far-ranging social repercussions. What to do?

Making Sense of a Complex Communicative Reality

Clearly, both analysts and decision-makers are in need of tools that can be
used to help them examine and understand information-technological im-
plications—or at the very least improve their ability to assess counsel by
advisors/experts (or to understand fellow-scholars). This perceived need is
what has prompted the first objective in this work.

The aim is to develop a common framework that provides an IT-focused
conceptual and linguistic interface between various social science discipli-
nes while cloaking technological complexity and jargon. This should im-
prove general information processing and thus understanding, across va-
rious research disciplines, and help bridge the gap between researchers and
decision-makers. Ideally, identification of information-technological trends
should be possible to separate from principled theoretical thinking about
societal outcomes which should in turn be possible to separate from syn-
thesising efforts and eventual policy decisions. We will presently outline
how that aim is to be realised.





Privacy in the Information Age

This whole study actually began as a timid attempt to understand privacy,
and how privacy might be affected by the introduction of new ITs. It
turned out to be a frustrating enterprise. Not only were conceptualisations
of “IT” hardly ever compatible (which was why the idea of a stable “grand
base” originally evolved and seemed compelling), but, more surprisingly,
neither were conceptualisations of privacy. Somewhat disconcertingly,
some varieties of “privacy” even appeared to ignore, or in fact contradict,
democratic-theoretical stipulations. To synthesise a version of privacy
compatible with democratic notions—democratic privacy—seemed like (and
proved to be) a challenging task.

Democratic privacy is not only intended to provide the “grand base” with its
first measure of actual societal significance, but should be a usable analy-
tical tool in its own right, and a condensed empirical study is included to
demonstrate how this can be achieved.6  The limited case study objectives
might be worth noting here, but they will of course be specified and dis-
cussed later.

Realising the Objectives: an Introduction

We will now sketch out how we aim to realise the objectives we have
presented. Because the three distinct analytical (and dispositive) parts in
this work in many respects constitute self-contained units that face
different design challenges, each will include far more detailed information
about pertinent methodological decisions. The text here is thus merely of
a preparative nature, and is primarily intended to acquaint the reader with
the basic analytical arrangement we have settled on. Figure 1.1 is a graphi-
cal representation of this arrangement which will hopefully prove helpful.

                                               
6   More information about case study specifics (including a detailed outline of the relevant
sub-objectives) will be presented later (pp. 41–).





The numbered legends in the figure correspond to the titled sections be-
low.

Designing a “Grand Base” of IT Understanding

Because of the tremendous complexity involved, it would appear futile to
try to develop a social-communicative Grand Theory. Much like the
Internet is itself a number of cables and fundamental protocols on which a
mountain of communicative diversity rests, the aim here is instead to pro-
vide a stable “grand base” of technological understanding—a common
way to manage IT complexity which can be used to inter-link higher-
order theoretical frameworks and connect findings to information-techno-
logical aspects.

The idea of such a “grand base” is based on the intuitive insight that the
number of differentiating attributes/properties separating various commu-
nication technologies is finite, and possible to reduce to a rather limited set
of dimensions. The “grand base” is intended as a blueprint for this reduc-





tion-process, which trims the inherent technological complexity to a
manageable level, and is to provide explicit “hooks” on to which one or
more theoretical superstructures can later be latched.

Analytical efforts using the “grand base” as a common element would have
the advantage that inquiries could be carried out in parallel, with less fear
of redundancy or incompatible ambitions.

As we have indicated, what is needed is a basic bedrock of technological
understanding capable of filtering out technological minutiae, to facilitate
subsequent societal analysis. Ideally, such a “grand base”7  should make core
properties of new ITs quickly accessible to analysts and decision-makers,
for contemplation and reaction. Armed with distinct ideas, formed using
one or many theoretical superstructures (see next section), about a limited
set of properties, as supplied by the “grand base”, it should even be pos-
sible for policy-shapers to pre-empt technological faits accomplis by out-
lining in advance their reactions to certain stimuli, and by co-ordinating
efforts to persuade relevant national and international actors to see things
their way.

Once we agree that the “grand base” is desirable, we must move on to the
complex question how it is to be constructed. First and foremost, the plea-
santly vague concept of “core properties” as presented above, must be gi-
ven a rather more distinct meaning if it is to be at all usable. Indeed, a hazy
understanding of these “properties” would unavoidably undermine the
hope that we will end up with a helpful analytical tool.

What, then, do we mean by “core properties” of an information techno-
logy? We can of course not include every distinguishing factor, however

                                               
7   The recurring use of the “grand base” label reflects an unwillingness to resort to lin-
guistic chicanery to obfuscate, in the name of caution, the fact that this work has clear-
cut grand-methodological (if not grand-theoretical) ambitions.





trivial, in the concept. That would simply mean cloaking existing comple-
xity and its associated problems in a new grand name. What we are look-
ing for is a limited set of fundamental qualities which have bearing beyond
the individual technological implementation. After all, these properties
will act as the interfacing hooks between the technologically oriented
“grand base” and the theoretical superstructure(s) outlining societal impli-
cations.

Logically, a limited number of differentiating properties, coupled with a
reasonable expectation to encounter striking general variation across diffe-
rent ITs (traditional as well as digital), means that the properties will have
to be of a relative rather than an absolute nature unless the model is to
become too simplistic. In other words, the properties will usually have
allocation along less/more dimensions, rather than binary clusters of
yes/no, although there might assuredly be exceptions to this rule. We will
thus primarily look for dimensions of change, and these dimensions will
eventually make up the “hooks” that make it possible to attach a variety of
superstructures (see next section).

A far more detailed discussion about these matters will be included in (in-
deed will make up a significant part of) chapter two. At that point we will
also exemplify the interconnection between the “grand base” and possible
superstructures.

The “grand base” is developed to help us analyse actual and central societal
concerns raised by the continually evolving communicative situation. Be-
cause of the perceived lack of practical “off-the-shelf” solutions, the deve-
lopment-effort that the “grand base” represents has been prioritised in this
work. Hopefully, while this extra work must in some ways affect the other
parts (though not strictly true, researcher resources often appear “zero-
sumesque” in character), detrimental effects should hopefully prove mini-
mal, and are at any rate more than offset by the framework’s intrinsic ad-
vantages—both here and in future efforts.





Constructing a Theoretical Superstructure to Analyse Societal Impli-
cations of IT Change

From “Grand Base” to Superstructure

With a feasible “grand base” in place, we will proceed to put it to use. To
a certain extent, this process will serve as a testing ground for the frame-
work itself, but this is not its primary function. At this stage, we will be
expected to trust its intrinsic applicability, and it will in that respect be
more of a methodological demonstration than anything else.

The theoretical superstructure latches on to the substructure by means of
the interfacing “hooks”, which effectively cloak underlying minutiae. In
this case, the “hooks” consist of the dimensions of technological change,
which are generated by the “technological inquiry”. These dimensions of
change are now set in a societal context, and are “charged” with societal
significance. It is now up to the researcher to provide a convincing ra-
tionale why a specific dimension of change is likely to have certain societal
implications.

The open-ended and highly scalable design of the technologically oriented
“grand base”, then, makes it possible to add a variety of theoretical super-
structures according to taste and need. Thus, an economist might wish to
examine the located dimensions of communicative change for potential
economic consequences in order to improve his/her prognostic ability
when new communicative options emerge, while a sociologist or a
psychologist might have other priorities. Indeed, it is methodologically
quite possible to fit rivalling theoretical superstructures onto the ”grand
base”, even when many of their basic premises are in fact sharply at
variance.8 

                                               
8   While it would seem prudent to explain incompatible conclusions, this cannot be con-
sidered a methodological must.





Because we do not aim to carry out a methodological feasibility-study
proper, we can defend the decision to construct just a single social-theo-
retical superstructure on top of the “grand base”. The framework’s claim
to general applicability thus rests heavily on the arguments presented when
it is being constructed, and on the single operationalisation we do carry
out: a calculated and accepted weakness as it allows us to devote time to
the construction of a rather more subtle superstructure.

In a perfect world, the final product of a social-theoretical “superstructure
construction” would be a framework of such transcendent flawlessness and
beauty that any and every analyst interested in communication techno-
logies and their potential societal impact would be able to use it with little
or no modification. As the idea of such perfection is, regrettably, rather
too lofty to be plausible, we must pick out strategic targets to guide the
study, if not toward perfection, then at least toward usefulness. In short,
even with the “grand base” in place, “societal implications” of information
technology is still far too broad a topic to be readily manageable. A very
substantial number of superstructures would be required to satisfy even
basic political science-related (let alone social science-related) requirements.
An obvious realisation perhaps, but the use of the “grand base” as a de-
pendable and recurring “abstraction engine” (and linguistic filter) should at
least make future investigative efforts orders of magnitude easier to inter-
connect and compare—a fundamental point.

Political Science and the Design of a Societally Oriented Superstructure

As political scientists, we are perhaps primarily interested in power-poli-
tical aspects of information technology. The fact that this statement seems
so challenging (not to mention bewilderingly hard to pinpoint), is a
weighty reminder why we must narrow the scope considerably. Lurking
in the concept are democratic issues, terrorist uses of the Internet, propa-
ganda, economic and psychological shifts following in the wake of the
communicative revolution and much else.





Because we do not wish to get mired in the complexity it would entail to
“go walk-about”, and more or less randomly try to uncover power-
political problems interconnected with communication technology, we
must decide how to home in on elements we consider essential. This
choice will crucially direct the second part of the study and its potential
scope. Partly because of this, it is also open to seemingly damaging
criticism. Doubts about the directional foundation of the study might
threaten the whole superstructural edifice with imminent collapse. Yet, as
is so often the case in the social sciences, such criticism is in part un-
avoidable. Any chosen scope and direction is open to general criticism.
Questions of a “what-if?” nature are inherently easy to pose and hard to
answer. A comprehensive defence of the preferred focus is of course
impossible to devise under these circumstances. Suffice it to say, it is not
meant to be generally “better” than any other conceivable focus/super-
structure—just workable and relevant, and we will indeed endeavour to
provide a convincing rationale that this is the case.

A “Workable and Relevant” Narrowing of the Scope

As we have indicated, there are innumerable societal aspects of informa-
tion technology which could conceivably interest a student of political
science. Lacking the inclination to theoretically or methodologically de-
fend the final directional decision with any true vigour (see above), it will
from the outset be admitted that personal interest on the part of this author,
plain and simple, has ultimately been a decisive variable.

Democracy and democratic theory were deemed interesting for many
reasons. First, democracy touches the very heart of political science—and
is simply central to the way (Western) society works. Secondly, as society
evolves, democracy must continually be reinvented, refocused and re-
aligned unless it is to be turned into a mere lingual relic. This means that
major societal shocks that alter the way people interact necessitate serious
democratic consideration.





Democratic theory is in many respects a mature tradition. Because they
have been thoroughly worked through over the years, core democratic
ideas (and ideals) should, reasonably abstracted, be capable of being utilised
in communicative settings the original authors could never have en-
visioned. In fact, some classics actually refer to (at the time) non-existent
communicative realities which would be desirable in order to concretise
such ideas/ideals (e.g. Dahl, Bobbio). This “trans-contextual” character of
democratic theory is hardly a novel realisation, and recent circumstantial
evidence to this effect was the way democratic theorists were quickly able
to engage (if not always fruitfully so) the fledgling “Internet and Society”
discourse.

Consideration of the democratic potential (or imperative) of the seemingly
impending “information society” has not been confined to traditional
democratic theorists, however. A casual review of books and articles pur-
portedly about IT and democracy reveals that their authors are from
eminently varied backgrounds. While a disturbing proportion of this body
of literature is in fact little more than rubbish, where muddled ideas about
technology join forces with still more muddled ideas about democracy, it
does mean that there is a sizeable literature—containing gems as well as
intellectual fall-out—specifically focusing on democracy-aspects of IT, and
this should hopefully benefit the study.

Narrowing the Scope #1: the Active Democratic Citizen

A recurrent theme in this work is the fear of overextending ourselves.
Many of the failed efforts to write convincingly or stringently about IT
and democracy have failed precisely because the authors did not properly
heed this danger. Because of this we will limit ourselves to study one
specific democratic “node”, the citizen (as opposed to the representative
and/or the bureaucrat), and his/her democratic-communicative needs. An
admitted bias in the study is the favouring of democratic traditions out-
lining an active citizenry over more passive conceptualisations. Delibera-





tive democracy (and participative democracy—the boundary between
these two traditions is indistinct) for instance, pivots around and depends
on the rôle of the citizen, and his/her democratic engagement. It specifi-
cally outlines what is required to empower citizens properly to interact
democratically. Because this interaction is essentially information-centric,
it should not be too complicated to reformulate in terms determined by
the “grand base”.

Narrowing the Scope #2: Privacy

Although there are (as we shall see in chapter three) exceptions to this
rule, discussions about privacy, too, are generally focused on the indi-
vidual. It is almost always a “disabling” tradition in that it seeks to control
otherwise unrestrained behaviour or flows of information. This tradition
also provides a rich source of material to draw from. Surprisingly, the
overlap with democratic theory is somewhat limited. To pit the “enab-
ling” communication-aspects of democratic theory against the “disabling”
elements of privacy theory would otherwise seem to be a potentially fruit-
ful enterprise, and this is, as it turns out, a close approximation of what we
aim to do.

A basic assumption in this work is that privacy is not “just” a right which
should be present in a liberal democracy because the demos bestows it on
itself, but is in fact a prerequisite for democracy to function in the first place.
This cannot be true of every conceivable aspect of privacy which is why
an integrated concept of democratic privacy will be synthesised from a subset
of democracy-compatible privacy-elements.

“Synthesising” the Scope: Democratic Privacy

The assumption that certain privacy-elements are required if democracy is
to function, and the stated focus on these aspects (rather than on privacy-
aspects following from democratic ruling, i.e. secondary benefits as opposed





to primary rights (cf Jones 1994: 101)) make it apparent that democratic
theory must take precedence over privacy theory9  if and when they should
clash.

Nevertheless, the synthesised concept should ideally “look both ways” and
explicitly declare not only minimal communication-disabling (privacy)
elements, but also the communication-enabling elements that must be pre-
sent in order for democracy to function properly. This might be perceived
as excessive, given that the enabling and disabling communication ele-
ments would superficially seem to be mutually exclusive. Even if this had
proved true, the contours of an island can be made known by a thorough
charting of its surrounding waters, but its topography cannot. Democratic Pri-
vacy is intended to be a self-contained set of ideals, and continuously to
have to refer back to either of its theoretical “parents” for further guidance
is not something we consider optimum. It is after all democratic privacy, or at
least pertinent components of democratic privacy that we will eventually
attempt to reformulate using terms provided by the technology-oriented
“grand base”. At any rate, the “logical” assumption turns out not to be so
logical after all. The citizen has many different archetypal communicative
partners (discussed at length in chapter four), and so “anti-enabling” or
“anti-disabling” properties might prove elusive.

For methodological reasons (see more pp 44–47), we will—at least in
part—separate the discussion about how privacy has been conceptualised
from the discussion primarily concerned with democratic theory. This will
hopefully reduce, if not eliminate, the risk of undue interference when the
two traditions are studied. The stated bias favouring democratic theory and
its communication-enabling demands will, accordingly, not be brought to
bear from the very outset. Chapter three is a relatively unprejudiced re-
view of how privacy has been theorised and debated in its own (somewhat

                                               
9   As we shall see, the state of privacy theory and theorisation itself would at any rate
make that unavoidable.





unruly) research field (which is often grafted onto other research discipli-
nes). Strengths and weaknesses will be assessed, and we will prepare the
ground for the following review of relevant democratic-theoretical thin-
king.

Beginning with a discussion about how democratic privacy relates to other
forms of privacy, chapter four will then gradually home in on relevant
communicative aspects which seem to be intrinsic to many different guises
of democratic theory and thinking1 0  (we will not exclusively confine our
interest to core democratic-theoretical works: more about this in chapter
four).

The chapter ends with a formal synthesis of the findings of chapters three
and four—a catalogue of democratic privacy rights and obligations, which
will be connected to the “grand base” in chapter five (and returned to in
the demonstrative empirical study).

Charging the “Grand Base” with Democratic Privacy Significance

Once the communication enabling—and disabling—demands of democratic
privacy have been established in the catalogue of rights and obligations, we
move on to the final methodological procedure.1 1  This is when a number

                                               
1 0   The attentive reader returning here to investigate a methodological anomaly (after
having read the section about an object-oriented research design (pp 44–47)) will at that
point note that the arrangement for ordering flows of information, as presented in the
privacy chapter, is actually being re-employed. This constitutes a conspicuous breach of
compartmentalisation “etiquette”, as it guides the way we study democratic theory, and
quite forcefully so. No defence can be invoked other than the fact that—given the focus
on the individual—very similar ordering principles would have emanated on their own
accord even in the complete absence of a privacy section (this has in fact been tested),
and, of course, that absolute object-orientation has not been deemed imperative here.
1 1   This procedure, which is carried out in chapter five, is really neither a part of the
“grand base”, nor of the superstructure, but represents an “inter-object” layer which at
once links the two parts and insulates them from one another. The perceived importance





of the catalogued democratic privacy “items” are re-framed using the already
established IT dimensions of change: this provides the final link between
observable technological change (the “grand base”) and societal change
(the developed superstructure)—in this case represented by democratic
privacy significance. Because democratic privacy is considered a quintessential
component in a working democracy, some (but by no means all) of the
technological dimensions will at this point be “charged” with normative
significance, which is very much at the heart of the enterprise.

In short, if “grand base” dimension x co-varies with democratic privacy reali-
sation, then positive dimensional variation is desirable, while negative va-
riation is not (and the other way around if the co-variance is inverse).
Using this measure, it should be possible systematically to evaluate broader
technological trends as well as decisions and strategies which have bearing
on the dimension in question.

From Theory to Empirical Study

Real-World Democratic Privacy: a Demonstration

Having developed the “grand base”, and the democratic privacy super-
structure (which was used to normatively “charge” certain dimensions of
information-technological change), we leave the relatively protected area
of theory and abstract methodology, in order briefly to demonstrate how
our tools can be put to practical use. The introduction below is merely a
rough outline, and chapter six provides more extensive information about
the empirical study and how it relates to the other parts in this work (and
to future studies).

                                                                                                                   
of this approach will be discussed further in the A Compartmentalised Research Design
section (pp 44–47).





To a certain extent, the empirical study will (almost inevitably so) comple-
ment and provide feedback to the theoretical discussions about the “grand
base” and the democratic privacy superstructure, but that should be con-
sidered a secondary benefit. This part is primarily intended as a demon-
stration how democratic privacy can be used as a real-world analytical tool (or
tool-chest); it is not a case study proper. Because of this, certain demands
posited by ideal case study models will be minimally adhered to or alto-
gether disregarded.

To be able to say something with at least a measure of confidence about
democratic-communicative aspects of studied IT-discussions, IT-debates
and IT-decisions remains at the very heart of this enterprise, even though
we use a long and winding road to get around to it—and at that point
conduct a distinctly lightweight investigation. Still, if we are able to do this
in an actual empirical study, we have demonstrated how the (employed)
methodological components work and can be put to use, and in the end,
it is this perceived usability that is considered pivotal.

The aim in this part, then, is to engage and review a relevant1 2  debate
using democratic privacy criteria, and note what change of emphasis (or em-
phases) the use of our tools might engender. Because democratic privacy is
conceived as a democratic-communicative ideal this will in part constitute
an evaluation of the debate itself, but that evaluation is also just a demon-
stration—a demonstration of a principal application of democratic privacy,
i.e. as an evaluation tool. The truncated character of the study precludes
firm conclusions about the case at hand (though some feedback is inevi-
table), but we will strive to design the study in a way that paves the way
for future extensions.

Now, we actually develop two distinct methodological constructs: the
“grand base”, and the democratic privacy superstructure. We have suggested

                                               
1 2   More about how we set out to determine what is relevant in chapter six.





that our principal aim at this point must be to put democratic privacy to use,
and this suggestion calls for some clarification. What, for instance, happens
to the demonstration of the “grand base” when opting for this focus? Had
we focused solely or mainly on the “grand base”, we could certainly note
which “dimensions of change”—if any—were influenced (this would be
true for any conceivable empirical case). These findings would certainly be
expedient for future research, but the lack of existing superstructures
would make us unable to link them to anything worthwhile…except to the
“grand base”-compatible subset of democratic privacy.1 3  It makes sense to
make use of the full range of democratic privacy elements when it is available,
while temporarily playing down (though, as we shall see, not altogether
ignoring) “grand base-demonstrative” objectives, which are, we argue,
easier to defend theoretically.1 4 

Relevant Cases

Given the objectives and the methodological setting, it is possible to ana-
lyse a very wide variety of possible cases. Because of the primary democratic
privacy focus, it makes sense to study IT discussions, IT debates and IT de-
cisions (in the widest possible sense of the “IT”-term) that are explicitly
focusing on privacy and/or democracy aspects.1 5  Efforts to compare demo-
cratic privacy norms to the actual discussion will then generate immediate
evaluation of core elements of the discussions in question, and we can

                                               
1 3   The benefits of the touted “recycleability” will unfortunately not be readily evident in
the case study (as we “only” develop a single superstructure), but its perceived advantages
will be thoroughly rationalised and explicated elsewhere.
1 4   A controversial decision, which will be returned to in chapter six (pp 191–193).
1 5   We must eventually be prepared to consider whether the case (case-ette might be a
more apt term) is biased in a way that makes the demonstration less obviously useful. Are
we, to put it simply, making things too easy for ourselves when settling on this kind of
case? Such criticism is in fact hard to avoid, but we have at least not chosen the actual
case after a pre-study showing particular promise in this respect. Because it is an impor-
tant issue, we will briefly return to it in chapter six.





actually hope to provide some systematic feedback (rather than just arbitrary
commentary) as a consequence. This systematisation is what enables the
extensibility we mentioned above.

The study object we have settled on—discussion, study and debate concerned
with the Swedish Data Protection Act and its successor the Personal Data Act—
has the additional benefit that it is part of a very tangible and long-running
debate1 6  which continues to affect us. To engage a living process rather
than a mummified one seems appealing even when that engagement is
brief. It means that we can at least sustain some hope that the exploratory
study—and its commentary—may be of actual use and interest down the
line, making the effort to work out an extensible design worth our while.
Quite a thing as demonstrations go.

Some General Design Principles
As we have argued, we are faced with different methodological problems
in the three parts, which is why we momentarily defer many methodolo-
gical specifications which might otherwise have been presented in this
chapter. Nevertheless, some design principles profoundly influence the en-
tire study, and so it makes sense to discuss them at this point.

A Compartmentalised Research Design

In addition to the many other difficulties inherent in an academic effort,
there is always the risk of somehow going astray early on and, as a conse-

                                               
1 6   Spanning almost three decades, it is indeed a long-running discussion. One benefit
when working with this drawn out debate is that we get the opportunity to process pre-
Internet material (pre mass-adoption of the Internet at any rate), as well as “Internet-era”
material within the bounds of a single investigation. This should help us illustrate that ra-
dical changes in the IT environment do not affect the ability to conduct principled dis-
cussions about democratic communication, using democratic privacy as a reference ideal.





quence, of establishing the rest of the analytical edifice on a crumbling
foundation. When that happens, it is doubly unfortunate. Not only will
the end results be flawed, but much if not most of the painstaking work
along the way, however elegant and logical, will have been carried out in
vain when that central underpinning is dislodged.

Arguably, the grandest academic products are those where the scholar suc-
cessfully accepts this risk, and tries to reach as far as possible by climbing
his/her methodological ladder while trusting each rung with his/her full
weight. Lacking such all-out bravery, the researcher must resort to other,
slightly safer, strategies. If one alternative is the construction of a tall but
potentially rickety tower, another is to use interlinked yet individually self-
contained and compartmentalised components. If one of these compo-
nents should prove weak, in spite of the intentions of the researcher, that
fact would at least not undermine the entire work, as the intrinsic logic of
the other components should hopefully remain sound.

Because of the effort it takes to define and insulate these building-blocks
and provide them with viable interfaces, it is very hard to attain the reach
of the customised “ladder” methodology. Successfully designed, this short-
coming is of a short-term nature, however. In the long run, tried and
trusted building-blocks can be re-employed in new studies with little or
no modification.1 7 

                                               
1 7   This is of course not a novel realisation. It is, among other things, a defining principle
whenever cumulativeness is sought after. Cumulativeness in the social sciences is a hot
topic if ever there was one (for some (contrasting) thoughts about the matter, e.g. King et
al & Lundqvist (1993, pp 34, 108 & 114)), but we will not concern ourselves unduly with
it in this work as cumulativeness has in fact only marginal impact here. Compart-
mentalisation should, basically, not be confused with true cumulativeness, nor should the
fact that the “grand base” is presented as a substructure; a base onto which various super-
structures can be attached: it is really just a way of framing, managing and presenting a
common problem. The “grand base” offers no theoretical guidelines, no insights, and no
empirical observations per se, on which theories may be founded. We may very well





Timid or not (it is in large part a function of what we aim to accomplish),
this work is heavily biased in favour of the compartmentalised approach.
That said, we must acknowledge that all-out compartmentalisation is
regrettably outside the scope here. To attain this state, there should really
be no links between the “macro-analytical” objects, or building-blocks,
beyond the predefined set of interfacing variables. Thus, the way we study
one object should not be guided by, or in any way influenced by, the in-
ternal structure (let alone results) of another object or its “hooks”. This is
the one way to safeguard absolutely each object from undue ad hoc
tweaking, which would diminish their generic value. When the con-
ceptual interfaces of two objects are to be brought together, a theoretical
layer explicitly presenting the assumptions necessary to match the two ob-
jects’ interfacing hooks should be present. Carefully designed, this “inter-
object” layer should ensure that logical inconsistencies and general theore-
tical artefacts will not leap across objects to infest the entire study.

True compartmentalisation would thus really mandate that each object be
ascribed equal weight (and be given equal attention), but, as we shall see, it
has nevertheless been decided to set up a technologically oriented “grand
base”, and have the emanating “hooks” help determine how subsequent
interfaces are designed. While it certainly eliminates the problem of mis-
matching interfaces, the danger of thus embedding parts of the insulating
interconnection-layer is obvious—we have markedly less opportunity to
track “contamination” this way since only the “grand base” itself is absolu-
tely insulated from infectious flaws. Because the development of a func-
tional technology-abstracting “grand base” (more on this later) is a priori-
tised ambition in this work, such “one-way insulation” is in fact a bare
minimum unless the idea of an compartmentalised research methodology
is to be reduced to so many words. Beyond this, the extra effort it would
take to insulate absolutely other possible research objects (of which there

                                                                                                                   
broaden our knowledge about individual dimensions of change, but that is a function of
interconnectivity, not of cumulativeness.





are several, and on various analytical levels to boot) has been deemed un-
economical, when weighed against the stated objectives.

Nevertheless, compartmentalisation remains a guiding principle that per-
meates this work. The most obvious illustration is perhaps the way demo-
cratic privacy is attached to the “grand base”, where chapter five more or
less constitutes an “inter-object” layer connecting the “grand base” and
the democratic privacy superstructure, but a host of other minor and major
design decisions have been influenced by the same principle.

An Extensible and Transparent Research Design

This work is slightly unusual in that it does not aim to provide an “uncon-
ditional” end-product but is in a sense more of an organised beginning
providing a set of solid methodological solutions. Thus the “grand base”
should be able to handle new communicative options if and when they
appear; democratic privacy should be able to process and incorporate hitherto
missed or deliberately ignored democratic-theoretical (and “privacy-theo-
retical”) musings; and it should finally be possible to refine the demon-
strative empirical study by including more relevant material at a later point
(and conduct other case studies using a similar methodological approach).

The desire to provide extensible/scalable methodological research frame-
works places special demands on this text. We must take utmost care to
make the methodological machinery—with all its nuts and bolts—trans-
parent (cf Lundqvist 1993: 52–54) and to present it with more “pedagogic
padding” than usual. Intrinsic complexity must not be cloaked or black-
boxed, but may be temporarily masked, so that the presentation is
approachable by all, while allowing access to core methodological ele-
ments for interested parties. These are challenging requirements but given
the aims and ambitions they certainly deserve careful consideration.





Structuring Criticism

One obvious consequence of the design priorities we have outlined is that
very ample space has been dedicated to the various methodological dis-
cussions. Another consequence is the way we deliberately try to explore
potential avenues of criticism of the ideas we advance: a dynamic research
machinery must after all be able to process any kind of feedback. Some
forms of criticism are therefore integral components of the methodology
we develop, and will actually help to improve the framework over time.
Throughout, we have gone to some length to suggest how such structured
criticism can be framed, and what impact it may have.





Part I

Making Sense of Information-
Technological Change





Part I in Brief
In this part, which consists of a single chapter, the aim is to develop the
substructure or “grand base” as it was labelled in chapter one. It is de-
signed to be extensible and re-usable beyond the current context, and is
eventually intended to be usable as a policy-instrument that could be
utilised to integrate the findings of many different analytical efforts.

Part I incorporates the following elements:
• An outline of (and a rationale for) the way we design the substructure
• A comparison between different information technologies to identify

communication “dimensions of change”
• A discussion about later extensibility of the substructure and its possible

ramifications

We end up with:
• A catalogue of communication dimensions, a “grand base”, ready to be

“charged” with policy-relevant content





Devising a “Grand Base” of
Technological Understanding

Introduction
As we have established, the chief ambition in this chapter is to present the
methodological foundation—the pompously (but appropriately) styled
“grand base”—basically a generic abstraction layer which will insulate
social theorists and policy makers from the intricacies of information-
technological (r)evolution. Ideally, people from a wide range of back-
grounds will be able to use this conceptual foundation with a minimum of
fuss.

In order to cope with future IT-eventualities, the framework must be
designed to be extensible and open-ended, a fact which, after a fashion,
forces the model into a permanent work-in-progress state. This is not such
a serious problem as might first be thought, as its continuing extension and
refinement will logically yield gradually diminishing, if still valuable, re-
turns (as will be demonstrated). We will strive to develop the framework
to a point where it has gained a reasonable degree of solidity, i.e. to a
point where further efforts yield disproportionately little return. While it is
hoped that the actual process will demonstrate that this is really the case, it
is impossible altogether to escape criticism that it is not. We will return to
this issue at the end of the chapter.





A final preparatory caution is in order. As we shall see, the notion of a
“grand base”, and how it should be designed, is really based on a very
simple, almost commonsensical, set of logical assumptions. A consequence
of this is that the chapter will be severely under-referenced as compared to
other parts in this work.

Abstraction Layer Research Methodology

A Technological “Grand Base”—Not a Social Theory “Grand Base”

It does not really tax our logical powers to conclude that the technological
situation rather than the social theory side must determine the initial
design of the abstraction layer. While there is certainly a diverse host of in-
formation technologies on offer, the number of differentiating traits ought
to be restricted. Social theory, on the other hand, seems harder to squeeze
into a pre-conceptualised framework, as the number of differentiating
dimensions, however conceptualised, would be bewilderingly large, and
subject to wildly diverging interpretations. It is, quite simply, easier to
provide an interface with ready-to-use hooks that may be utilised by social
theorists, rather than the other way around.

Using the “Grand Base”: a Brief Recap

Once the abstraction layer has been designed, the research process shifts
from its initial clear technological bias, to its eventual bisected state, and
from that point on the full benefits of the methodology should be readily
available to either of the two “sides”. The “technologist”, for want of a
better word, can now examine emerging communication technologies,
and locate new communicative trends confident that his/her findings will
be immediately accessible by his/her peers, by social theorists and by po-
licy makers because they are presented using the common terminology de-





termined by the abstraction layer (the “grand base”).1 8  In order to exemp-
lify this, we must briefly anticipate the later discussion by introducing sen-
der anonymity as a serious candidate for inclusion among the differentiating
dimensions which will effectively be used as interfacing hooks to/from the
abstraction layer.

Figure 2.1 demonstrates a greatly simplified version of the research metho-
dology put to actual (if at this point imagined) use. A specific new IT is
studied with the explicit aim to note how the predetermined dimensions
of change are affected. One of the findings is that the technology restricts
sender anonymity (as compared to a given reference benchmark, or other
technology for instance). Some social theorists, who in the figure work

                                               
1 8   As it turns out, “abstraction layer” is a rather appropriate term: “grand base” suggests
reach, while “abstraction layer” suggests how underlying complexity is eliminated.





from the top down, independently focus on certain security issues. Using
the common abstraction layer, hypotheses are formulated about the impact
of sender anonymity on security issues (as perceived from their theoretical
horizon). The theorists are altogether free of any hands-on involvement in
the technological inquiry that connects to the abstraction layer from the
“other side”. Based on their hypotheses and the findings of the techno-
logy-oriented researchers, the social theorists, or indeed a third party, can
make predictions about some of the implications of the technology in
question. Even more useful is perhaps the potential to look for trends. If,
for instance, a trend seemed to be that new information technologies
generally allow more sender anonymity, the long-term results of such a
trend (in the current case security implications) would become discernible.
If these results were viewed as undesirable, authorities would gain a
genuine opportunity to act proactively rather than reactively.

Designing the Abstraction Layer
This chapter must organise the identification of “hooks” which are really
non-reducible and differentiating dimensions of communication techno-
logy. The aim is to begin with as clean a slate as possible, and to try to
avoid burdening the study with fruitless pre-conceptualisations.

How, then, do we go about the business of discovering and processing
technological variation to generate non-reducible dimensions of change?
While a number of dimensions (such as cost for instance) may intuitively
seem like natural candidates, the chosen method must help us discover
variation in a consistent manner, regardless of intuitive prejudice.1 9  The

                                               
1 9   The less than orderly detection of characteristics to be used analytically is worryingly
common. A case in point is (the otherwise well informed) Wayne Rash’s “characteristics
that help define the New Media”, which seem to be conjured up arbitrarily. He “identi-
fies” interactivity, limited bandwidth, limited demographics, location independence, and
“Netiquette” as such helpful characteristics, seemingly oblivious to the intrinsic oddity of





one (limited) use we may have of any “intuitive candidates”, is as a rather
crude methodological validation instrument, as any method failing to re-
cognise them, or explaining why they ought to be omitted, could be re-
garded with some suspicion.

The selected technological inquiry is designed to be forgiving, with
redundancy rolled in to lessen (as we noted earlier, total elimination is not
a reasonable aim) the chances of missing critical differentiating properties.
The method we have opted for is relatively unadorned. We start off by
arbitrarily choosing an information technology (in the most generic sense
of the word: more on this shortly). We ponder it and its intrinsic
properties. We then proceed by arbitrarily choosing another information
technology, and try to compare it to the first one. Differences are noted.
We then pit a third IT against the two in the list, and try to locate more
differentiating features etc., and thus proceed to add new ITs until we are
satisfied that we have located most important information-technological
differences.

We may initially expect a large number of distinguishing features, but as
we progress down the list, entering more ITs to it as we go along, new
differentiating factors should gradually become rarer. In an ideal world, we
would eventually run out of new ITs to examine, which would ensure
that we had located all relevant distinguishing factors. Human communi-
cative ingenuity (and researcher imperfection and impatience) makes it un-
likely that we would ever think of every mode of communication which
could be categorised as IT—let alone analyse them to find unique pro-
perties. We need to remember, however, that many, if not most, defining
characteristics of omitted ITs will assuredly have counterparts in other,

                                                                                                                   
such a catalogue (Rash: 16–17). McLuhan’s “hot” and “cool” media (e.g. Levinson 9–11)
is another analytical scheme which is in most cases hard to apply systematically—fame
notwithstanding. Within the narrow “telepresence” field, several attempts have been
made to locate communicative dimensions (e.g. Steuer 40–49), but their wider analytical
worth is doubtful at best.





included, ITs. Thus, for instance, had optical telegraphy been left out (it
is), its reliance on a shared codification of information would have had a
counterpart in traditional telegraphy, while its susceptibility to adverse
weather conditions would have had a counterpart in traditional broad-
casting media. Nevertheless, the exclusion of any IT brings with it the fear
that a dimension of change is lost due to something as simple as lack of
prominence in the included ITs. Apart from the fact that an extensive, if
not complete, list of included ITs should still produce a rather extensive
list of differentiating properties, a second defence may (though rather more
hesitantly) be invoked in that properties that rare are unlikely to carry
enough weight to distort the study in any major way. At any rate, the
model is expressly designed to be extensible, by allowing the uncondi-
tional option to enter new ITs whenever required.

We are eventually left with a set of differentiating IT properties, but we
also need to ascertain that we do in fact end up with non-reducible and non-
complementary dimensions of change (more on why this must be so in the
criticising the dimensions of change section below). In this work, the presenta-
tion of this process of reduction has been somewhat de-emphasised, as it is
carried out en route, and is thus not given its own section in the text. In the
following figure, the entire process from initial comparison of different ITs
to the reduction just discussed is presented graphically:





Criticising the Dimensions of Change

“Internal” Criticism

We cannot once and for all claim that the located set of dimensions of
change is inviolable—the framework would not be open-ended and ex-
tensible if we could. Moreover, such a claim would be inordinately smug,
as it would presuppose analytical perfection up to this point. In all honesty,
it is possible that certain dimensions of change have been overlooked or
misconstrued in spite of the precautions we have taken to avoid such an
eventuality. Even if we have confidence in the method’s basic integrity,
then, we must still be prepared to consider the impact of “internal” criti-
cism, i.e. objections about the eventually located set of dimensions using
that method (rather than about the method as such).

Three different kinds of objections are possible, and we need to address
the potential implications of each.





First, a specific dimension of change might be noted by its absence. Some
observers have glibly commented on the software community’s disposition
to pronounce a bug a feature, but in this case it really is a designed feature
of the investigative framework. Whether a dimension of change turns up
after more advanced and thorough processing of the already included em-
pirical material, or emerges as the result of further empirical input, it will
hone the usefulness of the “grand base” further, but existing dimensions of
change should in almost all cases remain wholly unaffected. Social theorists
who have connected superstructures to the “grand base” might want to
review their investigative efforts to take the new “hook” into account, but
established conclusions should remain as valid as before. In fact, such “cri-
ticism” would be a sign of continuing health: at the very least the “grand
base” is then visibly spared the fate of fading into vapid oblivion after its
initial conception—a fate which would be particularly deplorable as the
framework’s true promise lies in its continual re-application.

Second, a specific dimension might be believed to represent a polarised as-
pect of a dimension which has already been identified. These kinds of flaws
may generate a level of redundancy, but will only adversely affect the
social-theory superstructure and its findings to the extent that the social
theorist is himself/herself confused about how the communicative dimen-
sions actually affect his/her superstructure. If two dimensions are actually
each other’s opposites (and thus represent opposite poles/aspects of a true
dimension), the social theorist’s findings about these dimensions/hooks
should naturally conform to this polarity. Nevertheless, the framework
should really not incorporate any such analytic-logical booby traps, as this
would defeat its explicit ease-of-use objective. Relevant criticism should
bring about swift elimination of redundant elements so that the primary
dimension is properly emphasised.

Third, there might be a suspicion that a specific dimension is really a com-
posite of several dimensions of change, and not an irreducible dimension in
its own right. Such criticism is potentially very damaging, as subsequent





correction (i.e. breaking down the false dimension into its component
(true) dimensions) of the “grand base” might require extensive modifica-
tion of existing superstructures as well. If dimension  has been used as a
hook in a number of studies, the realisation that  was in fact made up of
the three distinct (true) dimensions ,  and , would leave us with an
unpleasant choice. Either we decide that we will continue to discuss  as
the true dimension, and thus ignore our knowledge about its constituent
parts (this would maintain the integrity of existing studies, but would deny
us potential refinement made possible by the study of ,  and  in
their own rights), or we do away with , and from that point on focus
solely on ,  and  (leaving existing findings concerned with  in
“common-reference limbo” unless the researchers agree to revise their stu-
dies to conform to the change—a doubtful prospect).2 0  Caught between
the difficulty of revising already carried out (superstructural) research, and
the wish always to make use of the most primitive (irreducible) dimensions
of change, what we end up with is a serious problem of potential fragmen-
tation, which could eventually degrade the usefulness of the “grand base”.

It is not really possible to anticipate what will occur once new ITs are pro-
cessed, but the observations above have been taken to heart in this work.
The hope (it can be nothing more, though hope can be well-founded or
ill-founded as the case may be) is therefore that we have in fact located
irreducible dimensions of change, and that further analysis will bear this
out.

                                               
2 0   This is not to say that combinations of dimensions of change should never be studied
as consolidated objects, however. Indeed, one use of the framework is to help construct
such higher-order objects using a set number of consistent building-blocks (the dimen-
sions of change themselves). This should be the researcher’s freely elected option—s/he
should not, surreptitiously or not so surreptitiously, be “frog-marched” in that (or any
other) direction by a flawed analytical tool (see more p 61).





“External” Criticism

The previous section presupposed that the adopted method was basically
deemed sound, and proceeded to outline potential bones of contention
with that basic acceptance in mind. The essential premises may also be
assailed, however, and some such potential “external” issues must be dis-
cussed at this point.

We must ask ourselves whether the very choice of methodological appara-
tus itself carries with it possibly detrimental ontological baggage. After all,
we have referred to Shannon & Weaver’s straightforward communication
model as an inspirational source. Would an alternative—say a semio-
tic—approach, have yielded different findings? The simple answer is:
“yes”, or even “yes, of course”: presumably massively different. We should
however keep in mind that we are explicitly focusing on information
technology—not communication in a wider sense when we set up the
“grand base”. The simplistic sender-recipient model is in fact uniquely
suited to this focus as IT implementations typically have rigid interfaces for
both senders and recipients, and it is usually unproblematic to work out
whether or not you are in fact sending and/or receiving.2 1  The final com-
plex formation of “meaning” takes place beyond the interface-to-interface
wrapper. The idea is that the individual superstructures (one of which will
be developed in this work) will shoulder the main ontological burden,
because they must somehow link the interface-to-interface wrapper to
actual people—and to theories concerned with people and how people
interact. On its own, the substructure provides no significance of any kind
to the various “hooks”—it is thus unbiased vis-à-vis possible super-
structures. The “grand base” is not a theory, but an abstraction procedure.

                                               
2 1   This should not be confused with covert sending (or, though less of an issue) receiving
instances, where you may not know that you are in fact sending or receiving information
at the time.





It would be foolish to suggest that our stringently outlined notion how the
study of IT can be facilitated is ontologically more sound than any other
stringently outlined notion. That said, the framework is hardly entering a
saturated market of comprehensive notions how to simplify IT research. It
becomes more of a priority to be able to state, and this can be done with
some confidence, that the outlined methodology is more sensible than the
half-measures—and the kludgery—that seem so prevalent.

The intrinsic logic is akin to the reasoning behind category discovery (from
data) as used in grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss: 35–37). When Glaser &
Strauss contend that “[an] effective strategy is, at first, literally to ignore the
literature on theory and fact on the area under study, in order to assure
that the emergence of categories will not be contaminated by concepts
more suited to different areas”, that implies compartmentalisation and so we
feel inclined to concur. This is basically what the “grand base” helps us
achieve, but we deviate slightly from grounded theory edicts as our belief is
that the categories are for the most part “recyclable”. This is by no means
a serious break, as IT dimensions of change (which all belong to the same
class—communication), are on the whole less prone to the wider problems
of subsequently mismatching data and categories that Strauss and Glaser
point to. We still embrace their advice that each research project should
include a thorough stock-taking of relevant data to make sure that the
eventually fixed categories are relevant, and the “dimension-generating
machinery” is left in place for that very purpose (see next section). Even
while we may reasonably expect that most will survive later scrutiny, none
of the presented dimensions are considered absolutely set in stone (that
would have made the inclusion of the “dimension-generating machinery”
extraneous—even insincere), but re-utilisation should be the rule rather
than the exception.

A certainly very relevant issue is whether an abstraction procedure that
generates in excess of 35 dimensions is really that helpful. Clearly, much
complexity remains in the “grand base” for the social scientist to ponder





when s/he is to connect his/her theoretical superstructure using so many
“hooks” (dimensions of change). This is a problem, but an accepted one.
It has been deemed prudent, indeed necessary, to avoid the ontological
and epistemological dangers intrinsic to any attempt to group together the
primitive dimensions which so to speak present themselves. Because we
cannot foresee how the “grand base” will be used, and what superstruc-
tures future studies might engender, it would be altogether inappropriate
at this point to apply an arbitrary (however ingenious) social science
“filter” to bring about aggregated units, as that would defeat the idea of
“superstructural detachedness”.2 2  It is by no means impossible to construct
aggregated units, but that is optional, and such aggregation should be left to
a time when fundamental ontological and epistemological factors can be
justified in their proper context—and that proper context is the superstructure
being erected at the time.

Subsequent Extension of the Abstraction Layer’s
Empirical Foundation
A key benefit of the suggested approach is that it provides a generic and
extensible framework for the understanding of information technology.
For such a claim to be credible, it is of course necessary to provide a me-
chanism whereby new empirical material can easily yet effectively be pro-
cessed and incorporated. In this case, this is rather less of a problem. New
communicative options, or additions to existing options, may be studied
using the outlined (and unmodified) procedure. The one difference is that
much intrinsic complexity can quickly be siphoned off using the already

                                               
2 2   Similar notions are advanced by grounded theory proponents Glaser & Strauss. Their
basic contention that “… the generation of theory should aim at achieving much diversity
in emergent categories” is most relevant here. The idea is to avoid artificial constraints
(i.e. theory-induced constraints, as this process is to be as unencumbered by theory as
possible) on category generation, and then make prudent decisions how to proceed with
the categories that have emerged.





located dimensions of change, a fact which should improve the chances of
quickly locating truly new distinguishing features.

Comparing Information Technologies

What is an IT?

Before we begin comparing different ITs to find differentiating features,
we must decide what we actually mean by an IT. Or, more pertinently,
what we mean by an IT at this stage. After all, the study should eventually
provide more and better answers as to how we should view communica-
tion technology, and thus also indicate ways to compartmentalise ITs. We
simply anticipate that the exposition of differentiating dimensions will pro-
vide the means to examine them with greater clarity. Such an anticipation
is of little help at this point, however. We must at least have some rough
guidelines how to select the information technologies, which are to be
compared with one another even to get started. Some defining characteris-
tics must therefore be established. It should however be noted, and with
some emphasis, that these characteristics do not even resemble a compre-
hensive IT definition. They are simply used to make the selection process
more methodical and orderly, by ordering and narrowing its scope.
Finally, the use of these guidelines is not restricted to this text, but are in-
tended to be re-used if and when more ITs are added at a later stage, and
this should support the open-endedness objective.

First, an IT, in the sense we choose to view it here, is always used as an in-
direct mode of information exchange, and never as supporting technology
for direct communication. By indirect information exchange we signify
information exchange which, to be possible, requires an artificial interface
between sender and recipient. A train carrying the sender to the recipient
is thus excluded as it simply makes direct communication feasible. A co-
rollary, which hopefully clarifies things slightly as it is more stringent and





easier to control, is that an IT must always at some point encode the infor-
mation it exchanges, rather than simply amplify it.

Second, an IT may, and normally does, consist of a significant number of
sub-technologies and/or human agents. In order for a combination of
technologies and/or human agents to pass as a coherent IT, it must en-
compass the entire information exchange sequence, from human sender to
human recipient(s). A “letter”, for instance, is thus not an IT, while the
postal service is.

Third, in order for an IT to qualify for inclusion in the study, differences
between it and other included ITs must not be confined to sub-techno-
logies and/or human intermediaries, but must also entail notably different
user-options and/or user-experience for the sender, the recipient or both.
Mail delivered by train is thus no different from mail delivered by alterna-
tive means of transportation. Similarly, one-to-one digital telephony is in
itself not to be considered different from one-to-one analogue telephony,
although the underlying technology is vastly more complex.

Fourth, in order for an IT to qualify for inclusion in the study, it must not
be a straight combination of other included ITs. A “phonogram” (i.e. a te-
legram “sent” by phone) etc. is an obvious example.

Fifth, to be included in this study an IT must interface with both a sender
and a recipient, making it possible for at least one recipient to access the
information committed by at least one sender. The temporal interval be-
tween the two interface-points is not a consideration, however, meaning
that even database systems qualify as ITs in the study.

Sixth, basic codification schemes used by the sender and/or the recipient
when pre/post-processing information conveyed by an IT, such as lan-
guage of choice, images, symbols etc. do not affect the status of the IT it-
self, and cannot determine inclusion or exclusion in the study. A fax in





cuneiform is, in an IT sense, no different from a fax in English, or even a
fax containing a happy face, although the user experience is presumably
rather different.

To repeat, these “testing characteristics” are by no means exhaustive, but
will aid us when deciding which ITs to include (both at this initiatory
stage and if and when we wish to extend the empirical base at a later
point). They are fault-tolerant in that “extraneous” ITs slipping through
will not mar the study; merely make us work a little harder for a very
marginal gain. If worst comes to worst, the IT falls through the filtering-
process only to be compared with other included ITs, where it should,
presumably be found that no significant differentiating factors are added by
that extra investigative effort. Annoying, but of little analytical conse-
quence.

The testing characteristics are most helpful when determining whether to
include some novel, mostly digital, modes of information exchange. Tra-
ditional ITs have more or less been compartmentalised already, although
some evolutionary development has certainly blurred the edges in which
case the testing characteristics may come in handy.

Dealing with “Subjective Differences”

While we do not, at this stage, really wish to exclude any differentiating
features, some pruning of the material is still in order. To count the num-
ber of buttons on individual fax-machines, or observe that computer
screens are generally rather square and grey would be fairly pointless. To
note that some information technologies are more complex to use than
others, or that some (IT devices) are rather less aesthetic than others may
however be more relevant. In spite of this, we will initially try to avoid
discussing features that depend on subjective viewpoints. A gadget packed
with minute buttons may be a thing of perfect beauty and ease-of-use in
the eyes of a technologically minded person, while someone else may





think of it as an unusable abortion. We need only think of the ubiquitous
jet-black stereo equipment which is either the proud centrepiece of a
room or meticulously hidden behind plants and furniture to get the idea.

This is not to say that such issues should never be discussed, however, but
merely that this discussion should take place after the systematic search for
differences as outlined above, to avoid clogging up the investigative
machinery. In this work, differences that may be considered to belong to
either of the two rough categories “aesthetic design” and “ease-of-use”
will be ignored. If we, in the course of the investigation, should uncover
“subjective differences”, which fall outside these categories, or need
further analysis in order to determine how they in fact are to be categori-
sed, these will be duly noted, and returned to at a later stage. To mark
this, we will here note sender and recipient -- and 
 as two potential dimensions of change (though because of their
murky ontological status will they will not be included in the final table in
this work).2 3 

Included Information Technologies

Using the criteria described earlier we have settled for the following ITs to
be included in the study. Since we wish to dispose of the most notable and
common communicative dimensions at an early stage, we will begin by
processing three technologies with acknowledged and overwhelming so-
cietal impact; the postal service, the telephonic network and television (in
that order). This first section will stylistically be rather more extended than
the following part, where the methodological handling of the comparison
should already have become apparent (figure 2.3).

                                               
2 3   It could be argued that the two dimensions actually reside within the various cost-
dimensions (we will not investigate this further).





A Caution About the Naming of the Dimensions of Change

The labelling of the located dimensions of change may appear somewhat
frivolous to some readers. After all, labels are designated with little regard
for possible (and possibly relevant) naming conventions or precedents. The
reason for this is simple. It would certainly be both possible and interesting
to proceed through the list of located dimensions with the aim to establish
possible affiliation with existing terms, but it would be a massive under-
taking. On its own, that would be a feeble justification. It becomes more
reasonable when conjoined with the recognition that this effort would in
no way affect or aid the central investigation. The dimensions result from
logical properties of information technology however we decide to label
them. They are thus unbudgeable whether or not they seem to be
affiliated to (or conflict with) other conceptualisations. We might have
adopted a very dry naming scheme, where individual dimensions were
labelled , ,  etc. but for the sake of readability we have preferred
more descriptive labels. Should anyone wish to re-label a dimension at a
later point—for whatever reason—that is unproblematic, as the intrinsic
meaning of the dimension remains (must remain) the same. The pedagogic
desirability of later re-labelling is more doubtful, however.





Analysis of IT Differences

N.B. Over the next few pages we present the abstraction process at work—i.e. the
actual comparison we have carried out to locate dimensions of change. This pre-
sentation is helpful as it provides substance to the various dimensions and places
them in an instructional context, which should help us get an idea how the some-
what abstract ideas we have advanced can be put to practical use. For the most part,
the presentation mirrors the process as it was actually carried out, and dimensions
are discussed in the context they were “discovered”. The order in which the IT im-
plementations were compared (and by extension this presentation) is indeed
arbitrary, but that is altogether unavoidable—any order would have been.

Readers who wish to forego this presentation (in spite of the noted, and notable, ad-
vantages) may proceed to page 80 where a table listing all the extracted dimensions
of change can be found.

The Postal Service

The postal service is a quite logical candidate as the reference information
technology. Its societal impact has been widely discussed and because of its
early inception and wide dissemination, it has attained an almost archetypal
status in most societies. Today’s postal service consists of many different
components, however—some of which may lay proper claim to individual
inclusion as ITs in their own right. For now, we will only consider the
most fundamental service, i.e. the conveyance of traditional mail, to ini-
tiate the analytical process with a minimum of inconvenience.

Telephony – Postal service

Now, for the true implementation of the chosen methodology, as we pre-
pare to compare postal service and the second IT of choice: telephony.
Like the postal service, telephony today offers several services, such as





multi-user conferencing etc., which make its archetypal distinctions
blurred and harder to recognise. For now, we will consider its most vene-
rable, and still most common, guise, i.e. “Bellian” point-to-point voice
telephony. We will forego any unorganised “introductory” ruminations
about possible defining characteristics, and proceed straight to the com-
parison phase, which should, in an orderly fashion, begin to fill our hither-
to rather vacant list of differentiating characteristics.

So, just how do voice telephony and the postal service differ from each
other? First, mail is of an inherently physical character, whereas telephony
transmits only the information—not any auxiliary matter; we will call this
. Secondly, there is a need to invest in certain hardware
in order to access voice telephony (the telephone itself, and a connection
to the telephonic network). This is not the case with mail. Whether you
buy your telephone and pay for relevant connection-fees, or rent the ser-
vices (paying extra in a telephone-booth is of course a form of rent), this
cost is clearly different from the subsequent transfer-fee of the information
itself. We will dub these two different costs enabling-cost, and transfer-cost.
While we may safely state that the enabling-cost is higher in the case of
telephonic communication, it is harder to come to any firm conclusions
about the transfer-cost at this stage, as here it is a function of the amount of
information, and the cost-functions for these two ITs are incompatible
(roughly cost per minute and distance versus cost per weight-unit and dis-
tance). Staying with enabling-cost, we note that both senders and the reci-
pients may be affected by it. It would therefore be prudent to refine the
concept and speak of  - and  
. Although we have decided to defer any general discussion about
transfer-cost to a later stage (incompatible data making it unsuitable here),
we should already be able to agree that the same holds true here, and that
we might as well introduce the corresponding  - and
 -.





Mail is furthermore slower than the telephonic network. Or is it? Convey-
ing the total amount of information available in a decently sized encyclo-
paedia over the phone would probably take more time than sending the
volume by mail to the recipient, who can then access the information. Let
us limit ourselves by concluding that the - is far quicker in the
case of telephonic information exchange. The actual transfer time en route
will of course have to be discussed at a later stage, and so we include -
 - in our list of differentiating characteristics.

Telephonic information exchange is bi-directional, where mail is uni-
directional. By bi-directionality we mean that a connection initiated by
one party automatically enables a two-way link; the initial recipient need
not provide, or even know, the “address” of the initial sender in order to
switch to a sender-capacity. We will term this .

Telephonic communication is also, albeit rather primitively, ,
which mail is not. By interactive we will signify overlapping or simulta-
neous roles as information sender and recipient, a rather more stringent
definition than the normal (ab)use of that term.2 4  In the case of voice tele-
phony, the interactivity is confined to the two parties talking (and, al-
though rarely very effectively, listening) concurrently.

A further difference between mail and telephonic communication is that
the latter uses some variety of internal electronic  of the infor-
mation when transferring it, while the postal service simply transports ma-
terial. Any existing information encoding intrinsic to the transported ma-
terial has been caused by the sender and no one else.

                                               
2 4   Few concepts brought to the fore as a consequence of the “digital revolution” (what-
ever that is) have been tortured into meaning so much and so little (See Wilhelm: 45, for
some examples).





The “sending end” of the postal information route is based on a fixed, and
relatively limited, set of access-points—the mailboxes. The telephonic net-
work of course offers options beyond this, and allows for individual and
private access-points. The main difference, at the receiving end, between
the two communication modes is that the recipient access point in a postal
context is geographically based (the address) to a far greater degree than in
a telephonic context (the telephone number). These two characteristics
will respectively be referred to as    - -
. After all, the differences are pivoting around the extent
to which access-points “accompany” the individual. To move ahead of
things, this would of course be even more notable in a comparison with
mobile telephony, where the access-points (both sending and receiving)
have been more or less completely individualised, and where public access
is in fact extrinsic to the technology as such (relying instead on strong links
with traditional telephony), and where the geographical context is swiftly
losing all relevance (cf the now defunct Iridium telephonic system, which,
its financial suicide notwithstanding, was truly global in reach, as it relied
solely on a string of low-orbit satellites to carry the traffic).2 5 

Communication validation, i.e. control that the information has reached
its intended destination, is more evolved in telephonic information ex-
change than in the traditional postal service, where it is more or less non-
existent. In part, this is reducible to the interactive, and bi-directional cha-
racteristics of voice telephony (you can ask the recipient if s/he has under-
stood/heard you), but in part depends on built-in error detection features
(occupied tone, invalid-number messages etc.), which have no equivalent
in standard mail (we will not here discuss variations of the basic postal
service, such as registered mail/certified mail, providing methods of valida-
tion as these options have obvious counterparts elsewhere). For now, we
will refer to  , which will indicate validation that a

                                               
2 5  URL: “Iridium homepage”.





link between sender and recipient has indeed been established, rather than
to validation of subsequent information transferred by means of that link.

Finally, the postal service always requires, at least so far, human agents,
most visibly the ubiquitous postman, while modern voice telephony (as
opposed to switch-board operated voice telephony) is wholly automatic,
i.e. needs no human middlemen to move from sender to recipient. We
will dub this difference      .
Not snappy, but to the point.

The previous paragraph says nothing at all about the essential supporting
staff needed to keep the network in working order. Clearly, there are
some fundamental differences between the support required to keep the
postal service and the telephonic network ship-shape, and this difference,
although we do not make any gauging attempt in this specific case, will be
termed      .

At the end of this initial IT comparison, we have come up with the
following differentiating features:

commoditisation
sender enabling-cost
recipient enabling cost
sender transfer-cost
recipient transfer-cost.
access time
information transfer time
directionality
level of interactivity
encoding method
connection validation
level of primary human agent involvement
level of secondary human agent involvement.





sender access-point individualisation
recipient access-point individualisation

Television

Now that we are truly under way, it must be noted that distinguishing fea-
tures which match already located ones, as presented in the list above, will
not be specifically discussed. Indeed, discussions ending up with such con-
clusions have been edited out, as they were not considered helpful to the
reader, since they merely reiterated already noted differences.

The first thing to be noticed when we introduce television is the fact that
we are now dealing with an archetypal mass medium. What emanates
from the originating point can be picked up by an indeterminate number
of recipients, unlike mail, which is of a point-to-point character. This has
long been the mainstream dividing line when studying media, yet the dis-
tinction is far from unproblematic. What is the actual difference between
sending a letter to the entire population of a country and presenting it in
the guise of a television programme? Even at this early stage, it would
seem as if the term “mass media” is an untidy aggregation of various sub-
characteristics (such as cost, directionality and pervasiveness among other
things (see below) for instance) which will have to be examined closely,
and, quite likely, broken up in order to offer any real insights. Certain
elements of the above criticism hold true for the term “broadcasting” as
well. At this point, broadcasting represents one extreme on a “”
dimension, which signifies the IT's potential to allow a sender to reach
many recipients with a single dissemination of information.





TV–Mail

One distinction between mail and television is that you do not have to
specify the recipients when sending2 6  information by means of television,
unlike mail, where an address is needed for the information to reach its
given destination. The recipient, then, is essentially anonymous, and we
will consequently use the term  , when referring to
this aspect. For the sender, the postal service offers a notable option to stay
anonymous. It could be argued that television does too, but whereas it is
feasible to trace a television signal, it would be quite an undertaking to lo-
cate a sender of anonymous mail. The difference between the media in
this will be dubbed  .

Inter-linked with his/her anonymity is the fact that the recipient must take
specific action in order to get hold of the information. Quite apart from
the fact that s/he must have access to a TV-set (which falls under recipient
enabling-costs) s/he must tune the set to his/her channel of choice at the
predetermined hour, and get ready to absorb the information, as opposed
to mail which floods the letterbox without any effort on the recipient’s
part. We will dub this general preparatory activity (or lack thereof) dimen-
sion . Since there must logically be an analogous sender di-
mension, we might as well already include   to our list.
When we mentioned that the recipient had to get ready at a pre-deter-
mined hour, we happened upon a further difference between the postal
service and television, namely that the link between television sender and
recipient is of a - character.

Televised information is also of a sequential nature, as the recipient has less
opportunity to go back to ponder already sent information, at least not
while the stream of information is in full flow, than if s/he were reading a
letter, where every sentence may be pondered at leisure. This characteris-
tic will be termed  .

                                               
2 6   this term chosen deliberately in favour of broadcasting which we just discussed briefly





recipient anonymity
sender anonymity
pervasiveness
sender awareness
real-time link
sequentiality of information flow

TV [Telephone]

A striking difference between voice telephony and television is how much
more information can be transferred in the same amount of time by the
latter technology. Even though the one attempt at realising a fully-fledged
smell-o-vision environment (the feature movie “Polyester”) was perhaps
less of a success to say the least, the fact that sound may at least be
complemented by moving pictures has altered our society almost beyond
recognition. With television, we seemingly get enough information to sa-
turate a good deal of our social needs. Television has simply become
“company” to a vast number of people. This critical distinction will be
dubbed  , signifying the amount of information
transferable in a given time.

Another obvious difference is that TV broadcasts are susceptible to at-
mospheric interference, which is not, or at least far less, the case with tra-
ditional telephony. Risking the wrath of radionics experts, we will con-
sider such interference an aspect of weather, and name the differentiating
factor accordingly:  .

Richness
Environmental interference





Newspapers [Postal Service, Telephony, TV]

Evolving from generic printing media, the commercial newspaper was a
momentous event in communication history,2 7  a fact explaining the re-
markable body of scientific work dedicated to its study. Although not the
first information method adapted for mass communication, it was clearly
very successful in this respect. Much of this success must of course be
ascribed to the (already discussed) favourable cost structure, which turned
the newspaper into a rather inexpensive commodity. Another reason was
arguably the way the professional editor took charge of a lot of the process
of information gathering, compilation, pruning and presentation, making
it practicable for the recipient to digest large amounts of complex material.
This is naturally different from the already discussed agent involvement in
that the latter simply aids the conveying of the information, whereas the
editor in effect decides what information is to be conveyed. Nevertheless,
editorship can not be considered a primary dimension of change, because
it blurs the sender’s actual identity. Either the editor is himself/herself a
true sender, in which case editorship is logically reduced away altogether,
or s/he is a prominent barrier between the true sender and the eventual
recipient. In the latter conceptualisation, editorship will be picked up by
dimensions focusing on sender and/or recipient awareness of the informa-
tion dissemination process.

Another feature closely associated with the newspaper, and one distin-
guishing it from the other objects of comparison, is the  (al-
though other methods of distribution are of course also common). An im-
portant aspect of the subscription is that the recipient will have to take
specific action to stop the reception of information rather than the other
way around.

The newspaper differentiates itself particularly from telephony by the
extraordinary amount of included “surplus” information, which the reci-

                                               
2 7  Cf McQuail: 13–19





pient will to a lesser or greater extent ignore in his/her hunt for interesting
material. This intentional dissemination of information well beyond the
recipient’s capacity to digest will be dubbed  .

Subscription
Information density

Web (), [Postal service, Telephony, TV, Newspapers]

The first of the “new media” to be contemplated, it is necessary to settle
the tricky question what we actually mean by the “web” in this context, as
a myriad of different communication options are enmeshed in the con-
cept. To simplify matters, we will ignore things like “push technology”
and “dynamic ” to concentrate on the most basic implementation of
“passive” , which is still the foundation of the World Wide Web.

A major difference between the web (as we just decided to view it) and
the postal service and traditional telephony, seems to be that it is very
much up to the recipient to initiate the communication link. The sender
places his/her material in a sort of ready-state, making it available to po-
tential recipients, but can then exert very little control over the informa-
tion dissemination process. Scrutinising the argument we find, however,
that this is just a case of extremely low recipient access-point individualisation,
coupled with a negligible level of sender connection validation.

The hyperlink, on the other hand, does not seem to fit the existing catego-
ries. Yet it is not in itself any different from finding out another telephone
number during a telephone conversation, for instance. An ad in a news-
paper, or an address in a letter, similarly represent “hyperlinks” to other
locations that the recipient may or may not chose to contact. The novelty
seems to be that the web’s “hyperlinks” are made extremely transparent to
the recipient, thus minimising the recipient’s required effort to follow
them. This is not just a question of ease-of-use, but a function of the pro-





tocols defining the integrated and seamless web. We consequently add -
  to our list of differentiating traits, noting the
interesting fact that absolute hyperlink transparency would “transport” the
recipient to the link’s destination without any effort on his/her behalf.

Another feature, which we have not happened upon so far, is the potential
to alter existing information even after it has been initially disseminated. A
similar alteration in a postal context would truly be a difficult undertaking,
as the information would have to be located en route and replaced before
allowing it to continue on its way to the recipient. In a television context,
it would of course be even more difficult, if indeed at all possible. It seems
prudent to view the sender’s required effort in terms of cost. The web
() thus allows for very inexpensive alteration of disseminated infor-
mation, while the equivalent newspaper action, i.e. the calling back of a
printed and possibly distributed edition, would be an extraordinarily ex-
pensive operation, and the cost in a TV context would actually approach
∞. The defining characteristic will be named    -
 .

Hyperlink transparency
Cost of altering disseminated information.

E-mail [Postal service, Telephony, TV, Newspapers, Web ()]

When we compare basic e-mail with the other media, it is striking how
many of the defining properties have already been located. The wide
adoption of e-mail as a communicative method has however initiated an
animated debate about various forms of security which are of interest in the
current analytical context. First, there is the question of  
 . Simply put, is the recipient able to ascertain that
the sender is truly who s/he claims to be? Secondly, s/he is interested in
knowing whether the information s/he has received is the information the
sender actually sent him, or if it has been altered in any way. We may call





this aspect     . Then there
is the relative potential to secure the information from prying eyes.
Discussions about encryption (e.g. Fidler: 190–191) reveals that the prob-
lem is in fact twofold.      
 is thus a function of a third party’s ability to intercept the
communication and his/her ability to decode and make sense of it. As
most senders of e-mail can attest, there is always a lingering fear that the e-
communication never reaches its intended destination, but plunges into a
an e-void. S/he is thus interested in the potential   
. The recipient, of course, does not suffer from this, as a broken
link will simply mean that s/he never assumes a recipient rôle in the first
place.

Recipient verification of sender authenticity
Recipient validation of information integrity.
Sender validation of information exclusivity
Recipient validation of information exclusivity
Sender verification of link integrity

Chat [Postal service, Telephony, TV, Newspapers, Web (), e-mail]

Internet-styled chat has been hailed as an altogether new communication
form with far-reaching implications (cf Shank). Multiple simultaneous
senders seems to be the most notable differentiating characteristic when we
compare it to the other technologies. Or, rather, the fact that multiple
senders have parallel and dynamic access to a common “output area” which
in turn is accessible by potential recipients. As the “dynamic” component
is really just a (low-level) variety of the already located cost of altering disse-
minated information, we just need to add the   , to our
list of differentiating traits.

Parallel sending area





Data Archiving/Retrieval Systems [Postal service, Telephony, TV, Newspapers,
Web (), E-mail, Chat]

The one feature that stands out after having dismissed existing categories,
is the ability to order information, making retrieval easier for the eventual
recipient. This apart, there is a striking similarity between these systems
and the static version of the web () we have already studied—a fact
that helps explain the quick adoption of combinations of the two techno-
logies to create a more dynamic variation of the web. At any rate, 
   makes it on to the list of differentiating properties

Search and retrieve ability

Dimensions of Change: a Lookup-Table
It is time to conclude the chapter, and to summarise the discussion about
the “grand base” dimensions of change. This will be done by means of a
skeletal (and somewhat rough around the edges) “lookup-table”, where
the discussed dimensions of change are presented alphabetically together
with (simplified versions of) their definitions. Figure 2.4 demonstrates how
these items fit in a wider context,2 8  and reminds us how the lookup-table
(and thus the entire “grand base” methodology) can be utilised: as a way
to look things up (the term did give it away) for some analysts—for others
as a convenient way to add things for the first group of analysts to look up
at a later point.

                                               
2 8   Democratic privacy significance (representing one superstructure and one column in the
spreadsheet) has for presentational purposes been complemented with two altogether hy-
pothetical superstructures.





The lookup-table concludes this section. In the next part, we will begin
the laborious job of constructing the first superstructure: democratic privacy.





Differentiating properties “defined” (in alphabetical order)

Property Short description
Access-time The time it takes to establish a link between a

sender and a (known) recipient.
Commoditisation The extent to which any information-extrinsic

matter must be part and parcel of the information
exchange (e.g. the paper of a newspaper)

Connection validation The extent to which the sender can ascertain that
a link with the recipient has been established.

Cost of altering disseminated
information.

The potential to alter already disseminated
information, e.g. the potential to alter on-line
-pages. Cf the lack of such a potential in a
television context

Directionality (bi- or uni-
directional)

A bi-directional information mode allows the
initial recipient to switch to a sender capacity
using the link established by the initial sender
(e.g. a telephone conversation). A uni-directional
information mode forces the initial recipient to
(try to) establish a new link if s/he should wish
to switch to a sender capacity (e.g. replying to a
letter).

Encoding method The method by which the information is
encoded “en route”

Environmental interference The extent to which environmental factors can
affect the information link.

Hyperlink transparency The recipient’s required effort to follow a
“hyperlink” (i.e. a reference) to another
information source.

Information density The extent to which the sender intentionally
includes material beyond the recipient’s expected
capacity to absorb (e.g. newspapers, where a
majority of the articles will never be digested by
the individual reader).

Information richness The amount of data transferable in a given time





Information sequentiality Whether or not the flow of information is
temporally bound (compare television and a
letter, where the contents of the latter may be
absorbed in a non-linear fashion)

Interactivity The relative enabling of partially or wholly
overlapping roles as sender and recipient.

Level of primary human
agent involvement

The extent to which the IT is dependent on
human involvement to maintain a link between
the sender and the recipient (e.g. the postman).

Level of secondary human
agent involvement

The extent to which the IT is dependent on
human involvement to maintain the integrity of
the information channel as such (e.g.
maintenance personnel in telcos).

Parallel sending area The potential for multiple senders to send
information via a single cohesive area which
recipients can then access.

Pervasiveness The extent to which the recipient is able to
avoid information “en route”

Real-time transfer Whether or not the mode of information
exchange requires the sender and the recipient to
be active simultaneously in order to function

Recipient access-point
individualisation

The extent to which the IT’s recipient access-
point is private or public (e.g. telephone vs.
wallpaper)

Recipient anonymity The extent to which a sender can stay
anonymous while receiving information

Recipient enabling cost The recipient’s initial cost to gain access to the
information channel. E.g. the cost of a radio
receiver.

Recipient transfer cost The expenditure for the actual reception of
information. E.g., cost of the electricity needed
to keep a computer on-line.

Recipient validation of
information integrity

The recipient’s ability to ascertain that the
received information matches the information
originally disseminated by the sender.

Recipient validation of
information exclusivity

The recipient’s ability to ascertain that the
received information has not been picked up
and/or unravelled by an outside party.





Recipient verification of
sender authenticity

The extent to which the recipient can determine
that the sender is who s/he claims to be

Search and retrieve ability The level to which information is searchable
when the recipient wish to retrieve it (e.g.
database systems)

Sender access-point
individualisation

The extent to which the IT’s sender access-point
is private or public (e.g. telephone vs. letter-box)

Sender anonymity The extent to which the sender can stay
anonymous while using the information channel
to transfer information. This is a dimension that
hinges on the cost a second party must suffer to
reveal the sender’s identity. If that cost
approaches infinity then the sender is for all
intents and purposes anonymous.

Sender awareness The extent to which the sender is aware that
s/he has assumed a sending role.

Sender enabling cost: The sender’s initial cost to gain access to the
information channel. E.g., expenses for technical
equipment and licensing fees required to be
allowed to operate a radio channel.

Sender transfer cost The expenditure for the actual sending of infor-
mation. E.g., the running cost for the use of the
telephonic network.

Sender validation of
information exclusivity

The sender’s ability to ascertain that the
disseminated information has not been picked up
and/or unravelled by an outside party.

Sender verification of link
integrity

The sender’s ability to ascertain that the
disseminated information has reached its
intended recipient.

Subscription The extent to which the recipient can automate
a recurring reception of information





Part II

Democratic Privacy as Theoretical
Construct





Part II in Brief
As already noted, an indeterminate number of superstructures can theore-
tically be attached to the substructure we designed in part I (if “design” is
indeed the word for something so seemingly self-evident). In part II, the
aim is to develop one such superstructure, and thus begin the process of
“charging” a number of the communicative dimensions with real content.

As we argued in chapter one, the chosen superstructure addresses a genu-
ine theoretical and methodological problem. The question of privacy is a
common topic when discussing societal consequences of information-
technological innovations. The actual meaning of privacy is far from cer-
tain, making practical analysis difficult.

In this part, we make a concerted effort to use democratic theory to
provide substantial content to a certain class of privacy which, logically,
we term democratic privacy. The primary end-product is a catalogue of
democratic privacy rights and obligations.

Some of these rights and obligations cannot be connected to the sub-
structure, being, perhaps, of an organisational nature rather than anything
else. Determined action or autonomous mechanisms which affect indivi-
dual (or groups of) communicative dimensions in some way or other
would then have little immediate impact on these rights and obligations—
change will require specifically targeted efforts.

Other rights and obligations can be connected to the substructure, how-
ever, and the final segment of part II is devoted to just that. This will at
the same time pave the way for the practical/empirical analysis of part III.





Part II thus incorporates the following elements:
• A study of the analytical relevance and reach of the privacy term as it

has commonly been utilised (chapter three).
• A conceptualisation of a specific class of privacy labelled democratic pri-

vacy based on democratic theory and eventually manifested as a catalo-
gue of rights and obligations (chapter four).

•  The connection of relevant catalogue items to the technologically-
oriented substructure developed in part I (chapter five).

We end up with:
• A catalogue specifying the individual citizen’s communicative democra-

tic privacy rights and obligations, which will be carried forward to part
III where they will be used in the empirical analysis.

•  A set of communication dimensions “charged” with substantial con-
tent (their democratic privacy significance).







Conceptualising Privacy

The Chapter in Brief
In this chapter, we will briefly examine how privacy has been conceptuali-
sed. This will give us an impression of the ideas which are included in the
privacy debate, and which aspects should be taken into account once we
begin to unravel and then re-forge the concept using democratic theory.

The chapter incorporates the following elements:
• A critical survey of existing ways to conceptualise privacy.
• A rationale why privacy should be (and in later chapters will be) dis-

cussed from the individual’s (rather than the group’s) perspective.
• An effort to establish an information-flow framework (see below)

We end up with:
• A clear focus on the individual and his/her communication situation.
• An information-flow framework where the communication structure

affecting an individual is divided into four archetypal flows: information
out, information in, information within and information without/about. This
framework will be put to use in chapter four.

• The realisation that the communicative situation of non-citizens will
have to be addressed separately, and a hint how this can be done.

• A number of issues raised by the investigation which will require fur-
ther attention in chapter four.





Privacy: the Little Term That Couldn’t
The concept of privacy is notoriously hard to pin down, although certain-
ly not for lack of trying. Its nebulous character has, in Flaherty’s words, in-
spired “individual authors [to] parade their ingenuity with increasingly ob-
scure, and obscuring, definitions” (Flaherty: 171). When Davies notes that
the concept, or rather the debate about the concept, has been transformed
from being first and foremost a civil and political rights issue based on
ideology, to a primarily consumer-oriented issue (Davies: 143), he touches
upon one of the reasons why this is so. In short, it is that divergent
research traditions and methodological systems (when at all in evidence)
intersect—sometimes clash—in a field which from its inception has been
plagued by lack of cohesion (cf Wagner deCew: 13). Pennock & Chap-
man’s claim, at the time presumably considered rather pessimistic, that
“[privacy] has a commonly accepted core of meaning with an indefinite or
variable periphery” (Pennock & Chapman: xi), today sounds overly opti-
mistic as the “core” seems to have acquired chimerical qualities.

A serious complication is that privacy in its most generic, vague and analy-
tically useless interpretation manages to energise the general population to
such an astonishing extent. Privacy simply becomes such a hot topic that it
is hard to approach analytically. This is particularly true in the United
States where “privacy can be a broad and almost limitless issue. Privacy is
cited to include everything from control over personal information to per-
sonal reproductive rights to limits on government intrusion into the
home” (Gellman: 193, cf Freund: 190). Definitions that narrow the scope
of the term risk (and are very much the subject of) flak from just about
every conceivable direction (e.g. Wagner deCew: 26 pp). This is possibly
one reason why Justice Louis Brandeis’s famous contention that privacy is





“the right to be let alone”2 9  (among numerous others, Samarajiva: 283) is
still in circulation after more than a century (cf Mayer-Schönberger: 226)
in spite of its obvious simplicity—it caters to every taste. Clearly inter-
related with this “alone-notion” is the flawed assumption, sometimes
observed, that privacy and anonymity are interchangeable concepts (cf
Burkert: 135).3 0  After all, so the thinking seem to go, you risk less bother if
your identity is shrouded in mystery. Similarly, privacy and confidentiality
are sometimes used synonymously (Cavoukian & Tapscott: 30, cf Wagner
deCew: 47–48) although privacy is clearly a much broader concept. Such
ideas crumble at the lightest analytical touch, as do indeed a great many
other definitional attempts.

The research dynamic in this field is in itself troublesome. For a non-Ame-
rican at least, the persistent referrals to the Fourth Amendment’s support
(cf Gellman: 193) of privacy (although the term is in fact never explicitly
used in that text) by many U.S. scholars—who dominate the field—often
seem to hamper theoretical analyses of the concept’s “inner nature”, and
why, when and by whom privacy can or should be expected (other than
by constitutional decree). This is very much in line with an acknowledged
U.S. cultural predisposition vis-à-vis the private sphere not least evidenced
by the wide array of interpretations of the privacy-term.3 1  The other side

                                               
2 9   Brandeis and his co-writer Warren were however predated by Judge Cooley who as
early as 1880 included “the right to be let alone” in his legal treatise on torts (Wagner
DeCew: 14).
3 0   One of Westin’s four identified “states” of privacy is anonymity (the remaining being
solitude, intimacy and reserve), which is in fact translated as “public privacy” (Raab: 162).
3 1   A few definitional attempts (others will be presented in the main text) to whet our
appetite: Ruth Gavison: “The extent to which we are known to others, the extent to
which others have physical access to us, and the extent to which we are the subject of
others’ attention.”. Anita Allen: “A degree of inaccessibility of persons, of their mental
states, and of information about them to the senses and surveillance devices of others”.
Alan Westin: “The claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themsel-
ves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others”.
Arnold Simmel: “Privacy is a concept related to solicitude, secrecy, and autonomy, but it





of the coin is of course that the American preoccupation with privacy in
its many guises provides a fertile soil for debate,3 2  and many bright ideas
have cropped up over the years. Still, Flaherty’s criticism remains valid,
and with little improvement in sight. Indeed, Westin, considered by many
the grand old man of privacy research,3 3  gloomily predicted in 1995 that

                                                                                                                   
is not synonymous with these terms; for beyond the purely descriptive aspects of privacy
as isolation from the company, the curiosity, and the influence of others, privacy implies a
normative element: the right to exclusive control of access to private realms…the right to
privacy asserts the sacredness of the person;…any invasion of privacy constitutes an
offence against the rights of the personality—against individuality, dignity, and freedom”
(all examples quoted from Cavoukian: 181–182). Velecky: “[The] state of a person who
in pursuit of the good justifiably can choose the nature and the duration of contact with
others” (Raab: 162). Parent: “Privacy is the condition of not having undocumented
personal knowledge about one possessed by others.” (Collste: 791).
   Incidentally, to have privacy approximate data protection, as Lyon & Zureik (Lyon &
Zureik: 12) suggest, seems very curious, indeed inappropriate, in the light of this cursory
sample (indeed, seems inappropriate in its own context), and will seem even more so as
we proceed.
3 2   The American debate was awakened from its largely dormant state after the passing of
the 1966 Freedom of Information Act; particularly in 1968 when suggestions were floated
to gather and coalesce demographic and other social science data into a single national
data bank (hence, perhaps, the often observed, but nevertheless erroneous, approximation
of privacy and data protection). The debate culminated in the passage of the 1974 Privacy
Act, which has been thoroughly debated ever since (Gotlieb: 157). The adoption of
emerging communication technologies has fuelled a continuing debate (and continual
attempts at legal amendments) which shows few signs of abating. It should perhaps be
emphasised that “emerging communication technologies” are not confined to Internet-
based ones. In 1982, for instance, Westin described ways that cable television and tele-
phone-based systems could adversely affect privacy, and the next year Wachtel published
a piece whose title both stylistically and from the point of view of content resembles the
current “internetesque” crop: Videotex: A Welcome New Technology or an Orwellian Threat
to Privacy (quoted from Simitis: 728).
3 3   Although not the first scholarly analysis of privacy, Westin’s Privacy and Freedom (Wes-
tin: 1967) must in retrospect be considered a trailblazing effort. There is really no way
around it as it is, after all, widely read and quoted more than 30 years after it was first
published, and many of the issues discussed are surprisingly relevant in spite of the revolu-
tionary changes in the communicative environment since then. Of particular interest here





“no definition of privacy is possible, because privacy issues are fundamen-
tally matters of values, interests, and power” (Gellman: 194).3 4  A worrying
prospect.

Conceptual Vivisection: Legal “Castles in the Air”
Lacking the “commonly accepted core” which would be so helpful to the
understanding and analysis of privacy, the best solution would seem to be
to break it up into more manageable component parts. This is a common
realisation and has been carried out with varying levels of success which
more often than not has been a function of the soundness (or indeed exis-
tence) of the methodological strategy adopted for the purpose.

Alderman & Kennedy’s otherwise excellent The Right to Privacy is a case in
point. Like many others, the authors begin by dismissing Brandeis’s ver-

                                                                                                                   
is that Westin, inspired by the sociologist Edward Shils, set out to anchor privacy issues in
democratic theory (Westin 1967: 24 pp); a logical move considering the title. The clas-
sic’s main flaws, and with the benefit of hindsight it is not hard to find many more, is
probably the ease with which it does away with democratic theory, such as it was in
1967, and the failure to anchor the concept of privacy, rather than issues connected with pri-
vacy in this theoretical tradition. Liberal democracy (or more precisely liberal democracy
as manifested in existing political systems) is evidently considered unproblematic, and some-
thing that does not merit separate discussion. Because of the impact of the work, and the
harmonising effect it might thus have had on what was to become a rather unruly re-
search area, the second flaw is more damaging. Instead of using democratic theory as the
base for the conceptualisation of privacy, Westin more or less accepts privacy as a biological
given—a primeval need which humans share with animals (a notion which is supported
by some rather crude illustrations from the animal kingdom). This version of privacy,
eventually defined as “the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for
themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to
others (Westin 1967: 7), is merely “attached” to the discussion about democracy and de-
mocratic ideals, seemingly to give it greater emphasis and to underscore its continued re-
levance in modern civilisation.
3 4   Wacks goes a step further and deems the whole debate “ultimately, futile” (Quoted
from Simitis: 708).





sion of privacy as being too simplistic. They then proceed to break up the
concept, but the categorisation (Privacy v. Law Enforcement; Privacy and Your
Self; Privacy v. the Press; Privacy v. the Voyeur; Privacy in the Workplace and
Privacy and Information) is never justified other than by a statement that
“[the categories] reflect areas of our lives in which the law has distinctly
recognized a privacy interest” (Alderman & Kennedy: xv).3 5  The realisa-
tion that the categories are sometimes overlapping, and in some cases re-
side on different analytical levels is all the more disturbing since we are not
volunteered any trace of an exegetic framework which might remedy the
situation.

As both Alderman & Kennedy are attorneys, it is perhaps not surprising
that they are also typical representatives of a general U.S. tradition of
constitutional myopia (cf Gauthier: 315). This is in fact not necessarily a
criticism per se: using the Constitution and the interpretation of the Con-
stitution as the analytical point of departure ensures a firm connection with
the observable American reality, and thus provides both a clear focus and a
sense of purpose. It does, however, very much set that observable reality
apart from other observable realities. In the case of theoretical or philoso-
phical privacy analysis this is a great pity as the usefulness of the volumi-
nous and often inspired work carried out within the U.S. legal community
is limited, unless one considers the transcendent wisdom of the Founding
Fathers to be an acceptable theoretical terminus.3 6 

Because the Fourth Amendment is, unsurprisingly, not really suited to a
modern privacy context (Wagner deCew: 21), and is at any rate primarily

                                               
3 5   The numerous business-end manuals on how to “keep private”, “how to protect your
privacy” etc. (e.g. Mizell) often forego any serious effort to explain what privacy really is
or should be.
3 6   Incidentally, the myopic tradition, and the consequential (over-)dependence on the
constitutional foundation, really ought to have been somewhat undermined by the fact
that Thomas Jefferson himself contended that the fundamental laws of the land ought to
be reconsidered by each generation (Wilhelm 2000: 5).





concerned with the relations of citizens to the government (Etzioni: 206)
we do of course find attempts to clarify and categorise the concept of pri-
vacy. The California Supreme Court has for instance divided privacy into
two distinct classes which between them incorporate many aspects of
other definitions:

[Privacy-interests are divided into the following 2 classes:] (1) inte-
rests in precluding the dissemination or misuse of sensitive and con-
fidential information (‘informational privacy’); and (2) interests in
making intimate personal decisions or conducting personal activities
without observation, intrusion or interference (‘autonomy privacy’).
(Hill v. National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n, 7 Cal.4th 1, 35,865 p2d 633
(1994)), via. Rosenoer: 132).

This definitional effort is singled out because the separation of informational
privacy from autonomy privacy (sometimes referred to as “decisional privacy”
(Etzioni: 15)) presented here is both insightful and serviceable. The actual
outlining of the two classes leaves much to be desired, however, and many
critical aspects of autonomy and (most particularly) informational privacy are
smoothed over with startling dispatch. That autonomy privacy and informatio-
nal privacy, as presented by the California Supreme Court, are overlapping
concepts is for instance indisputable. Lacking the benefit of a legal case tra-
dition which can be counted on eventually to penetrate the imprecise
concepts and their intrinsic sub-components and thus give them gradually
clearer definition rather than anything else, the social theorist is from the
very outset compelled to probe deeper when configuring his/her termino-
logical foundation. Nevertheless, the bisection of privacy into infor-
mational and autonomy varieties serves as a useful basic lens-adjustment.

Belotti (who, somewhat refreshingly at this point, is not from within the
U.S. legal community) has concluded that most definitions of privacy can
be categorised as either normative or operational (this is his own termi-
nology, Bellotti: 66–68). This recognition of normative and operational
elements is in fact very apt, but Bellotti’s use and analysis of his own terms





is less persuasive. He thoroughly dismisses normative definitions because of
societal heterogeneity and preferential changes over time and space. While
this may be a reasonable assumption (which would nevertheless require
extensive philosophical plumbing) his contention that a “normative defi-
nition of privacy involves a notion that some aspects of a person’s nature
and activities are normally regarded as private and should not be revealed
to anyone” (ibid.) is not exactly an exhaustive interpretation of a “norma-
tive” element. Indeed, when complemented by his notion that operational
definitions “refers to a capability rather than a set of norms”, exemplified
with Samarajiva’s definition of privacy as the “control of outflow of infor-
mation that may be of strategic or aesthetic value to the person and the
inflow of information (including initiation of contact)” (ibid.), we get the
sensation that we are in fact faced with a somewhat less thought through
version of the autonomy/informational definitional division as presented
above. Employed more conventionally, the distinction between normative
and operational elements can be made more practical, however. The
normative element is then not limited to the “autonomy domain”, but re-
fers to any kind of theoretical substructure which provides basic guidance
to be put to practical use at the operational (superstructural) level.

Re-stated, the previous criticism of the American legal-centric musings
(viewed from a generic, theoretically-oriented horizon) is then a result of a
perceived lack of a normative foundation beyond and below the Constitu-
tion itself. When there is a perceived need to defend “a ‘penumbral’ right
to privacy ‘emanating’ from the Constitution and its amendments” (Wag-
ner deCew: 22, cf Cairncross: 196, Keynes: 155) we ultimately seem
bound for the metaphysical. At least this “constitutional approach” means
that there is a more or less ubiquitously accepted normative kernel, which
is continually being debated.

Such a normative point of convergence is often less observable outside the
U.S. Internationally, the OECD’s Code of Fair Information Practices, deve-
loped in 1980, has had a notable impact on legal development in many





jurisdictions. The essence of these principles, which for obvious reasons
gravitate toward informational privacy, can be subdivided into the
following four categories (Cavoukian & Tapscott: 26–28, SOU 1993:10,
pp 156–159):

Collection and Use Limitation (of personal information)
• How much of your personal information may be collected?
• How may it be used (including secondary uses)?
•  Data should be obtained by lawful and fair means, and ideally

with the consent of the data subject

Openness and Transparency (in the data users’ information practices)
• The data subject should know how the information is to be used
•  Information should be protected by reasonable security safe-

guards
• Only accurate and up-to-date information should be used

Data Quality and Security (technically oriented measures)
•  Unauthorised access to the information should be safeguarded

against
•  Measures should be taken to offset potential damages of un-

authorised information access
•  Individual Participation and Accountability (vis-à-vis the hand-

ling of personal information)
•  Individuals should have prompt and inexpensive access to in-

telligible information about themselves
• In each organisation, someone should always be responsible for

complying with the Fair Information Practices.

This set of “Guidelines for the Protection of Privacy and Transborder
Flows of Personal Data” represents a common but rather roundabout way
of managing (rather than defining) the concept of privacy. Instead of fixing
the term at the outset, or systematically slicing it up into discrete sub-





components, it “encircles” the term by silhouetting the multifarious prac-
tical conditions which must be considered if privacy is to appear.3 7  As a
basic source of “legal inspiration”, this approach is sufficient, perhaps even
necessary, but while the guidelines do provide food for thought for the
social scientist, the marked lack of a methodological/normative substruc-
ture is a very serious shortcoming which radically diminishes any theore-
tical-oriented use.

James Boyle neatly sums up the striking problem for legal scholars to force
the width and breadth of “information-societal” implications into a legal
mould which does not really fit, but remains at once more or less ines-
capable and oddly resistant to modification (not least in the U.S. setting):

In my own field—law—there is surprisingly little writing on the
impact of “the information society,” and most of what there is
manages to be both vague and optimistic. More information is, by
definition, good. What threats could an information society hold?
Occasional articles discuss the relevance of the Fourth Amendment
to electronic mail, the remedies for the unauthorised use of some-
one's genetic information, the trade effects produced by the intellec-
tual property provisions of the GATT (General Agreement on Ta-
riffs and Trade). But the key to these articles is that information
issues are considered in isolation, each ingeniously stretched or trim-
med to fit the Procrustean bed of the nearest legal category.”

Boyle: xv

                                               
3 7   A similar approach has been defended by scholars such as Schoeman (Wagner deCew:
67–68) and (more explicitly) Fried (Fried: 140). For an applicable practical example from
within the OECD (the Ontario Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act),
see Thorburn: 153–154).





Conceptual Vivisection: the Extra-Legal Scene
Schoeman’s distinction between two different privacy norms is at once
highly inspired and inspirational (Schoeman: 15 pp, cf Wagner deCew: 67
pp). Somewhat simplified, Schoeman argues that there is a kind of privacy
norm (in its “restricted access” manifestation) which promotes various
freedoms. Basically, by safeguarding the right to a personal space, this ver-
sion of privacy supports personal development. Counterpoised to this is a
privacy norm that restricts access to a private area that is, in a sense, auto-
regulated by rigid, internalised social norms. He exemplifies with bath-
room behaviour, which is carried out in a “privacy-protected” area, but
which, although private, is still forcefully regulated. In such cases privacy is
not liberating, but may actually reinforce patterns of social control. Substi-
tute bathroom behaviour for some arbitrary social taboo—inability/unsui-
tability to publicly/politically debate certain issues for instance—and we
realise that this controlling aspect has no certain limits, and may indeed
have serious societal repercussions.3 8  Viewed from this perspective, Schoe-
man’s broad claim that previous work on privacy has omitted “the form
and function of privacy in promoting social freedom” (Schoeman: 2) is
more or less a legitimate one. Many of the seeming problems intrinsic to
the informational/autonomy privacy discourse melt away when Schoe-
man’s distinction is brought to bear. Because of this, his typology and his
claim that privacy has a value “largely because of how it facilitates associa-
tions and relations with others, not independence from people” (Schoe-
man: 8, cf Wagner deCew: 69) will be recalled when it is time to discuss
privacy from a democratic-theoretical perspective.

Partly inspired by Schoeman, Wagner deCew has decided to trisect, rather
than bisect, the privacy concept (Wagner deCew: 75 pp). She fashions in-
formational privacy to revolve around the control of personal information.
Her arguments here are perhaps overly influenced by U.S. legal history,

                                               
3 8   Feminist privacy theorists have confronted the concept of privacy using just such
arguments: privacy is ideological as it hides power and oppression from view (Boling: 4–).





and to a certain extent exhibit how easy it is to have the imprecision of
the parent term, generic privacy, reproduce itself in the daughter term. Her
contention that her version of informational privacy is “compatible with
Alan Westin’s definition of privacy as a ‘claim of individuals, groups, or
institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others’” (ibid.: 76) is not as
elucidating as she might have hoped. Who or what, for instance, is the
privacy subject when the will of an individual member of a group and the
collective will (the manifestation of which is another serious problem) of
that group clash? Accessibility privacy is more stringently outlined—not least
because it expressly focuses on individuals. As the term implies, Accessibility
privacy is concerned with the access to the individual, both when that
access ultimately has information-gathering objectives, and, (here we note
Schoeman’s influence) when the accessibility may by itself alter the status
of a socially accepted “private zone”, and thus presumably the individual’s
behaviour in that setting—even when there is no attempt to accumulate
information. Her third and final privacy-area is labelled expressive privacy
and “protects a realm for expressing one’s self-identity or personhood
through speech or activity” (ibid. 77). Such privacy would limit societal
norm-infiltration into defined spheres (say, religious matters), spheres
whose accessibility privacy must also be at least partly protected if they are
to function properly.

Dimensions of Privacy
While the variety of privacy-conceptualisations is certainly bewildering, it
would seem that there are outer boundaries which definitional attempts
rarely transgress. The complexity is rather a result of varying conceptual
configurations within this perimeter. A common, even ubiquitous, charac-
teristic is that privacy is concerned with flows of information.3 9  This is

                                               
3 9   Cf Boyle’s contention that “[if] we are talking about the private world of the family
and the home, we define these institutions partly in terms of their right to close their





even true for autonomy privacy, and its more advanced Schoemanesque
versions, although it is not always immediately obvious. After all, its focus
on “interests in making intimate personal decisions or conducting personal
activities without observation, intrusion or interference” (see above), raises
concerns that “internal” information may leak or somehow be tampered
with. The realisation that the flow of information is a, perhaps the, com-
mon denominator when conceptualising privacy is helpful, as it provides a
way to organise the analytical efforts systematically. After all, flows of in-
formation, viewed from a given “subject-area” can really only be divided
into four basic classes: information in, information out, information within and
information without/about. If we complement this with a dimension con-
cerned with the nature of the “privacy subject”, we end up with a fairly
comprehensive framework delineating the reach of the concept in its mul-
titude of manifestations (see figure 3.1 below).

                                                                                                                   
doors to the outside world, shutting off intercourse and controlling the flow of informa-
tion, particularly information going out [sic]” (Boyle: 28).





Individual or Group as Privacy Subject?
At first glance it seems obvious that groups, as well as individuals, can be
considered proper privacy subjects (and many privacy-thinkers seem to
concur, e.g. Westin 1967: x).4 0  After all, the family-unit, for instance, is of-
ten viewed as just that: a unit. Such units can, moreover, be treated as pri-
vacy-subjects because we can locate the four flows of information relative
to them.

The tranquillity of that first glance is easily disturbed, however. In fact, the
acceptance of anything but the individual as a privacy subject must be con-
sidered highly problematic. Not only do we get nested privacy subjects
(unless we are to revoke the individuals’ “privacyship” in the process), but
it is also virtually certain that we will get overlapping, rather than discrete,
privacy subjects (cf Singer: 124). Without discrete privacy subjects it is in
most cases hard, if not impossible, to determine which flows of informa-
tion belong to the in, out, within or without varieties. Is an organisational
information-leak a breach of “group” privacy if it originates (voluntarily)
from a member of that group, or only when a third party is secretly lis-
tening in? What if that third party does not resort to actual sleuthing but
somehow manages to persuade an individual member to disclose the rele-
vant information? Would that constitute a breach of group privacy?

In truth, it is very hard to see any analytical benefits in the recognition of
groups as primary privacy subjects.4 1  Any claim to group privacy must in-

                                               
4 0   This is a rather more common conceptual discussion among rights-theorists (cf Singer
99–, 127–144).
4 1   If we push things, it may still be possible to argue that the synergistic properties of a
group (and/or the “fact” that individual selves do not exist independently of the commu-
nities whose perspectives they share, any more than those communities exist apart from
the selves that compose them (Singer: 138)) should make us reconsider. The answer to
such criticism is that it does not resolve the problem of either nesting or overlap, and that
in any case, as McMahon aptly puts it: “…although the ontological claim that some
groups are distinct from their members, and even that they have wills of their own, may





corporate nodes in the form of privacy subjects proper (i.e. individuals)
inter-linked by a complex web of bargaining, trust and loyalty (cf May: 9).
Privacy in a multi-subject setting is thus a far weaker concept than privacy
“proper”, because the absolute right to privacy is compromised by the
individual’s possible willingness to share information with someone else.
Figure 3.2 is consequently a more reasonable representation of the range
of privacy discussions which should be taken into account.

Analysing Intersubject Privacy
This is not to say that there is not, or should never be, such a thing as a
private exchange of information between two or more privacy subjects, of
course. It is however not necessary to employ an awkward group-privacy
mindset in order to understand this notion. Any consistently defined set of
information in and information out privacy expectations should make it pos-
sible to study the idiosyncratic privacy subject—a given individual—and

                                                                                                                   
be acceptable [on logical grounds], the claim that these entities or their choices deserve
any independent moral consideration is not” (McMahon: 145). The theorist Lon Fuller
ventures even further and renounces the reality of collectivities-as-units as “legal fictions”
(Singer: 100).





his/her parallel sending and recipient roles (see figure 3.3), as these com-
plement each other.

So, once we have determined what we need to safeguard in order to attain
information in and information out privacy, viewed from the perspective of a
single privacy subject, we have also determined what is needed to attain in-
tersubject privacy. This compact model of intersubject privacy works well
in many cases, but eventually we will want to expand the discussion fur-
ther, while still standing by our earlier rejection of the group as a privacy
subject (and study object). The realisation that there might be classes of pri-
vacy subjects whose claims to privacy differ will act as a spring-board here.
A Marxist might conceivably argue that workers’ privacy is or should be
different from capitalists’ privacy; a religious philosopher might argue that
the clergy differ from laymen in this respect and so on. In the next chapter
we will employ democratic theory to expand the discussion in a similar





fashion, and separate citizens from representatives and non-citizens42 (the rôle
of the bureaucrat will be discussed en route). Archetypal classes are less
prone to the problems of overlap and nesting we touched upon earlier: less
prone, yet not altogether immune (at least to overlap) and this will be
briefly commented on in the next chapter.

Further Issues
The remainder of this chapter will emphasise some troubling issues (emer-
ging from the privacy discussion) that will have to be addressed and/or
taken into account in chapter four.

The Individual and the “Zone of Privacy”

People are far from perfect information managers. The human brain is not
able to assimilate indefinite amounts of information, and needs time to
order and synthesise the influx. To aid us, we tend to store a lot of infor-
mation, including some “private” information, externally. In the case of
private information, i.e. information that we would intuitively classify as
within privacy, this presents us with something of a problem. Does it con-
stitute an invasion of within privacy, when that “externalised within” infor-
mation is somehow found and deciphered by someone else?

Apparently, many people tend to think so, as evidenced by the numerous
attempts to define more or less precisely the reach of a nebulous “privacy
sphere”. Once we leave the privacy subject proper, i.e. the mind of the
individual, such boundaries are by necessity arbitrarily determined, and
thus debatable.

Things become easier if we avoid the pitfalls of trying to externalise within
privacy, and instead consider such externalisation as a special case of inter-
                                               
4 2   Eventually revised to “pre-citizens”—more on this later (e.g. from page 154).





subject communication where the privacy subject happens to be both sen-
der and recipient. Then we can fall back on the established requirements
for information in privacy and information out privacy, which, as we have
already argued, together constitute intersubject privacy.

The Individual and the “Time of Privacy”

Since people are unable instantly to assimilate, order and consider un-
limited amounts of information, the question of time looms large. Because
of time’s pervasive importance, and the fact that time is a scarce commo-
dity for individual privacy subjects, time must be considered specifically
when privacy requirements are set up in relation to information in, informa-
tion out, and information within flows. The “time of privacy” is ultimately
the basis of many privacy discussions which on the face of it are concerned
with physical zones of privacy.

The right to be let alone, for instance, can thus be said to rest both upon
an information in leg, and on an information within leg, since the individual
will require time when s/he is able freely to order and consider informa-
tion. The separation of information in from information within in this context
will be a thing to consider once we have a democratic-theoretical founda-
tion in place.

The “Mature Individual” and the Right to Privacy

A complication, seldom addressed, is that individuals as privacy subjects do
not suddenly spring into existence. Very few would propose to extend a
full set of privacy rights (however formulated) to an infant for instance.
This biological fact results in some shadowy zones where certain would-be
privacy subjects are deprived of privacy rights on the grounds that they,
child-like, lack the mental stature to handle them correctly. Because this
problem is too peripheral to be discussed further here (it will be discussed
in the next chapter, however), we will settle for a simplistic separation of





privacy subjects from “others” who cannot be expected to enjoy compre-
hensive privacy rights.

Another troubling aspect is that no-one is allowed a clean slate when s/he
is suddenly deemed worthy of privacy “subjectship”. That means that in-
formation that somehow emanated from the “privacy subject-in-spe” may
continue to circulate and affect the individual well after s/he has attained
the status of a privacy subject proper. This aspect will also have to be ad-
dressed in the next chapter.

The Problematic Information Without

Privacy discussions concerned with information without are, in effect, quite
often focused on information about. The highlighted problems usually re-
volve around information about the privacy subject which is being trans-
ferred between, or collected by, third parties. Logically, information about
breaks up into information out and information without proper. Somehow, in-
formation emanating from the privacy subject has reached either an indivi-
dual privacy subject, a specific group of privacy subjects or a vague public
domain. Once there, it is for understandable reasons much harder for the
privacy subject to control its further dissemination. It is similarly very
much harder to extend the concept of privacy to cover this area. It is quite
simply both practically and theoretically complicated to extend the privacy
subject’s control to incorporate information that has passed the information
out filter to the “outside world”.

Breaches of privacy must take place in the information out domain. Infor-
mation about the privacy subject either belongs to an external privacy sub-
ject (rumours, free fantasies), or is an extension of information which has al-
ready been let out by the privacy subject (or, of course, a more or less
palatable mixture of the two). The fact that the privacy subject is often
forcibly or legally forced to let information out is of no logical consequence
to this basic argument—it only makes the information out breach inevitable.





As we hinted in the previous section, the fact that the individual is not al-
ways considered—or capable of acting as—a privacy subject proper is
somewhat problematic. That means that for a period of time information
may pass out without a working or at least supported information out filter.
When this information continues to circulate after the individual has be-
come a true privacy subject, information about does take on a privacy di-
mension, which will presently be addressed as we attempt to establish the
democratic-theoretical substructure on which democratic privacy is to rest.





Democracy, Communication
& Democratic Privacy

The Chapter in Brief
In chapter three we criticised many aspects of how privacy has been outli-
ned and analysed. In this chapter, the aim is to suggest a way forward, and
to employ democratic theory to help us establish the boundaries (by means
of communication rights and obligations) of a logically detached class of privacy
labelled democratic privacy. The focus is the individual citizen, but the analy-
sis will from time to time require certain tributary discussions to make spe-
cific points, or indirectly to establish the individual’s democratic rights and
obligations vis-à-vis his/her communicative partners in society.

The chapter incorporates the following elements:
• A discussion about democratic privacy and how it relates to other forms

of privacy.
•  A discussion about democratic-theoretical preferences, and whether

and how democratic theory focusing on communal (we/us) communi-
cation aspects can aid the investigation even though our explicit focus
is the individual.





• The development of a method which can help us accommodate a rich
and varied democratic-theoretical literature, while maintaining the in-
formation-flow framework (the individual as an “information node”
and four archetypal information-flows: information in, information out,
information within and information without) as outlined in chapter three.

• The identification of three communication-pairs of interest to the ana-
lysis: citizen-citizen, citizen-representative and citizen-non-citizen.

•  The analytical positioning of the public sphere which because of the
focus on the individual citizen, has to be conceptualised in a slightly
unorthodox manner.

•  The introduction of the information common, a theoretical construct
which helps us isolate and thus better understand information in and in-
formation out flows.

• The actual democratic-theoretical analysis.

We end up with:
• A number of primary communication rights and obligations which are

intrinsic to, indeed can be said to make up, the citizen’s democratic pri-
vacy. These will be returned to in subsequent chapters.

• A number of secondary findings about democratic communication as
viewed from the individual citizen’s perspective. These are by-pro-
ducts, and while interesting in themselves will nevertheless not be re-
turned to subsequently.

• A general understanding how rights and obligations other than infor-
mational ones can be attached to the information-centric understan-
ding/analysis of democracy.

• A number of critical points concerned with perceived inconsistencies
in certain studied works.





Democratic Privacy and Other Forms of Privacy
In chapter three, we strongly suggested that the privacy term needs to be
cultivated if it is to be used analytically, and this will be attempted here.
The obvious cost of such an undertaking is that proponents of at least
some varieties of privacy will find it hard to assimilate the chosen concep-
tualisation—indeed might disagree with it even after careful consideration.
Nevertheless, this is a gauntlet that cannot reasonably be allowed to lie, in
the name of academic harmony.

The basic idea is to separate the individual’s primary informational rights
and obligations—which make it possible to truly function as a democratic
citizen—from further informational rights and obligations which may be
the consequence of democratic decisions.4 3  This is outlined in the follow-
ing figure:

                                               
4 3   Sartori’s inspired discussion about different forms of freedom comes to mind. Demo-
cratic privacy is closely associated with enabling (can) elements while further freedoms
(and, in our case, obligations) are of a subsequent permissive (may) variety (Sartori:
281–283). To stress the irrevocability of these fundamental privacy-elements we might
even wish to conceptualise them as variety of Dworkinesque trumps-on-utilitarian-consi-
derations rights (“variety” as democratic privacy is in fact presented as a set of rights and du-
ties—more on this later). (Dworkin: 136, cf Janoski: 45). A final observation is that we
discuss these matters in their ideal state and, as far as possible, abstract them from particu-
larities/peculiarities of a given time or situation (cf Hayek’s comments about Law in its
ideal form, Hayek: 149). This should make the principles more universally operative:
“generic” to borrow Gewirth’s term (cf Singer: 61).





The focus in this work is, then, the individual’s essential information rights
and obligations. The figure labels this collection of rights and obligations
democratic privacy. The reason why we prefer not to introduce a fresh label,
say democratic information autonomy for instance, is that the sub-classification
of privacy-elements is considered an important task in its own right. A se-
condary effect of the isolation of democratic privacy elements is that the resi-
dual pool of privacy-related matters is (to shake and stir metaphors) de-
prived of many bones of contention (and confusion). At any rate, much of
the prevailing debate about privacy overlaps this area whichever termino-
logy we might prefer, and it does not seem plausible to expect that a
change of terms would reduce potential confusion, as we would in any
event be carving into the generic understanding of privacy.





A Raison d’être for Democratic Privacy: Enabling
Democratic Rationality
A citizen’s “democratic rationality” is hardly a universally established con-
cept. It is introduced here because “rationality” in its own right is both
burdened by associated theoretical controversy4 4  and, at least in its most
common use, too narrowly focused on internal information processing to
be effective in this context. Yet because the notion of rationality is really
one of the great enablers (though some would say a flawed assumption) of
democracy,4 5  it would seem inappropriate to abandon it altogether. In this
work we will indeed assume that the individual citizen has the power to
make rational decisions4 6  (cf Dahl’s argument for a “strong principle of
                                               
4 4   Cf Cohen & Levesque: 36. The concept is, additionally, often used with reference to
the output from the democratic process, and whether or not a specific mode of demo-
cracy, or indeed any mode of democracy, produces an optimal outcome (e.g. Przeworski:
25 pp). This discussion whether or not “democracy is rational” is not at all relevant in this
context, however.
4 5   Rawls separates the rational from the reasonable and contends that they are “two
distinct and independent basic ideas” (Rawls 1996: 51–). Here, however, we argue that if
the two concepts can indeed be separated logically, then the capacity for rationality pre-
cedes the capacity to be reasonable (for Rawls’s discussion about the reasonable, and its
component “moral powers” see Rawls 1993: 247–250, Rawls 1996: 53). Rationality is
here more or less equated to the primitive power to process and make sense of informa-
tion. Democratic rationality, however, is more refined and includes a notable element of
reasonability. Here we seem to converge with Rawlsiana: “…the reasonable is public in a
way the rational is not…it is by the reasonable that we enter as equals the public world of
others…” (Rawls 1996: 53).
4 6   Or at least a similar capacity to be as rational as the next man/woman. This is really
where, for now, we can rid ourselves of the shackles of the ever ongoing debate about
what constitutes rationality, and whether or not rational man (or even, to evoke a principal
ghost, economic man) is an analytical concept worthy of veneration or derision. However
complex we consider the individual’s inner “rationality computer” to be (and however
variegated the colouring of our ideas about what makes that “rationality computer” tick),
we should be able to agree, if we support the notion of democracy that is, that any given
citizen’s powers of rationality (i.e. the primitive potential to make sense of information, cf
Tjörvason: 51) by and large are comparable to those of his/her peers. One of the
strengths of an information-centric outlook is that it emphasises (mostly exogenous)





equality”, Dahl: 97, Rawls’s discussion about the “powers of reáson [sic]”,
Rawls 1996: 19 p & 72 pp4 7  and Gewirth’s bedrock for a “dialectically ne-
cessary method” (justifying rights and morality), Jones 1994: 99–101). This
basic ability is by no means a guarantee that the citizen’s decisions, though
rationally arrived at, will indeed be rational (as determined by an impos-
sibly detached objective observer). Garbage in will generate garbage out,
whether you sift through it in a rational fashion or you do it haphazardly
(cf Przeworski: 35). To attain democratic rationality, then, the citizen’s basic
powers of rationality must be complemented by information lending itself
to rational evaluation,4 8  and an informational environment enabling ratio-
nal analysis (much more on this later). Such an extended rationality con-
ceptualisation is in fact the basis for any claim that democracy may/should
affect informational structures.

Democratic Privacy and Democratic Theory
To reformulate democracy and democratic interaction in terms of infor-
mation and information interchange seems intuitively appealing.4 9  Actors
are then viewed as information nodes, while information patterns can be
considered the democratic structure which at the same time enables and
restricts the actors.
                                                                                                                   
factors that in some respect curtail the full use of these powers—however intricate and
puzzling these in turn may be.
4 7   Rawls's idea of society as a fair system of co-operation (McMahon: 131) is a justifica-
tion as good as any for the identification of substantive (in this case information-centric)
aspects of the structure of fairness that we concern ourselves with here.
4 8   Benhabib’s reflection that “[according to] the deliberative model, procedures of
deliberation…assure some degree of practical rationality. […] Deliberation is a procedure
for being informed” (Benhabib: 71) is an excellently phrased rationale for the chosen bias
in this study. The idea’s habermasian lineage is evident (cf Wilhelm 1999: 162).
4 9   In Pal’s words: “At its core, democracy is a specific form of communication between
rulers and ruled [and, we would perhaps be prepared to add, between ruled and other
ruled as well], and therefore how we communicate should have some effect on the qua-
lity and nature of democracy itself.” (Pal: 106).





The plain emphasis in many democratic-theoretical ruminations is, how-
ever, the “we”, rather than the “I” of the human condition, and for ob-
vious reasons. The basic premises of this work may therefore require some
preliminary adjustment of thinking before they can be embraced. As in
chapter three, we will use Shannon & Weaver’s venerable and very simple
communication framework as a basic point of departure (e.g. Strömbäck:
35). Half a century old, its focus on an unembellished sender-recipient
communication process has been refined and extended many times over to
incorporate appropriate “we/us” related aspects of political communication.
Yet the original austerity is appealing when trying to identify democratic pri-
vacy elements because of the narrow focus on the individual. The obvious
question: will democratic theory concerned with communal “we” aspects
yield anything appropriate when studied from an individualistic perspec-
tive? The answer: to a surprising extent. Even works which at first glance
seem to be loftily ignoring the individual’s communicative perspective, of-
ten implicitly or explicitly acknowledge or rely on an underlying informa-
tion structure which is or “should be” affecting individual citizens. Simply
put: when you outline an ideal communicative “we/us” situation, you can
hardly help stating something about the individual’s situation at the same
time.

Focus: the Individual
As stated above, the focus in this work is the individual, and his/her
democratic privacy. That s/he may from time to time assume other, comple-
mentary rôles, such as a democratic representative, or civil servant imple-
menting democratic decisions, is thus of secondary importance here—even
though these rôles are of course just as important in a broader democratic
context. The chosen focus will be evident when we approach democratic
theory, as it will organise the processing of the material. Three archetypal
communication dyads are analysed: citizen–citizen, citizen-representative





(both directions) and citizen-non-citizen (although the concept of non-
citizen will have to be reviewed and revised in the process).

Democratic-Theoretical Preferences
Democracy is many things to many men—and women for that matter. It
is about actors but also about how these actors interact within a structure,
and ultimately also about the properties of the structure itself. The works
of scholars of a deliberative/participative (the distinction is not always ob-
vious) democratic persuasion such as Pateman, Benhabib, Cohen or Bar-
ber, to name but a few, serve as a fundamental “home base”, because the
clear focus on an active, competent and empowered citizenry is at once
compelling and highly relevant considering what we wish to achieve. In-
deed, Barber’s contention that liberal institutions and philosophy are in
some ways gnawing at the very roots of a functional democratic society
initially sparked the interest in finding democratic limits to the perceived
ubiquity of a “right to privacy”. An unfettered liberalism of the Lockesian
variety is thus not necessarily considered an ideal state of affairs.

In the second half of the following succinct passage, David Gauthier inge-
niously directs our attention to some key elements of the structural under-
carriage which are essential if deliberative democracy is to be workable
(and, concurrently, desirable). To ponder implicit and explicit informa-
tion-structural connotations is in fact a good preparation for the coming
analysis.

[When thinking of deliberative politics we] think then of a reasoned
interchange. A deliberative politics is characterized procedurally.
The appropriateness of the answers it yields to public questions is es-
tablished, not by any appeal to assumed expertise, but by the assur-
ance that the manner in which it is conducted is informed by the
standards that the answer must satisfy. It begins from a question
about the public ordering that all want answered, because the answer





establishes standards or conditions of interaction from which all be-
nefit, in relation to the benchmark set by individual strategic choice.
[“Undercarriage” aspects follow…] It seeks an answer to which all
can agree, since it is reached from a debate in which each is able,
freely and fully, to offer his reasoned judgment under rules that treat
no person as privileged and no answer as presumptively favored. The
pressure to reach agreement arises solely from its desirability, which
is felt equally by the members of society, and not from any differen-
ces in capacity or temperament or position, which might bear diffe-
rentially on the members, and so benefit some at the expense of
others. Since each is able to present his reasoned judgment, each is
able to ensure that the mutual advantage realized in the answer em-
braces his own good. Since no one is privileged, each is able to en-
sure this only by equally embracing the good of his fellows, and so
demonstrating his equal respect for them and their endeavors.

(Gauthier: 320).

Deliberative/participative democracy has proved a popular strand (or,
more pertinently, popular strands) of political thinking in recent years, and
the literature is consequently both sizeable and diverse. Unfortunately, this
large body of literature has to a certain extent obscured the essentials of the
tradition, rather than the reverse, and its borders are indistinct at best
(Hardin: 112). This is however not a worrying problem here. Because the
citizen, or at the very least his/her vote, is such a fundamental ingredient
in (almost) any conceptualisation of democracy we must at any rate expect
to encounter penetrating material in many different democratic-theoretical
traditions. The participative approach, for instance, is a rich source to draw
from, as its focus on participation in no way depreciates the worth of
citizens’ powers of rationality—rather the opposite.

Traditions with less emphasis on an active democratic citizenry than on de-
mocratic procedure(s) as such, say a Schumpeterian (Schumpeter, cf Tjör-
vason: 117–122), Sartorian (e.g. Sartori: 115 pp), Weberian (Tjörvason:
110–117) or (the older) Etzionian conceptualisation (see Lewin: 19 pp &





83 pp for some further references), may or may not recognise the citizens’
right to be rational (even when that right does not always translate into
rational behaviour). This fundamental theoretical recognition is essential if
subsequent statements about possible informational “rights of way” are to
be considered here. The comprehensive lack of such a recognition is, un-
surprisingly, so extreme as to be virtually non-existent. Yet it illustrates a
point: if a particular theoretical outlook under the loupe should clash with
a citizen-centric approach when it comes to the relative constriction of the
citizen’s informational rights, and this clash is the result of mismatching ci-
tizenship-ideals, the tradition outlining and relying on the more active ci-
tizenry will be favoured (as will, thus, its views on informational rights).
Such a bias is not really possible to reason away other than by the frank
recognition that this is a normative preference on the part of this author—a
fundamental point of departure, which should be duly noted.5 0  That said,
viewing democratic theory from a narrow information-centric perspective
reveals far more similarities than differences even between superficially
wildly divergent democratic outlooks, as each member of the demos needs
certain information-flows if s/he is to function and be effective in his/her
role as a citizen, whether that role is considered a formal and static
legitimisation of an elite or (additionally) a dynamic and continuous basis
for a democratic social life.

                                               
5 0   Cf Sartori’s conclusion that democracy itself “cannot be confirmed on factual grounds,
or on rational grounds, or on the grounds that democratic values are the most valid of
all…” (Sartori: 167). Because of this normative basis, we must be prepared to agree with
Gewirth’s contention that a statement that someone has rights (and, in our case, obliga-
tions) is not descriptive but prescriptive. (Singer: 91).





Systematising the Study of Democratic Theory

Coping with Theoretical Richness

Even if we disregard the abundance of democratic-theoretical publications
concerned with aspects with little obvious or direct bearing on the indi-
vidual citizen’s democratic function, there is still a great deal to consider.
To order the material we will employ an extended version of the infor-
mation-flow schema devised in the privacy chapter.5 1 

The main modification of the information-flow schema which was intro-
duced in the previous chapter is to extend it and make it more concrete by
attaching a democratic-oriented overlay outlining which aspects should go
where and why.

This could be done by basing the discussion solely on various democratic
rights, such as the right to free speech, the right of assembly etc. These
rights could then be dissected to find out more about their “informational
substance”. This “method” would have to be complemented somehow as
the initially selected set of rights will in a sense determine and constitute
the outer perimeter of the analytical “research-space”; a situation which
can be expected, if not proved at this point, to be less than optimum. To
compensate, we have preferred to adopt a more open-ended analytical fra-
mework,5 2  which will from the very outset allow both intuitively relevant
democratic rights, and other theoretical material. To a certain extent, this
also alleviates the problem of varying conceptualisations of democratic
rights.

                                               
5 1   As we stated in chapter one, this constitutes a breach of the otherwise favoured
compartmentalised research-ideal, and has only been allowed after serious consideration.
5 2   It is quite possible—and logically incontestable—to argue that the eventually adopted
analytical framework has its own intrinsic research-limits. This fact is acknowledged
here—the hope is merely that it is better suited to the task of adopting rich and varied
scholarly thinking than a systematisation solely based on initially fixed rights.





Structuring the Analysis Using Democratic “Components”

We thus turn our attention to the communication scientist Steven Barnett
who has pondered the citizen’s democratic-communicative requirements.
His unadorned categorisation has the dual advantage of being explicitly ci-
tizen-oriented as well as readily usable to arrange quickly a very wide array
of democratic-theoretical ideas (or perhaps more aptly, classes of ideas)
when detected.5 3  His “components of ‘democracy’ [sic]”) are: knowledge
and understanding, rational-critical debate, participation, and representation and
accountability.5 4  Barnett introduces his proposed “components” in this way:

To draw any conclusions about the potential contribution of new
media to democracy requires the term to be separated into more ob-
servable component parts. This should help us answer the question:
what exactly would the manifestation of a healthier democracy or a
more effective citizenry be? For present purposes, I have chosen to
distinguish between four components of an effective democracy: a
more knowledgeable citizenry, whose understanding of issues and
arguments is fostered by the availability of relevant, undistorted in-
formation; access to collective rational debate in which citizens can
deliberate and develop their own arguments; participation in de-
mocratic institutions, whether through voting, membership of a
party, trade union or pressure group, attendance at political events or

                                               
5 3   There are other candidates, such as Dahl’s venerable criteria for a working democracy
(Dahl: 108) or Michael Waltzer’s appealing, and certainly workable classification of
democratic “activities”, which are (inevitably) for the most part focused on political
communication processes (Waltzer: 59).
5 4   Barnett’s categories can, to some extent rightly so, be accused of being both inchoate
and theoretically simplistic. They have overlapping qualities, and sometimes seem to
hover somewhat between different levels of analysis, but they do appear to cover a lot of
democratic-theoretical ground. The important thing to remember is that they are used
merely as a means to help us ensure that the ordered expansion of the arguments includes
as wide a spectrum of democratic-theoretical notions as possible. Had they been intended
as primary tools of analysis, they would have had to be much more refined. As things
stand, truly damaging criticism will have to be concerned with the identification of
democratic-theoretical areas residing wholly outside the scope of the four categories.





through some other national or local political activity; and making
use of the representative process by communicating with and
holding accountable elected representatives (at local, national or in-
ternational levels).

(Barnett: 195)

We will now tentatively begin to use Barnett’s “components” to extend
the information-schema used in the chapter three (i.e. the formalised
quadrisection of information-flows: information in, information out, informa-
tion within, and information without/about).

The first two components are explicitly concerned with the citizen’s com-
municative situation, and how his/her powers of rationality should be sup-
ported. Information-flows are not very distinctly presented, but the impli-
cit bias is clearly towards information flowing in, rather than out.
Assuredly, the rational-critical debate component provides for an outgoing
information-stream but Barnett clearly indicates that the major benefit is to
“deliberate and develop” own ideas by testing and getting feedback on
them.

The representation and accountability component is also mostly concerned
with information flowing inward, but the source is here narrowed down
to the representatives, and, as an extension, people carrying out the poli-
cies of the elected representatives.

The third component, participation, stands out in that its focus is on infor-
mation flowing out. Here the citizen’s rational deliberation generates posi-
tive action, necessitating this informational direction. Because a feedback
loop is not necessarily present, or tight enough to be immediately obser-
vable, information in aspects of participation are best “re-routed” to the three
other components.





While it is relatively uncomplicated to position information in, and informa-
tion out aspects in relation to Barnett’s “democracy components”, for infor-
mation within, and information without/about aspects it is less obvious. That
the deliberative effort implicit in knowledge and understanding demands a
strong information within aspect is however clear. Indeed, it would seem
feasible to reduce most conceivable information within factors to this one
component.

Information without is slightly more complex as it can be conceived as both
information without/about the individual himself/herself, in which case it
is definitionally outside his/her sphere of influence (and then has no place
in this context) but also as information without/about the communicative
partner, i.e. secondary information about the source of information which
aids the evaluative process. It could be argued that such supplementary in-
formation could be reduced into its component information in parts. There
is however a potent reason why we should keep the information without
component separate and intact, and this has been addressed in the previous
chapter. Because the democratic citizen does not suddenly spring into
existence, but has a pre-citizenship history, there are active information-
flows which have no obvious place in a straightforward information in
democratic-communicative schema.

The discussion up to this point is consolidated and illustrated in the
following figure:





The privacy-chapter also focused our attention on the situation of minors,
as this was an often-discussed subject in the privacy literature. In the de-
mocratic-theoretical context, we broaden this group to include all pre-ci-
tizens (the rationale is discussed further in the Citizen-Pre-Citizen Speech
section below). The final investigative schema will thus look something
like this (note the added pre-citizen sub-areas):





Putting the “Democratic Reader” to Use

Though issuing from the preliminary discussion, Figure 4.3 is by no means
to be considered an analytical “final word”, but as a tool and a framework
helping us organise the democratic reader which is to be used to absorb
democratic-theoretical material. First of all it concretises the realisation
that not all 16 archetypal combinations are of uniform interest. Most no-
table is perhaps that some combinations have been logically reduced away
altogether. Additionally, it establishes a preparatory filtering sequence (us-
ing intensity and/or main focus) when analysing new material. For instan-
ce, when we encounter information out-related elements we should be pre-
disposed to log them as an instance of participation as the (expected)
intrinsic intensity favours that democratic mode over the others. Should
rational analysis disprove that initial assumption, the process will continue,
guided by focus and/or intensity. Should there be a convincing rationale,





the reading tool (as represented by figure 4.3) may have to be redesigned
to accommodate aspects that do not fit the initially outlined schema.5 5 

The demarcation of four exclusive information-flows (i.e. in, out, within,
without/about) has an additional advantage. Pondering negative and positive
freedom, Gerald Maccallum (among numerous others) notes the difficulty
of accepting a conceptual core, as an individual’s freedom to will often clash
with another individual’s freedom from (Maccallum: 100 pp, cf Skinner,
Axtmann: 41 pp). This generally holds true, but not here. There is such a
natural conflict between information in and information out, but the intro-
duction of an informational common56 removes that tension—it is quite
possible to envision clashing information in and information out rights, as
long as the common is allowed to absorb the friction. This aspect will be
returned to presently.

The presentation will pivot around the presented dimensions of demo-
cratic communication. Information in and information out will be discussed
together, because various aspects and implications of the “debate” (a syn-
thesis of the two flows) or, more generally, of speech, free or otherwise, is a
recurring topic for democratic theorists, and it proved difficult (and would
at any rate result in a rather fragmented presentation) neatly to extricate in-
formation in and information out elements from their context. To a certain
extent, the same rings true for information within and information with-
out/about, but these information-flows have received markedly less atten-
tion in democratic-theoretical ruminations, and are, each, on the whole
less intertwined with the other information-flows. It makes better sense,

                                               
5 5   As it turned out, this did not prove necessary, but the caution is left in place as the
framework is intended to be open-ended and so might be pressed into service to process
more material at some future point.
5 6   This concept will soon be presented in considerable detail. Very briefly, it can be
thought of as an “area” where information is/can be “stored” between sending and re-
ception, and thus as a self-contained nexus between sender and recipient. This isolates in-
formation out flows from information in flows (and vice versa).





then, to try to collect ideas concerned with, or connected to, these two
dimensions in separate sections.

As the figure indicated, the Barnett-inspired dimensions will crosscut the
information-flow sections. As we proceed, we should hopefully be able to
“load” certain combinations of democratic dimensions and information-
flows (individual cells in the graphical representation) with a relatively sub-
stantive content. Because we do not wish to break up the narrative more
than necessary, the dimensions will not guide the presentation, but per-
meate it. Instead of trying to extract and group various observations con-
nected with, for instance, rational-critical debate in the information within sec-
tion, we will take note if and when they occur (and can lay claim to being
in some sense final, rather than en route argumentative) using a bracketed
marker, e.g. ₍-. ₎, ₍-.  -.₎. The markers are inten-
ded to help us ensure that we do not accidentally miss certain information-
flow/democratic dimension combinations, which might otherwise be a
risk in a fluid narrative. They are placed with some care, but are not neces-
sarily highlighting individual punch lines. Strictly speaking, it might have
been possible to do away with the markers altogether as their use to a ca-
sual reader is limited (they may even prove slightly distracting). They have
nevertheless been left in place as “skeletal evidence” of how the study was
organised. Their principal function is consequently as analytical quick-re-
ferences which can be used to trace how certain conclusions were arrived
at.

N.B. Most readers can thus safely ignore the markers, as they do not add ma-
terially to the substance as such.

As we have argued, the utilisation of the four democratic dimensions is in-
tended to facilitate an ordered expansion of the democratic information-
flow analysis. Eventually, the democratic dimensions will have to be
merged again to leave an information-flow schema detailing the citizen’s
democratic-communicative rights and obligations vis-à-vis his/her peers,





the representatives and pre-citizens. This will be done at the end of the
chapter, and a formalised (and, unavoidably, simplified) condensation of
the relevant findings of chapters four and five will be presented at that
point

Included Democratic-Theoretical Material

The discussed method of textual analysis allows the inclusion of almost any
conceivable democratic-theoretical (and related) notions as long as they
rely on (or at least acknowledge) the rational citizen and his/her informa-
tion needs. Since there is an almost inexhaustible source of possibly rele-
vant material, some sifting is inevitable. The question is then how an ad-
mittedly incomplete survey might adversely affect the study, and what can
been done to minimise this risk.

The strategy adopted to avoid the problem is quite simple: first we try to
secure an appropriate level of redundancy, and then we rely on the infor-
mation-handling framework to minimise the consequences of the remai-
ning imperfections. The principles are in some respects self-evident.

First, the vetting process will naturally favour the “classics”. This might,
ungenerously, be ascribed to an almost mechanical path-dependency on
the part of an indoctrinated researcher. It might however also reflect a par-
tiality for comprehensively outlined democratic models in preference to
narrow or seemingly incomplete counterparts. More often than not, the
classics represent amalgamations of many philosophical strands, which are
frequently discussed in their own right. We thus gain some insight into a
body of literature which might otherwise elude us. Given the focus of the
study, certain publications naturally present themselves as more likely
candidates for inclusion and analysis than others. Authors pondering infor-
mation/ communication and democracy, or information/communication
and rationality are obvious examples (whether these authors are primarily
to be categorised as democratic theorists, communication scientists or





something else). Apart from the fact that these authors presumably have
important points to make in their own right, it is likely that they have
scoured a partly overlapping or altogether overlooked, body of literature,
which can thus be involved indirectly. It is important to note that we will
not confine our interest solely to democratic theory (however that would
be defined). Democratic communication naturally overlaps a variety of
scholarly disciplines, and so we will sample a rather diverse literature. This
said, democratic theorists and communication theorists will still demand
special attention, as their respective fields of expertise by definition relate
to the study.5 7 

Second, the framework which is used to absorb relevant material can
accommodate ideas on different levels of abstraction. That means that phi-
losophical arguments can be extracted from hands-on oriented sources as
readily as from more principled philosophical discussions.

Third, between the rational-citizen-centric approach and the normative
theoretical preferences already delineated, a very substantial number of
theoretical arguments simply never enter the equation. Whether or not
such arguments are deliberately neglected or simply pass unnoticed is,
arguably, irrelevant. Additionally, the normative bias favouring delibera-
tive/participative) democracy acts as a powerful theoretical shock absorber
in that a great many relevant ideas (whether included or overlooked) will/
would nevertheless not measure up against this stated preference.

Fourth, the extraction and compartmentalisation of the material using the
“reading tool” to which we have frequently referred, will (at the obvious
cost of some simplification) isolate remaining flaws to specific combina-

                                               
5 7   Interestingly, communication theorists generally (far more than their colleagues from
farther afield) prove relatively well versed in relevant democratic-theoretical thinking and
often strive to tie their reasoning to this fundament. Democratic theorists do not always
return the compliment even when writing about communication-centric matters when
one might have expected some references to central communication-theoretical works.





tions of democratic components, information-flows and information foci;
individual cells if we use the language suggested by the graphical represen-
tation (figure 4.3).

Fifth, it should be remembered that surviving flaws face a final test when
the democratic-theoretical discussion and the privacy discussion stemming
from chapter three are eventually brought together to provide definitive
substance to the democratic privacy concept. At least certain kinds of flaws
will at that point be eliminated, or at least seriously degraded. Thus, for in-
stance, overlooked yet relevant justifications for the disabling of specific in-
formation-flows will eventually present less of a problem as the default of
the privacy discussion is in most cases information-flow-disabling anyway.

Analytical (Re-)conceptualisation of the Public
Sphere
To anyone acquainted with the traditional use of the “public sphere” term
in democratic-theoretical texts (e.g. Janoski: 12–13),5 8  its utilisation in this
work may seem somewhat surprising. It usually occupies a central analyti-
cal position, similar to the one now occupied by the “information com-
mon” term (which will be developed shortly).5 9  These broad interpreta-
tions of the public sphere where, at their worst, everyday understanding of
public spaces is interbred with abstract conceptualisations of democratic-
communicative nexuses (consisting of subsets or supersets of information
common related properties), are hard to reconcile. The term’s more precise

                                               
5 8   For a short introduction to post-modern thinking about the public sphere (which,
although different, and partly energised by the emergence of Internet-based communi-
cation, still shares few attributes with the conceptualisation about to be described), see
Poster 1997: 217–221.
5 9  As has been mentioned earlier, it can be thought of as an “area” where information
is/can be “stored” between sending and reception, and thus as a self-contained nexus
between sender and recipient.





usage here will have to be presented in some detail as it has ramification
for the way the analysis is carried out.

In this work, most of the communicative-theoretical aspects of what is
commonly referred to as the public sphere are re-routed to the discussion
about information-flows to and from the information common. The public
sphere remains as a concept but is reduced to indicate the residual com-
municative context which for practical purposes cannot be avoided (and is
thus opposed to what we might call the private or the considered information
sphere). When we venture out of our homes, we inevitably have to accept
some non-transferable information costs just to cope with the world. This
acceptance does not imply that all democratic-communicative rights are
forfeited in this “zone”, however, but that the situation will be somewhat
removed from pure communicative ideals is hardly surprising. The com-
municative structure of the public sphere has traditionally been almost im-
possible to transcend, and this has generated a number of democratic bene-
fits, as citizens have been forced to face and communicate with people
with different outlooks than themselves.6 0  It would however be wrong to
rely on such structural constraints to prop up democratic values auto-
matically, particularly when the constraints by no means are fixed. That
means that analytical indifference about the public sphere, based on the
hope that it will be a continually self-regulating communal meeting-place
where communication-patterns will, basically, support democracy, would
be untenable. It would seem that the public sphere must be regulated, if
not to prescribe an ideal public sphere communicative situation (super-
ficially a tall order, logically an impossibility as that would either eliminate
or “merely” displace the communicative residue which is the public
sphere), then at least to nudge it continually towards an agreeable compro-

                                               
6 0   The writers of the Scottish Enlightenment actually believed that commerce was desi-
rable not least since it would force people from widely separate areas to engage and talk
to each other, and thus obtain information about the beliefs and practices of others, and
hence have occasion to question their own fundamental beliefs and practices as a result.
(Boyle: 32)





mise. It can never be more than a compromise, and only normative prefe-
rences can support individual conceptualisations of what constitutes a
reasonable compromise: being admittedly less than the ideal state of affairs,
it is at any rate difficult, indeed contradictory, to employ democratic theo-
ry to determine how far we can be allowed to deviate from democratic-
theoretically seeded ideals.

The most obvious, and most often discussed, non-transferable cost is per-
haps the fact that we continually absorb a barrage of information, much of
which is rather pervasively disseminated. It is hard to avoid noting adver-
tisements in the form of billboards or posters, and still harder to delibera-
tely disregard the voices of soapbox orators. Each society sets its own stan-
dards what to accept, and the one thing we should safely be able to state is
that regulation in this area must be highly visible and open to democratic
debate. The second cost is more convoluted, in that it is not immediately
obvious and visible. When in the public sphere, we are not only receiving
information, but sending information as well. People hear us talk, note
whom we talk to, how we look, what we eat, where we go etc. Such un-
witting and/or unpremeditated sending can adversely interfere with more
considered sending modes. In many cases, the individual can roughly calculate
when and to whom s/he is sending, and modify his/her behaviour accor-
dingly. In other cases, this ability is severely restricted. Stealthy informa-
tion gathering technologies such as, for instance, s, webcams, and
various listening devices, can convey information about his/her actions in
the public sphere unbeknown to him/her. While the actual informational
structure of the public sphere cannot once and for all be established, a
demand to maximise the individual’s “meta-knowledge” about when s/he
is in fact sending (and to whom) seems sound—even necessary—because
of the intrinsic risks to his/her “primary” democratic information-flows.

If the public sphere cannot be reduced away for practical and logical
reasons, then the same is true for the private (or considered) information
sphere, but for democratic reasons. There must be a time and thus a space





when the citizen finds himself/herself very close to the democratic-com-
municative ideal in order truly to realise his/her democratic potential.6 1  In
other words, s/he must somehow be able to step out of the public sphere
truly to be able to be a citizen (cf Simitis’s discussion about the inverse re-
lationship between transparency and competence of communication,
Simitis: 733–734). This is why the structure of the public sphere may both
be nebulous and highly varying (it may sometimes offer at least some of
the conditions needed for considered information exchange), but the di-
vider between it and the private (considered information) sphere must be
unequivocal. Let us consider the following figure:

                                               
6 1   In premodern society, the very idea of private seclusion must have been debatable, and
its possible good hard to fathom, when even the nobility did not seek it. The waking up
of Louis XVI (le levé) and his eventual turning in (le couché) were for instance public events
to which it was a great honour to be invited (van Zoonen: 114).





The continuum ranges from white (private, or considered information,
sphere) to black (highly public sphere). Depending on the preferred de-
mocratic outlook, it is possible to recalibrate the boundary between the
public and the private spheres, as long as a private (considered information)
sphere is still in evidence, and the boundary remains distinct. The citizen
can move along the continuum, as illustrated in the figure by three arche-
typal examples. In A, s/he is within a private (considered information)
sphere, and has the minimal informational control necessary to realise his/
her democratic role. This communication space is still a continuum but
we need not analyse it as such: once the minimal democratic-communica-
tive requirements for a private (considered information) sphere, as indica-
ted by the “absolute boundary” in the figure, have been met, further vivi-
section adds little to the analysis. This means that even though there is a
gap between the perceived and the actual position along the private/public
axis, this has no democratic implications.

In C, s/he is clearly in the public sphere, and is constantly incurring send-
ing and reception costs limiting his/her democratic potential as already
outlined. While s/he is aware that s/he is not strictly in a private (con-
sidered information) sphere, and is thus capable of taking general precau-
tions to minimise potential informational damages, there is still a disturbing
gap between the perceived situation and the actual situation. To narrow
this gap, the individual needs adequate meta-information about the IT-
situation s/he finds himself/herself in.

In B, finally, s/he thinks that s/he is in the private (considered information)
sphere, but is really not, a situation which may come about as a result of a
hazy boundary between the public and the private spheres. His/her con-
sidered information flows vis-à-vis other communicative partners are then
accompanied by rather less considered ones, which the individual cannot
counteract, as s/he does not know about them (cf Kiesler’s discussion about
the illusion of privacy, Denning & Lin: 108–110). Suddenly, the gap be-
tween the perceived situation and the actual situation has substantial and





very serious democratic ramifications. Again, meta-information about the
actual communicative situation would help, as the citizen might then at
least realise that s/he is not in a private (considered information) sphere,
but this is not enough. To reiterate: the sanctity of the private (considered
information) sphere is of such basic democratic importance that it must be
distinctly separated from the rest of the communicative continuum, and
the citizen should not have to guess (however educated the guess) whether
or not s/he is indeed in it. Each member of the demos has a right to a pri-
vate (considered information) sphere, and this right cannot merely be
latched onto property rights (privacy in the “home” is, at best, insufficient,
at worst misleading) since that would differentiate between rich and poor
citizens in a highly undemocratic fashion. Spatial and temporal areas must
then be set aside by “society” to make certain that this need is actually sa-
tisfied.6 2 

In the following, we will discuss democratic-communicative ideals from a
private (considered information) sphere viewpoint, unless explicitly stated
otherwise. In other words, the rights and obligations we eventually iden-
tify (i.e. the properties of democratic privacy) must, ideally, be brought to
                                               
6 2   The PEN (Public Electronic Network) project in Santa Barbara, California, created in
1989, and one of the most researched community networks (Harrison & Stephen, Docter
& Dutton), is perhaps best known for its overt aim to provide free and equal access to its
services to all citizens—even homeless ones. This, in conjunction with the further com-
mitment to increase “the sense of communication between city government and city resi-
dents” (Harrison & Stephen: 229), is really an—admittedly skeletal—policy-blueprint for
the provision of the spatial and temporal privacy-zones we have just discussed. This, then,
is where the debate of equal access connects to our information-centric framework. Over
the last few years, the question of equal access to emerging Internet-media has been very
much in vogue. In many cases the stated objective has been to bring this access to indivi-
dual homes, not least—so the vague argument goes—to bolster democratic values. When
viewed from a citizen/information-centric perspective, this priority, while generally lau-
dable, must take a second seat to the requirement to provide equal access-opportunity for
all citizens (whether they happen to have a home or not), as well as areas and time to
reflect democratically. While undoubtedly important, the question of equal access/oppor-
tunity will however not be discussed further in this work.





bear somewhere, and this somewhere cannot be conditional: this some-
where is the private (considered information) sphere.

Democratic Information In and Information Out

Positive and Negative Freedoms of Speech and the Information Common

Freedom of speech is an almost ubiquitously recurring topic in democra-
tic-theoretical discussions. The active citizen voicing his/her opinion is of
course a pivotal element in a society where his/her powers of rationality
are both expected and valued. Unfortunately, the appealing ambience of the
concept—or perhaps its capacity to have us mentally conjure up tub-
thumpers justly clamouring for attention—sometimes makes it easy to
gloss over its practical meaning.

Thus, Hague and Loader (among other IT-oriented writers) are excited by
the idea that the “many-to-many nature” (a concept which, incidentally,
would stand little chance of survival in the distillation process we outlined
in chapter two) of new ICTs, means that individuals can be information-
providers “sharing information about themselves and shaping an identity
for dissemination within the local community and beyond to the wired
world” (Hague & Loader: 10). New ICTs provide the tubs, and the indi-
viduals provide the thumping, presumably. The setting of the thumping
sessions is not outlined, however, nor whether the right to thump brings
with it a requirement to listen to its din. To do the authors justice, they
did not make a philosophical assertion as such, but the implicit conceptual
naïveté is striking—and surprisingly common. In Gerald Maccallum’s
words “[does] freedom of speech include all speech no matter what its
content, manner of delivery, or the circumstances of its delivery?” (Mac-
callum: 106). Most of us are inclined to extend the freedom of speech only
so far, but powerful philosophical arguments from across the scholarly
board have been made to extend the right very far indeed (Rawls





1996:342, cf Habermas’s “democratic rule” that “…[every] subject with
the competence to speak and act is allowed to take part in the discourse”
(quoted from Ess: 1994, cf Ingram: 300 pp & Fishkin: 36)).

From an information viewpoint, Held’s notion of autonomy emphasises
that citizens “should be able to participate in a process of debate and deli-
beration, open to all on a free and equal basis, about matters of public con-
cern”, and that “majorities” (and presumably representatives of these, al-
though this is not really clarified) should not “be able to impose them-
selves on others” (Held: 302).6 3  He takes issue with many models of parti-
cipatory democracy which he claims do not properly address and develop
the “unavoidable presupposition” (Held: 303) of this principle of autono-
my. As so often, it is easy to agree with Held, but at this point we can
hone our theoretical arguments more effectively if we avoid procedural
issues and focus our attention on democratic-communicative ideals.

Information transmission can and does take many forms. While it is cer-
tainly feasible to conceptualise the communication process as altogether
disembedded sending and receiving sub-processes, we are bound for
troubled analytical waters if we do, and have just touched upon one
thorny aspect, i.e. the seemingly incompatible characteristics of positive
and negative freedoms of speech. Had these freedoms been perfectly dis-
associated, it would be possible and logically acceptable to state that an in-
dividual should have both. As soon as we acknowledge that one indivi-
dual’s freedom to may encroach on another individual’s freedom from, and
vice versa,6 4  such an exercise quickly becomes complicated, and partly
pointless. Yet we are not interested (at least not here) in extracting and ex-
ploring communicative minutiae, and so must accept that a fair level of

                                               
6 3   Autonomy is a complex and oft-discussed concept. For its information within implica-
tions (and Tjörvason’s serviceable typology of autonomy), refer to the information within
section.
6 4   For an admirably thorough discussion about positive and negative rights see Gewirth:
31–70).





abstraction is in order. The introduction of the information common, is by
no means intended once and for all to set the “abstraction bar” at a perfect
level: such a pompous ambition would be misguided to the point of absur-
dity. It is instead the result of a (regretful) acceptance of the need to stop at
the highest level of abstraction which still allows some sort of useful
analysis, and the firm hope that the conceptualisation of an information
common will do just that.

What, then, is an information common? The common is the place, virtual or
actual, to which the sender can disseminate information that the recipient
may, either by chance or by conscious choice, take in/be exposed to. Put
another way, when information is not specifically disseminated directly to
a particular recipient, it is disseminated to the common. It is in fact not
inevitable that a recipient will ever encounter the disseminated informa-
tion, but someone must at some point have the potential to encounter it (it
could hardly be considered communication otherwise, cf Jones 1990: 141).
A somewhat controversial assumption is that the information common consti-
tutes a limitless resource, i.e. that infinite amounts of information can pass
into and through it without any constriction.

The idea of an information common allows a level of synthesis of freedom of
speech and freedom from speech (positive and negative definitions of free-
dom), as they need not logically preclude one another any longer. The
conceptualisation of an information common allows for a full and unimpe-
ded information out flow,6 5  as long as that flow is directed to the common—but

                                               
6 5   It may well be that the traditional scarcity of communication channels is the main
reason why scholarly analysis of “communication as such” in a democratic setting is also
relatively scarce. Writing in 1991, Fishkin concluded that “[in] a modern, technologically
complex society, access to the mass media is a necessary condition for a voice to contri-
bute to the national political debate” (Fishkin: 33). While this claim could indeed still be
made, it would require serious sub-analysis of conceptual and terminological boundaries,
and would probably have to deal with determined resistance by a number of IT-focused
researchers.





not to another individual: a fairly uncontroversial distinction which is still
surprisingly often ignored. The common becomes the principal arena
where debate and disagreement can generate its full democratic potential.

David Brin represents a school of thought which forcefully argues for very
extensive information out rights, and he wants us in effect to “pay” for the
resulting openness by means of a system enabling a strict enforcement of
accountability (Brin). The question of information accountability does in-
deed loom large, but must be related to the two possible targets, the indi-
vidual and the common,6 6  to be workable (Brin does not do this, and his
analysis falters as a result).6 7 

Citizen-Citizen Speech

Let us use the information common concept and consider the following
figure from a peer-to-peer communication perspective.

                                               
6 6   It should be noted that the “common” does not automatically constitute an informa-
tional “free-for-all” (that would be to confuse it with the public sphere, as that term is
used here), but denotes a locus outside the sender’s direct information out control as well as
the recipient’s direct information in control. Depending on how the sender configures his
information out process the information may or may not be available to individuals other
than a uniquely specified target. An important point is that unlike Priscilla M. Regan’s
elegantly delineated conceptualisation (Regan: 9), the capacity of the common is consi-
dered infinite. Regan’s work can however provide some interesting clues how communi-
cation-flows would be (must be) distorted if this is not the case.
6 7   The fact that the individual cannot always reclaim his/her costs by an imposition of
other costs on the offending party (accountability) seems a rather serious omission.





All three archetypal flows emanating from the sender (, , and ) contain
units of information which eventually reach the recipient. Flow  does not
pass via the information common, and so the recipient’s potential to avoid
it is circumscribed at best. Flow  is specifically addressed to the recipient,
but requires positive recipient action to proceed from the common. Flow
 is not specifically addressed to the recipient but the information may (in
this case does) get to him/her if he/she should happen upon it, or searches
it out.

Given the basic assumption that the information common does not consti-
tute a scarce resource, the sender should have the absolute democratic right to
enter any information, as the common in a sense embodies the haberma-
sian discourse-locus (cf Habermas: 120). It is the fact that the recipient
very much “is” a scarce resource (limited time, limited information-





processing capacity etc.) which normally precludes the extension of the
sender’s absolute rights to flow .6 8 

This means that the recipient should normally be assured the unqualified
right to act as information gatekeeper in all information in instances (, 
and ).6 9  The problem is that there is a qualitative difference between  on
the one hand and  and  on the other. In the former case, information
has a pervasive quality, and the recipient is to a certain extent forced to divert
scarce resources7 0  to the gate-keeping effort (cf Regan: 12), whereas s/he

                                               
6 8   The picture is further complicated by the realisation that “information about informa-
tion” also draws upon the recipient’s scarce resources. If the recipient has to sift through a
“directory” of information heading his way (flow B) to locate information s/he is truly
interested in and open flow B2 for it, then this is (a weaker form of but nevertheless)
pervasiveness in action. This aspect will however not be explored further in this work.
6 9   It is possible to speculate whether the right to alternative information should sometimes
be transformed into a demand. It could be contended that rationality based on a narrowly
defined subset (however internally rich) of existing ideas, attains a chimerical quality. If
this is truly the case, then we must perhaps allow a degree of pervasiveness into the
democratic-communicative bedrock, which would significantly confuse subsequent
analysis. These are murky waters, and the attentive reader will later find interconnected
views which are superficially at variance with this statement, but generally this is not a
view held here because it would weaken the very bastion of democratic theory. The
argument to turn the right into a demand invalidates itself as it builds upon a concep-
tualisation of a demos where certain members are simply unable to gauge information
“correctly”, thus violating the strong principle of equality. In other words, if the citizen
cannot rationally process and evaluate information-flows, how can he/she hope to make
rational decisions based on the information in those flows? This view is in accord with
the one held by Dahl when he elaborates the idea of enlightenment and free discussion
(Dahl: 173 pp). Free discussion, and its close companion disagreement, has also found a
formidable champion in John Rawls, whose Political Liberalism outlines the importance of
disagreement in the quest for rationality. (Rawls 1996). The widely acclaimed Democracy
and Disagreement by Gutmann and Thompson refines the argument further, and moves it
from abstract theory towards method and application. (Gutmann & Thompson: 63 pp, cf
Hardin: 104, McLeod & Scheufele: 744 pp).
7 0   These are the non-transferable costs, which must be borne by the individual (cf
Downs: 210), and makes it illogical to analyse the flows of information as if the informa-





himself/herself initiates this process in  and . In effect, the sender has
then the option to overwhelm the recipient’s gate-keeping capacity by in-
undating him/her with information. Any accountability-variation should
reflect this situation so that increased (potential) recipient cost will coin-
cide with an increased potential to hold the sender accountable ₍.⁄-

.₎. Accountability in turn hinges on two things: the possibility to
identify the sender, and the possibility to authenticate the information.

Pervasiveness, then, becomes a crucial aspect when information-flows are to
be evaluated and categorised. Indeed, the question is perhaps less whether
the citizen has the right to free speech than whether and in that case when
s/he has the right to pervasive speech with or without accountability, and
this is one thing we will look for in the studied democratic-theoretical ru-
minations. Being admittedly utopian, the habermasian “ideal speech situ-
ation” (Fishkin: 36) seems more or less to evade this aspect, by presuppo-
sing an ideal situation where decision-costs can be ignored. The same is
true for David Braybrooke’s deliberative ideal where every participant is
always fully acquainted with the extant arguments of a given debate (ibid.).
This means that although both Habermas and Braybrooke seem to allow
pervasive speech (based on the recipient’s presumed ready acceptance of
any and every information in flow), that approval is not really applicable
when the recipient faces the (theoretically irreducible) problem of scarce
resources. Braybrooke’s “logically complete debate” (ibid.), and similar
conceptualisations (cf Benhabib: 70) then reside outside the continuum of
possible deliberative modes, making their use even as utopian aspirations
rather dubious.

More relevant is Habermas’s proposition that the better argument should
win the day on its own merit (cf Sunstein 1995: 245).7 1  By implication,
                                                                                                                   
tion was “perfect” in the microeconomic sense (free, complete, instantaneous, and uni-
versally available, cf Boyle: 29).
7 1   A tenet of a far older lineage of course. Among numerous others, this idea was heartily
embraced by J. S. Mill (cf. Haworth: 24–32).





this would seem to weaken the case for identification,7 2  as that knowledge
may be expected to tinge the recipient’s views and thus distort the
evaluation of the argument’s “intrinsic merits”. The question is whether it
is truly possible to extract the “own merits” of a given snippet of
information from its wider context. It seems clear that the habermasian
ideal does not necessarily regard each contribution, and its merits, as a
complete argument, and it is the argument which is to be measured against
other arguments to (possibly) win the day. If there are links between con-
tributions—and this would be very hard to refute—the insulation of an
ideal speech situation from other ideal, and rather less ideal, speech
situations is almost impossible to accomplish. Perhaps the evaluation of
“intrinsic merits” of an argument should be affected by previous know-
ledge of the contributor and his/her (perceived) extended agenda as it has
been manifested outside the core-discussion currently underway.7 3  Work-
ing from another angle, game-theorists have furthermore shown that indi-
viduals are prepared to contribute significantly more to the public good
(which translates into an increased willingness to take into account views
other than their own) when non-anonymous and identifiable (Frey &
Bohnet: pp 26–27).

                                               
7 2  When discussing possible justifications for majority rule, Robert Dahl’s imaginary deba-
ters (the Majoritarian and the Critic) quickly agree that the requirement of (voting) ano-
nymity is in the best interest of a working democracy. The way the argument (which is a
condensed version of Stephen May’s) is presented, this information-out-flow is not of a
peer-to-peer character (Dahl: 139). Whether or not anonymity should also be enjoyed in
such communicative modes is not resolved by Dahl. In fact, disregarding the practicalities
of voting behaviour, the “voting communication” is still rather peculiar in that it is
neither necessarily a part of peer-to-peer democratic communication (though it may stem
from it), nor does it really fit as a citizen-representative communication-mode. This
means that while it is very possible to defend voter anonymity as Dahl does, it does not
follow that such a defence has any bearing on non-voting communications.
7 3  Young addresses a related set of concerns (not otherwise focused on in this study) when
she questions commonly stated norms of deliberation, and points to the fact that secon-
dary or tertiary information, such as mode of presentation, may have grave repercussions
on how the primary information is absorbed by the recipients (Young 1996: 125).





We thus have solid arguments both for and against sender identification,
depending on how we choose to delimit our conceptualisation of the ideal
speech situation. As identification and non-identification are, by defini-
tion, mutually exclusive, the problem may at first seem irresolvable. Irre-
solvable, that is, unless we persist and still allow both at the same time.
This will entail a stringently executed compartmentalisation of identifi-
cation and non-identification “zones” and a belief in and reliance on the
citizen’s capacity to adjust his/her evaluation of the information depending
on whether the sender can be identified or not. The crux is “stringently
executed”. Ideally, there should be no lingering “maybe's” to confuse
matters for the recipient or the sender: either it is possible to identify the
sender, or it most definitely is not, and only negligible resources should be
required to distinguish which is the case ₍.⁄.₎. This is con-
sidered a central concern when democratic privacy is discussed in the next
two chapters. To restate an important point, information emanating from
non-identifiable sources cannot be allowed to force recipients to, willy-
nilly, divert scarce resources to manage and process it. This would seem to
indicate that the “identification zone” should be considered the default,
and zones of non-identification (i.e. true anonymity) as exceptions to the
rule, rather than the other way around ₍-. ₎.

Another issue which has bearing on the relative freedom of speech—but
which is nevertheless seldom discussed by democratic theorists7 4 —is the
inherent risk that information is tampered with en route. Clearly, the rela-
tive worth of information to the recipient is seriously degraded if s/he has
reason to fear that the information received is perhaps not the information
the sender originally disseminated. The level of information authentication is
therefore a variable which has serious repercussions, not least since authen-

                                               
7 4  Discussions about trust, and the importance of trust in a democratic-communicative
setting can however be said to incorporate these aspects as a matter of course, although
they are seldom referred to specifically. If trust—“one of the most important synthetic
forces in society” (Simmel, 1950, quoted from Newton: 575), is shaken by a fear that in-
formation is being tampered with, then so, by logical extension, are its benefits.





tication is pivotal if accountability is to be at all workable. Indeed, even
minor or confined authentication flaws can generate serious doubts about
the information system’s overall integrity, making its use as a conduit of
free speech disproportionately less effective. In most cases, the sender also
has a legitimate interest in knowing that his/her information passes undis-
torted to the recipient, but this must not be confused with any inherent
right to extend his/her right to disseminate pervasive information, even
while that might indeed ensure authentication as well ₍-. ,

₎. The paragraph began with the observation that theorists
seldom addressed this issue. This is almost certainly because most of us
tend to take for granted the more primitive aspects of a working commu-
nication process, or at least that the ability to ensure that they are set in
place. This is where we return to the question of resources. We must, as
we have argued previously, assume that the citizen has limited resources at
his/her disposal, and thus cannot be expected to devote significant resour-
ces to the authentication of received information ₍.⁄., -

. ₎. According to the often cited Downs’s paradox it is irrational for
an individual to be well-informed as the cost of obtaining information is
disproportional to the difference s/he can make even while s/he would
agree that democracy as a whole would function better if all citizens were
well-informed (Downs: 246, cf Plamenatz: 172 p). If there are additional
costs to ensure the authenticity of that information, these must be still
harder to justify. That means that the authentication costs must ideally be
negligible unless we accept communicative differentiation between citizens
depending on their available resources. At the very least, the citizen should
be able to evaluate the need to accept authentication costs. This will inevi-
tably require secondary information about the communication channel it-
self, e.g. about general susceptibility to information interference, and
whether or not incidents have taken place ₍.⁄.₎. The fact
that such information may potentially be economically or otherwise da-
maging to the operator has no democratic-theoretical bearing whatsoever.





Citizen – Representative – Citizen Speech

Deliberative-democratic theorists generally attach less specific importance to
citizen-representative speech situations than many of their scholarly peers.
That said, the stated importance of an informed citizenry underlines the
general need for open information citizen-representative-citizen channels
as well as citizen-citizen ones. We can reasonably expect that there must
be different demands placed on citizen-representative information-flows
than on citizen-citizen ones.

In one form or another, prominent theorists such as Rousseau, Mill (even,
remarkably, such a self-professed anti-democrat as Marsiglio of Padua)
among numerous others,7 5  have all argued that the citizen’s voice must, if
nothing else, be heard in the legislative process to facilitate the acceptance
of collective decisions (Morrell: 293 pp). This contention has notable in-
formation-flow implications. First, the citizen’s voice—his/her input in
the democratic-communicative process—must be heard by any (interested)
member of the demos, for it is not the individual’s voice per se that is inte-
resting, but the realisation by any citizen that his/her fellow-citizen, and
by extension s/he himself, can be heard. Secondly, the voice of the citizen
must demonstrably be heard—not just uttered. In effect, this means that the
citizen has a legitimate claim to have his/her information-flow attain a
pervasive quality, and force action on the part of the representative ₍. 

.₎.7 6  The citizen should not have to direct queries to the informa-

                                               
7 5   Notably deliberative-theorists Gutmann and Thompson who outline a number of
principles which are to guide deliberative political communication. One of these is
accountability which “requires that deliberators and decision-makers must be prepared to
justify their position and decisions before others” (Young 1999: 152). While some of the
seeming implications of such a principle for the “deliberators” must be rejected (any
notion that the citizens have the right to demand (rather than congenially hope for) a justifi-
cation of earlier statements must be rejected after the citizen-citizen speech discussion), the
demands on the representatives ring far more true (discussion to follow).
7 6   And here we deviate sharply from elite-democratic ideals. Writes Schumpeter: “The
voters…must respect the division of labour between themselves and the politicians they





tion common, and hope, perhaps in vain, that the information will pass to
the decision-maker that way.7 7  In short, the citizen must have an
informational “right of way” to the decision-maker. In terms of informa-
tion-flows, the bare minimum must then be a prompt acknowledgement
that the citizen’s voice is indeed being heard and considered.7 8  This feed-
back must also be accessible by the entire demos, if the general acceptance
of decisions is to be facilitated as already discussed ₍.  .₎.7 9 

This pervasive speech right on the part of the citizen, and his/her right to be
able to initiate a feedback information-flow from the representative are
both considered crucial components in a truly democratic delimitation of
privacy, not least since they guarantee at least a modicum of agenda-gene-
rating power.8 0  Criticism to the effect that representatives will be over-

                                                                                                                   
elect…they must understand that, once, they have elected an individual…they must
refrain from instructing him what he is to do” (letters and telegrams to the politician
should be prohibited, for instance). Quoted from Tjörvason: 121.
7 7   This certainly has implications for the individual’s informational rights in his/her gestalt
as a decision-maker, but that will not be addressed here.
7 8   In this context, it does not matter whether or not the citizen is anonymous ₍. 
.₎, but the representative can claim the right to ascertain that the originator is in-
deed a member of the demos, which may qualify anonymity should s/he adhere strictly to
this right. To allow unqualified anonymity would only have negative democratic impli-
cations if the marginal cost would seriously impair his/her general ability to function in
his/her role as representative.
7 9   This should in fact be the departure point of many claims that citizens should have fair
access to the means of communication (cf McMahon: 155), for democratic reasons. It would
at any rate provide a firm footing, and a level of sophistication that is often lacking.
8 0   This notion, at least in its minimalist (simple feedback) form, is not by definition a
challenge to even the most stubborn opponents of direct citizen action aimed at influen-
cing the representatives between elections, such as Lippman or Schumpeter (Przeworski:
35). Even from their rather extreme viewpoints, there is nothing to say that the citizen
should be barred from the right to stay informed even when no election is imminent. As
soon as we demand that the representative consider the views, things change, and the right
becomes more potent, but we do not aim here to explore this further. Its democratic
benefits could be advocated from a variety of viewpoints. Agenda-setting theory, for
instance, links media output to increased public interest in the issues debated, if not





whelmed by these requirements, and the political process bogged down as
a process is considered irrelevant as it is simply underlines an imperfect
allocation of resources: fewer citizens per representative would solve such
problems.8 1 

As we have previously established, the informational rights and obligations
of the representatives/bureaucrats are considered a secondary concern in
this work—although they can to a certain extent be deduced from the
citizens’ rights and obligations which we discuss in extenso. An interesting
aspect is, however, that the citizen’s democratic right to initiate a two-way
communication link with his/her representative(s) carries with it not just
the representative’s duty to respond, but, by extension, a democratic obli-
gation for involved bureaucrats: 1) to answer in his/her stead if no answer
is forthcoming or if the answer is perceived as false or wittingly incom-
plete/inadequate, or 2) to act as a guarantor that the representative’s stated
reasons why an answer must be delayed are correct and reasonable ₍. 

.₎. Lundqvist has vigorously contended that the bureaucrat has a
moral duty to defend democracy by taking action when s/he thinks that
political decisions are unethical (Lundqvist 1998: 105 pp). The citizens’
                                                                                                                   
necessarily to the views proffered (cf Roessler: 666–, Watt). When the individual thus has
the power to place his questions and the representative’s response in public view, it seems
safe to suggest (based on the intrinsic logic of agenda-setting theory) that his/her own, if
no one else’s, interest in the issue at hand will be boosted as a result. This increased
interest might well entail that s/he will strive to become better informed to sharpen his
arguments in an exchange the representative cannot simply opt out of. A better informed
citizen has a better chance to use his/her powers of rationality in a reasonable manner (cf
Rawls 1996: 54).
8 1  The argument could be further bolstered from the very relevant scholarly track where
the question of trust is in focus (cf Newton). A working citizen-representative relation
must include a notable level of vertical trust which should, ideally, be “thicker” rather
than “thinner”, and it could be argued that the discussed enforced communication will
act as a “thickening agent” in this respect. Transparency in the citizen-communication to
the representative may also (albeit only on condition that anonymity is not invoked)
strengthen—thicken—citizen-citizen (horizontal) trust that improves the general commu-
nicative environment.





right to initiate a “return-flow” of information from the representatives
adds even further weight to this notion. The bureaucrat is a citizen, and as
such has the right to put a public (pervasive and feedback-generating)
question to his/her representative—indeed has the right to do so anony-
mously as long as his/her citizenship-status can be ascertained, and has
additionally the democratic-communicative (not “just” moral) duty to
complement the representative’s answers with his/her own explanation if
the representative’s version is found wanting. This dual right/obligation
combined with a level of knowledge about the issues that the layperson
cannot match, places the bureaucrat in a unique position to fortify demo-
cracy.

The question is whether the citizen’s pervasive-speech rights vis-à-vis the
representative can be extended to be applicable in the citizen-bureaucrat
communicative situation as well. The short, if controversial, answer would
seem to be “no”.8 2  The bureaucrat is not strictly answerable to the citizen-
ry at large (although s/he may in some sense have a moral obligation to act
as if s/he were)8 3  but to the representative, and while the representative
might, indeed often has to, entrust certain tasks to bureaucrats, it obviously
does not follow that the bureaucrats become representatives because of this.
Any formal request for information by the citizen must, at least in the
abstract, be directed to the representative, who in turn must do his/her
best to produce an answer. This ability will often rest on a contractual
status8 4  between the representative and the bureaucrat, and the bureaucrat

                                               
8 2   Some further reflections are provided in the Reflections on the Studied Material, the
Adopted Focus and the Reading Tool section at the end of this chapter (p. 170).
8 3   This would have to be based on an idea that their status as “knowing citizens” in some
sense carries with it special obligations; a notion which is hard but not impossible to
advance in a stringent fashion. This thread will not be explored further here.
8 4   Raz’s discussion about the promise and the relationship between “promisor” and “pro-
misee” [the author’s preferred terms] (Raz: 171–176) provides further food for thought,
fine-tuning, as it does, the understanding of the right to promise. We might venture to
argue that the relationship, the contract, between citizen and representative is in fact





may indeed take on (or be charged with) the task of answering queries for
him/her, but the last resort democratic-communicative obligation cannot
reasonably be transferred in this manner. There must ultimately be a way
for citizens to make certain that the representative himself/herself takes
note of his/her communication if and when provided routes via bureau-
crats are found wanting. If nothing else, this further strengthens the citi-
zen’s case for a right to use pervasive speech to his/her representative.

Is there, finally, ever a situation when the tables are turned, and the repre-
sentative (in person or by proxy) is allowed a degree of pervasive speech
vis-à-vis the citizen? Accepting the fundamental tenet that citizens have
the capacity (at least share a similar capacity) to be rational, it is in most
cases problematic to advance such notions. Stubborn elite-theorists could,
and implicitly or explicitly do, submit the distinction of the reasonable
from the rational which we have already touched upon. Even if the
capacity to be rational is in place, the capacity to ensure a firm footing for
rational decisions is uncertain.8 5  If the citizenry is to be at all involved
between intermittent elections, this sad situation could at least partly be
alleviated by representative-generated pervasive communications. The
problem, it seems, with such an approach is that it in no way takes
different citizens’ varying knowledge and interest-levels into account. A
specific individual might after all be better equipped to contemplate a
given issue than his/her representative. It then seems erroneous to opt for
a smallest common denominator approach, when that is based on

                                                                                                                   
something beyond the normal promise, whereas the link between either the representa-
tive and the bureaucrat or the citizen and the bureaucrat is not.
8 5   This corresponds to a general democratic-theoretical discussion. Based on a variety of
the Socratic principle that knowledge justifies power, it might be argued that any given
knowledge-elite, because its corps enjoy a close, even unique, communion with Truth,
could also claim informational rights of way before other citizens (cf Copp: 101–103,
Estlund). In this work, we have little patience with such notions as any practical applica-
tion of such a principle would help perpetuate, or at least strengthen, the current episte-
mic equipoise, however this may initially have come about.





assumptions about the attained level of expertise rather than the potential to
achieve a satisfactory level of expertise. If this potential remains the same
whether you happen to be a representative or a citizen, as it should be, it
would seem curious to base any claim to pervasive representative-citizen
speech on purely didactic grounds. The opportunity to easily and
inexpensively acquire relevant information should be provided or at least
aided when the citizen so demands (as already discussed), or on the repre-
sentative’s own initiative if s/he should find it pertinent, but that does not
necessitate a pervasive element in the communication: such information
can be placed in the public domain (via the information common) for later
and optional consumption.8 6 

There may however be reasons other than educational ones to accept
pervasive representative-citizen speech. Information about or intrinsic to
central democratic activities or (possible) changes of democratic status is
for instance a serious contender. If there is to be an election, to use the
most obvious example, its value might be argued to overshadow other de-
mocratic rights and obligations.8 7  Loss or severe restriction of certain de-
mocratic rights might for instance be the consequence of having com-
mitted a crime or (although this is formally classified as a crime like other

                                               
8 6   Incidentally, because of the way we have framed our investigation, we put into
perspective one of the democratic/communication issues many IT-oriented writers have
concerned themselves with (to name but a few: Cross: 142, cf Sundström): i.e. repre-
sentatives’ enhanced option to make publicly available a wide assortment of documents,
the (from time to time somewhat tiring) one-dimensional tenet being that more informa-
tion also improves democracy. In the current context, we can conclude that as long as
such information is placed in the public domain via the information common, it at least
presents no a democratic privacy problem. As soon as the same information becomes
pervasive, however, its possible utility must be weighed against the democratic problems
that pervasiveness engenders. The citizen’s right to initiate  sessions with his/her rep-
resentative (where the answers are generally to be placed in the public domain), at any
rate ensures that relevant information will be forthcoming.
8 7   Compulsory voting has been advanced on just such grounds (Mackerras & McAllister).





crimes) failing to perform some procedural democratic duty.8 8  The very
threat of such a serious sanction might be enough to allow a certain
amount of pervasive representative (or proxy) citizen-speech. The harshest
sanction is perhaps to arrest a true democratic citizen thereby depriving
him/her of some rather basic democratic rights pending a trial where
his/her possible guilt is to be established. These are thorny issues, and we
will not de-prickle them to any great extent here. Suffice it to say, it is
quite difficult to defend even such representative-citizen pervasive speech
from a purely democratic-theoretical position. Any pervasive speech has
the potential to be abused, as it ensures a level of control of the citizen’s
resources. Enough pervasive speech and the individual’s capacity to act as a
democratic citizen will erode or evaporate altogether as a consequence. In
many instances, pervasive speech might not even be strictly necessary. To
place relevant information in the information common and expect, rather
than enforce, that the citizens access it regularly could often be enough.
Even so, to claim categorically that no pervasive representative-citizen
speech should ever be allowed would be to stretch things. The problem is
in fact irreconcilable and we have to settle for a general principle of no per-
vasive speech, except in (here undefined) “extreme circumstances”, which
must however be comprehensively defended and elucidated (and debated!)
before they can be used as pretext. In particular, the reasons why a non-
pervasive mode of speech was deemed insufficient must be explained. This
is in itself a concern for the entire demos, and so such explanations should
be provided, demos-wide, as a matter of course whenever pervasive speech
is utilised ₍.⁄.₎.

                                               
8 8   Compulsory voting is one such manifestation, and in some such political systems a fai-
lure to vote can result in sanctions to the effect that some democratic rights are tempora-
rily suspended. One such example is Belgium where “[if] the illegitimate abstinence
occurs at least four times in 15 year, the elector is dropped from the list of voters for 10
years, and during that period, he cannot get an appointment, a promotion or a decoration
of a public authority” (URL: “The Belgian Government’s Information About
Compulsive Voting”).





A further representative-citizen speech question is whether, and in that
case when, such speech is to be publicly accessible. This is basically an
information without/about issue.8 9  We have already established the citizen’s
right to know that s/he is being heard by his/her representative, even
when initiating the communication anonymously (with the possible pro-
viso that the representative is able to ascertain that s/he is indeed a mem-
ber of the demos). In this case, it would seem reasonable that both the
initial query and the response are accessible by the entire demos, as this
makes it possible to review continuously the representative’s willingness to
consider citizen views (and thus to determine that the citizens’ right to be
heard is actually being respected). It would also provide an opportunity for
other citizens to get in touch with issues which they might otherwise
never have encountered (providing the already mentioned agenda-genera-
ting potential). There might, however, be circumstances where the citizen
will need to reveal personal information to make his/her point. While
s/he would still have the right to have such information made widely avai-
lable, s/he might not wish to do so. Conversely, the representative’s reply
might contain information that the identified individual might consider
damaging.9 0  Again, these consequences are not easily reconciled. Either we
prop up the general right to evaluate the performance of the represen-
tative, or we safeguard the individual’s right to confidential communica-
tion with his/her representative depending on our normative bias. Given
our stated deliberative preferences and the vital significance of continuous
evaluation of the representative, we will here opt for the first alternative.
When the citizen feels that s/he has to turn to the representative, that be-
comes a general democratic concern, and thus a concern for a wider audience to pon-

                                               
8 9  The gist of this paragraph will be repeated in the Information Without/About section
(it was not removed from this section for presentational reasons).
9 0   Whether the information may also be damaging to the representative is another thing
altogether, and while this is not a major focus here, we can conclude that the citizen’s
right to stay anonymous while initiating a debate will of course adversely affect the
representative’s potential to do anything about it, apart from clarifying his/her position in
the (forced) reply.





der ₍.⁄.₎. The citizen’s right to veil himself/herself in anony-
mity (cf Raab: 162–163) will in many cases serve as ample protection; the
representative’s obligation not to do so ensures that the citizen has the
ability to hold him/her accountable for any perceived injustices or falsities,
and the citizen’s right to force a communicative feedback provides the
means to broach the subject in a public debate which the representative
cannot shirk from.

Exceptions could possibly be in order when the representative (or, as al-
ways, his/her proxy) after careful consideration still employs pervasive
speech. Arguably, this murky zone where certain democratic rights may
temporarily be restricted or suspended altogether could need a special in-
fusion of individual communication rights to bolster his/her faltering citi-
zen status. In such cases, the individual might be given the authority to de-
cide whether or not the communication is to be made publicly available
₍.⁄.₎. Indeed, any communication from the representative
to an individual citizen that is not initially generated by a citizen query
could be handled thus. After all, the relative responsiveness of the repre-
sentative is not an issue in that situation, and if the citizen should wish to
put it on the public agenda, all s/he has to do is to query the representa-
tive about it. Because the representative may include damaging infor-
mation about an individual in a response to another individual’s pervasive
query (indeed, in his/her role as citizen, the representative can himself/
herself broach the subject anonymously), it is impossible to ascertain such
control absolutely, and ultimately we will have to fall back on the possibi-
lity to hold the representative accountable for his/her communications.
This requires that the representative is always identifiable ₍.  .₎,
that links between representatives and his/her proxies are possible to trace
₍.  .₎ and, most importantly, that the citizen is always provided
with the means to query his/her representative. As long as the citizen is not
formally deprived of his/her status as a full member of the demos (i.e. even in the
shadowy domain where such a decision is pending) this right should never be
revoked ₍.  .₎.





Citizen – Pre-citizen – Citizen Speech

So far, we have discussed the rights, and in some cases obligations, of true
members of the demos: citizens. As long as the demos does not comprise the
entire population, and it seems unlikely that that will ever be the case, we
have to address the communicative situation of the residual group as well.
A novelty in modern democracy (as opposed to both classic democracy
and early representative versions) is that we more or less accept non-
citizenship to be a temporary status (cf Jones 1994: 94–). No set groups are
permanently barred from inclusion.9 1  Children grow up, immigrants be-
come citizens, even terminally ill people placed under guardianship may
miraculously regain their health whereupon their citizenship will be ack-
nowledged or restored.9 2  We thus have only citizens and pre-citizens to
consider, as “never-citizens” is a defunct concept (unless we include cri-
minals who are permanently deprived of their full democratic rights, i.e.
by means of true life sentencing or execution). This has implications as
pre-citizens must be prepared for true citizenship, while “never-citizens”
could safely be (and, more often than not, were) ignored in this context.

There are two kinds of pre-citizens: those who have at least one guardian
enjoying full citizenship (e.g. children, and people deemed unfit to cater
for themselves), and those who do not (e.g. immigrants before they attain

                                               
9 1   Janoski has presented (and we have taken into account) the following refined typology
of groups whose claims to citizenship have at least in some respects been thwarted:
stigmatised humans, impaired humans, potential humans and human-like non-humans or quasi
humans (Janoski: 46–51). The focus in this work is on the first three categories (although
we swerve past the perhaps most difficult (certainly most inflamed) potential humans
question of them all: the potential rights of pre-natal foetuses, cf Boling: 99–105), and
citizenship is more or less equated to demos-inclusion. The human-like non-humans or quasi
humans category refers to collectives (e.g. corporations, races, ethnic groups) which
disqualifies it from the current context.
9 2   Transients are the exception to the rule, but then again they are transients and can be
expected eventually to move on, which will remove any lingering claims to full citizen-
ship in the process.





full citizenship, and their children). The role of the guardian9 3  is in fact a
curious one. S/he can, and can be expected to, speak for his/her ward, but
the general principle of equality makes it highly dubious to suggest that
s/he should somehow assume a “duplicated” citizen-capacity as a result. In
short, one mind, one citizen is the one acceptable norm. The relationship
between the non-citizen and the guardian is actually quite hard to fix or
understand using democratic-theoretical thinking. Even the extent of pa-
rental authority is far from fixed when studied from a democratic-theore-
tical perspective (Engwall: 120 pp), and the case for other forms of guar-
dianship is likely to be still weaker.

The pre-citizen is not altogether devoid of democratic rights9 4 —or obliga-
tions—which, combined with the realisation that such “citizens-in-spe”
must somehow be prepared for full citizenship, provides a good opening
gambit when discussing information-flows in this context. As we have
indicated earlier, a substantial number of democratic theorists largely ig-
nore this issue. When it surfaces, it is often, and quite understandably, fo-
cused on the situation of children. More specifically, the question of infor-
mation in is of particular interest. These ideas have been in evidence ever
since Plato who showed concern that unregulated information-flows
would pervert children’s forming minds: “shall we simply allow our child-
ren to listen to any stories that anyone happens to make up, and so receive
into their minds ideas often the very opposite of those we think they
ought to have when they are grown up?” (quoted from Lasorsa: 157).
Plato, like so many others, worried about the disruptive effects unsavoury
concepts implanted in a child might have on the very fabric of the com-

                                               
9 3   “Guardian” and “Guardianship” are not to be confused with Dahl’s use of those terms,
but are strictly concerned with the relationship between certain pre-citizens and true citi-
zens.
9 4   Because they have (at the very least) the potential to develop the powers that are
exercised in rights-relations (Singer: 49–).





munity.9 5  John Stuart Mill argued for education from this very viewpoint,
even stating that education is the chief cause of societal permanence and
progressiveness, by the promotion of a feeling of allegiance to the societal
principles (Parry: 47–48). Rawls outlines similar conclusions, although
(unsurprisingly) they are phrased in political liberalism terms (Rawls 1996:
199–200, cf Gewirth9 6  1996: 151–153). Another contemporary example is
Barber who sets the issue in a modern media setting, forcefully arguing for
“a check on mass-media advertising for (and exploitation of) children”
(Barber 1998: 75 & 99, cf Sussman: 272).

Plato’s comment is instinctively appealing, and easy to agree with. Some
doubts set in if we take his words to suggest a strengthening of the auto-
nomy of specific parents, rather than an appeal to a community as a whole
to watch out for its children. The conception that Plato himself might be
the disseminator of damaging “stories” is at least not in ready evidence,
and thus the question whether purveyors of detrimental ideas are similarly
to be able to protect their children from opposing, “sound”, ideas is left
unanswered. We have already advanced the notion that even if guardians
are appointed (by default or by decree), they cannot reasonably expect to
                                               
9 5   Plato proceeds to outline the rôle of the educational institutions. One of their most
(perhaps the most) important tasks, Plato argues, is to select future leaders, and to train
them for leadership (Popper: 127). This aspect is by no means limited to pre-citizens. In
fact, only men past their physical prime (he later moderates this requirement somewhat,
but the gist remains the same) are to be allowed past a certain level of education, as
younger minds might prove volatile. Entrusting such immature men with wisdom which
they cannot properly absorb creates a caste of false sages who (still being unwise) might
come up with unhealthy notions to change the prevailing (and wise) order—one of
Plato’s prime concerns as it turns out (ibid. 133). In institutional terms, Plato wants the
rulers (the wise) to have profound (and pervasive) information control vis-à-vis prospec-
tive future leaders in this their final educational phase: a notion harshly criticised by
Popper, who contends that initiative and originality are not the demons Plato worries
about, and cannot, in fact, be done without.
9 6   Gewirth also observes the striking fact that the libertarian Milton Friedman comes
close to both Rawls and Gutmann when justifying education because of its intrinsic
furtherance of a stable democratic society, rather than anything else (ibid. 152).





monopolise information-flows to their charges ₍.  ₎. Indeed,
as the dependent must be able to complain about abuse of the information
in non-monopolisation, complete monopolisation of information out flows
must also be ruled out ₍.-.  ₎.

At least when it comes to minors, education often involves a level of coer-
cion, which is really little more than a very tangible form of pervasiveness.
The rationale (as has already been discussed) is the need to attempt to
“equalise” (“condition” in Fishkin’s terminology (Fishkin: 31)) the indivi-
duals’ autonomous rationality-potential9 7  (from the point of view of con-
tent, this term is closely related to (a subset of) Gewirth’s “Self-Actuali-
sation” (Gewirth 1996: 155–158)). Who is to have the right to this perva-
siveness is not immediately obvious.9 8  Ideally, every citizen should have a
part in the education of a pre-citizen, but to extend a direct pervasive
speech-right to each member of the demos is just not practical, as we must
again acknowledge the indisputable scarcity of information-processing re-
sources. That really only leaves the representatives (or their proxies) whom
it is at least possible continually to evaluate and hold accountable should
they abuse this right ₍.  ₎.9 9  A final note on guardianship is
                                               
9 7   Indeed, discussions touching upon the problem are more often than not concerned
with the relative right of parents or sub-societies to determine how and what minors are
taught in school. Cf Gutmann & Thompson: 63 p
9 8   For an interesting exposé of the related (American) jurisprudential debate, see Keynes:
159–).
9 9   Herbert I. Schiller has questioned the long-term effects of the (mostly American) trend
to “charter” educational elements to the private sector in similar terms (Schiller: 29–33).
While we can accept such partnerships on the usual condition that the citizen maintains
his/her right to hold the representative accountable, Schiller’s concerns raises an interes-
ting point. The very inertia involved when large bureaucratic or private bodies act as in-
termediaries between the representative and the citizen slows down the pace of any
change. This is troublesome in every situation, but hardly ever more so than when edu-
cation of pre-citizens is in focus. After all, the period as a pre-citizen is (by definition)
transitory, and there is no certain way to undo any damage as pervasive speech is far more
restricted when the individual has entered the demos proper. Similar questions are
sometimes raised from a psychological perspective (where the relative impressionability of





the recognition that if it enables a substantial level of pervasive speech vis-
à-vis the pre-citizen it could be argued that the representative should per-
haps be given a balancing option to use subject-specific pervasive speech
vis-à-vis the guardian (e.g. queries about the dependent and his/her situa-
tion). Suggestions that the representatives’ educating effort should be ex-
tended so that they are allowed to use more pervasive “didactic” commu-
nication vis-à-vis full citizens (cf Lewin: 236) must however be roundly
rejected ₍.⁄.₎.

Freedom of Association

The freedom to associate is very much intertwined with the right to free
speech. Like many others, Dahl claims that the right to alternative informa-
tion is a basic prerequisite for a polyarchic democracy to function (Dahl:
221–), and the freedom to associate with others ensures the access to alter-
native sources of information. Many aspects of the debate that might fit
this heading have already been discussed, but one that has not is the
question of re-evaluation. This is not an issue until we begin to ponder
organised and more or less fixed information-links between members of
the demos.

The often cited right to associational autonomy (e.g. Dahl: 221) is for the
most part a function of the need for peers to share information with one
another—and to deliberate. The autonomy-element is intended to shield
the members from undue pressure—to realise Habermas’s ideal of “free-
dom from power” (cf. Habermas: 120). Only in such “power-free” zones
can true deliberation flourish, so the thinking goes. The traditional
conceptualisation of insulated associations thus freed from external
pressures is generally problematic, as it requires us to ignore the indivi-
duals’ potential to project power within the association, as well as their

                                                                                                                   
the undeveloped mind is the main concern), but democratic thinkers largely remain silent
on the subject.





sensitivity to “trans-associational” power relations. After all, once the
individual joins an “informational association”, there is nothing to suggest
that s/he can demand that only certain kinds of information are received
(that is a secondary, contractual, concern)—as long as the information-
flow can be rationally evaluated.1 0 0  Since associational autonomy is really little
more than an explicit and/or implicit contract between members to use
(or waive) their right to avoid pervasive speech in a systematic manner (i.e.
they systematise how they are to listen to one another), it is in itself not a
problem, at least as long as we agree that it can never be more than an
honour system, and that any member is in his/her full democratic right to
make any information available to a wider audience, or question his/her
representative about related things, should s/he wish to do so.

Re-evaluation can become a problem when the individual locks him-
self/herself into an informational pattern without having to review this key
decision regularly. In this case, the full citizen has the unqualified right to
shield himself/herself from possibly unpleasant and contradictory views by
simply once and for all disallowing its entry into his/her life.1 0 1  Such a
possibility may on the surface of things seem to harmonise with the

                                               
1 0 0   Esoteric, and (presumably) hitherto non-existent information-flows, such as
subliminal information would be disallowed on the grounds that the individual cannot
properly process and rationally manage them (cf Fishkin: 31).
1 0 1   Indeed, this point is not as moot as it has been until recently. A scenario where alto-
gether secluded informational domains dominate may still at a casual glance seem rather
alien, but a situation where an ever more dominating proportion of social interaction
takes place electronically is by no means impossible to envisage (cf Sunstein 2001. Brown:
194–196, Fernback & Mitchell’s somewhat unconcerned introduction to software
“agents” (Fernback, Mitchell: 13–14, cf Fidler: 245–250), and Cairncross’s discussion
about “the technology of screening” (Cairncross: 186–189)). Nevertheless, early
suggestions/ warnings to this effect are sometimes met with incredulity or downright
ridicule. A case in point is The Economist’s ungenerous review of Republic.com (Sunstein
2001), where Cass Sunstein’s reflections about the democratic consequences of just such
information-fragmentation are denounced as unsubstantiated (and moreover unrealistic)
scaremongering (The Economist: March 24th 2001, p 115).





intrinsic elements of a rational citizenry, because the citizen may indeed
rationally manage the incoming flows of information when initially setting
his/her informational preferences, and from then on continue to do so
within his/her set parameters. Because we can never tell whether these para-
meters place his/her informational sub-domain in a land of turpitude or
virtue, the relative worth of the citizen’s rationality in a wider setting is
very much in question.1 0 2  To enable, and re-enable true (democratic)
rationality, it would seem that the individual must, on a recurring basis,
confront viewpoints from outside his/her preferred scope, to have the
opportunity actively to accept or dismiss information or classes of informa-
tion.1 0 3  This process of “activation” is in fact where deliberative elements
come into play, and the benefits of disagreement, i.e. the meeting of
“competing rationalities” may flourish.1 0 4  Rawls’s contention that “[with-
out] an established public world, the reasonable may be suspended and we
may be left largely with the rational” (Rawls 1996: 54, cf Ingram, note 33)
is applicable here, at least if we agree that information-impermeable sub-
societies do not constitute “established public worlds” in their own right.
Theorists such as Benjamin Barber stress the mandate to listen as being an
essential part of the democratic fabric (Barber 1998: 120, cf Macedo: 222,
McLeod & Scheufele: 743–744), and the recurring process of activation

                                               
1 0 2   The idea that “groups formulate belief systems on the basis of the prevalent social
conditions and economic modes of production” is a classic and widely accepted Durk-
heim/Mannheim-originated tenet (Seliktar: 321. For more on group decision-making
and related information management, see, for instance, Seibold & Meyers). The main
difference today is perhaps the decided need to factor in the growing potential for would-
be sub-societies or groups to ignore or override the geographical context when attemp-
ting to screen out influences from offensive (other) social conditions and economic pro-
duction-modes.
1 0 3   That citizens “need to leave their own private and parochial pursuits and recognize
their fellows in a public setting to address one another about their collective, as distinct
from individual, needs and goals” (Young 1996: 121), is of course a central tenet in
deliberative democracy thinking.
1 0 4   Cf Benhabib’s claim that “the formation of coherent preferences cannot precede deli-
beration; it can only succeed it.” (Benhabib: 71)





we have just discussed seems to constitute a bare minimum in this respect
₍.-. ₎. Decorum, too, must be re-evaluated from time to time,
and for a similar reason. To support a deliberative democracy, the public
world must from time to time allow debaters to break the “civilizing force
of hypocrisy” (the requirement of justification in public-regarding terms)
(Sunstein 1995: 244), as generic acceptance of a pre-established mode of
presentation is likely to position certain classes of information off-topic,
off-agenda and, thus, off-deliberation. It is important to note that both
Sunstein and Elster to whom he refers, contend that this “public hypo-
crisy” is in fact something beneficial in that it puts a rein on bigotry and
extreme preferences and values. They argue that even the most bigoted
debater must tone down his/her views to be heard and taken seriously in
the public debating space—making debating fora civil will increase the
likelihood of the debating outcome becoming civil too. Because we can
never safely state that we are once and for all able to define objectively
what is moral and what is not, there must however always be a way out of
the “loop of civility”, in other words debating opportunities where deba-
ting etiquette can, at least momentarily, be ignored ₍.-. ₎.

It might seem curious to impose a demand to re-evaluate when we have
so far for the most part defended the citizen’s right to manage incoming
information-flows. Continuous (and pervasive) efforts to force an indivi-
dual to re-evaluate information may, after all, themselves be considered
just as damaging as other pervasive information-flows. The crux is that the
requirement periodically to re-evaluate should be part and parcel of the
citizen’s initial access of information: there should simply not be an option
not to decide periodically whether to continue to receive a specific chan-
nel’s information or not (the barest minimum of re-evaluative effort). The
pervasive need to re-evaluate a chosen information pattern must thus be a
result of the citizen’s own information-ordering actions and not an exter-
nally originated influence if it is not to clash with basic information in rights.
This means that the subset of information channels and organisational





structures which do offer a level of automation of the kind outlined above
should be required to embrace and manifest this principle ₍.-. ₎.

Democratic Information Within
A common ingredient in much democratic-theoretical thinking is, unsur-
prisingly, the idea of independence or autonomy (which literally means
‘self-rule’ (Jones 1994: 124))1 0 5  on the part of the citizen (e.g. Hurley: 274).
The concepts are used in a variety of ways (we have already touched upon
the concept in one of its guises)—sometimes interchangeably—but the ra-
tionale is similar. An autonomous or independent citizen has a better
chance to act in a rational fashion and make rational decisions as s/he is
not controlled or constrained by someone else. Perfect autonomy is sel-
dom the stated ideal, however (Jones 1994: 125)—after all, democratic de-
cisions that could never affect, control or constrain anyone would be
white elephants if ever there were one.

In David Held’s words the principle of autonomy is “a principle for the
demarcation of legitimate power” (Held: 301, cf Rawls 1996: 72–), and so
the relative equality between citizens comes into focus rather than absolute
claims to autonomy proper (in its stronger, Kantian, sense, cf Jones 1994:
127 p), and Held qualifies the concept to that effect.1 0 6  In effect, Held’s

                                               
1 0 5   Based on the Greek words ‘autos’ (self) and ‘nomos’ (rule of law).
1 0 6   Rawls would term this rational autonomy (Rawls 1996: 305–307). When the citizen is
then to project his/her rationally arrived-at thoughts, Rawls expands the concept. To
achieve full autonomy, (as opposed to “just” rational autonomy) the citizen must be able to
rely on the fair terms of social co-operation (the principles of justice) when advancing
his/her notions. This cultivated variety of the concept is however not really relevant in a
strict information within setting, and will thus not be put to further use here. Even so, it
raises some interesting questions about the use of anonymity as a panacea in citizen-
representative (and to a lesser extent citizen-citizen) speech which has been advanced
earlier. In a way, anonymity is a structural constraint on the evolution of acceptance





“demarcation of legitimate power” closely resembles the demarcation
between the public and private (considered information) spheres which we
outlined earlier.1 0 7  Within the private (considered information) sphere, the
citizen is as good as his/her fellow citizens because s/he has the power to
manage information autonomously, and this “freedom of action” also
makes him/her able (though this potential is of course not always realised)
to ponder and order his/her thoughts. Information in and information out are
apparent elements of the debate, but value addition takes place in the infor-
mation within realm, for it is here that the amalgamation of personal prefe-
rences and external preferences can eventually generate fresh preferences.
The importance of the existence of a working private (considered in-
formation) sphere can therefore hardly be overstated.

 As we have argued at some length, pervasive information effectively steals
information-processing time and ability from the recipient, a fact that
makes pervasiveness a rather unsavoury mode of information dissemination
when viewed from a democratic-theoretical perspective. There are how-
ever other factors which may adversely affect the individual’s actual auto-
nomy. Starvation, torture and otherwise threatening or worrying situations
may not only affect what, if anything, the individual chooses to (or is able
to) absorb or disseminate, but may actually degrade his/her ability to pro-
cess information as well, thus compromising his/her information within inte-

                                                                                                                   
which full autonomy would seem to imply: we accept statements because we are unable
to locate the sender, not because of any intrinsic sense of fairness.
1 0 7   Consolidating several conceptualisations of autonomy, Tjörvason presents a more ex-
tended typology: cognitive autonomy (focusing on the individual’s intellectual capacity to
reflect and analyse a situation and process information); normative autonomy (focusing on
powers of rational evaluation unhindered by “mechanical” obligations or norms); and
communicative autonomy (focusing on the ability to manage a rational discussion/discourse)
Tjörvason: 166–167. The typology confirms the intuitive impression that autonomy is
not confined to information within issues but overlaps both information in and information out
as well. The information within autonomy we discuss here more or less matches cognitive au-
tonomy, whereas issues related to the two other varieties of autonomy are discussed else-
where.





grity.1 0 8  This is hardly groundbreaking news but at least demonstrates that a
communication-centric outlook is up to the task of identifying democratic
prerequisites that a cursory inspection would not necessarily reveal as in-
formation-related at all.

Information within related rights and obligations are far from secondary. In-
deed, it could be argued that the consequences of a lack of basic information
within rights would be so devastating that the kind of rights and obligations
we have discussed up to this point would be rendered cosmetic and largely
purposeless. To be able to feel safe etc. is, by extension, a primary demo-
cratic-communicative right, not a second-tier right bestowed on the citi-
zens by democratic consensus, as that consensus would not be democratic
unless basic information in prerequisites were already being met.

After this declaration, it may seem curious that we will not devote further
space to information within rights in this work. The reason is that even
though it is quite possible to conceive of such primal rights as privacy-rela-
ted (as indicated), they still constitute a separate class which does not really
fit the investigative framework. Unless very substantial research resources
indeed were to be dedicated to this particular aspect, its peripheral connec-
tion to the main research agenda might give the impression that it really is
an appendix when clearly it is not. Such a half-baked state of affairs cannot
be defended in the unfruitful name of encyclopaedic scope, and quite
simply will not be. Lacking the necessary resources, these important
questions will therefore be deferred to another time.

                                               
1 0 8   Here the information-centric approach smoothly overlaps moral philosophy. There
are obviously conditions necessary for doing anything at all (in Raymond Plant’s words
“unqualified or human needs”), let alone act as a moral agent—if you are dead, for in-
stance, this task becomes, if you will, inordinately difficult (Espada: 102–104, cf Raz’s
example where a woman trapped on an island has to focus all her energies on surviving
the constant attacks of a predator she shares the island with, Raz: 374). Though seldom
explicitly asserted thus, the terminus for such trains of thought remains information-pro-
cessing ability, however.





Democratic Information Without/About
In the everyday debate about privacy (as in the privacy-centric academic
debate—see chapter three), the question of information without looms large.
Fears often revolve around information about us “floating around” in va-
rious databases, and the increasingly viable option to combine different
sources and then end up with detailed personal profiles that might be used
in all sorts of murky pursuits.1 0 9  While such general conjectures about the
underlying parameters and tendencies can probably be accepted as reaso-
nable, the analytical worth of these complaints is often questionable. Even
if we should adopt an extreme position and disallow all “central” attempts
at gathering, storing and using personal data, much of that data is still

                                               
1 0 9   The debate is frequently rather disordered. There is for instance a marked tendency to
catalogue perceived threats with little thought as to how the included elements are inter-
related and should be analysed. Muses David Lyon: “The prominent source of anxiety,
however, is the threats of an Orwellian society. Does the widespread political and
administrative use of extensive databases which allow for the easy storage, retrieval and
transmission of personal information portend a future fraught with the dangers of elec-
tronic eavesdropping?” (Lyon 1995: 63). Why should it? Eavesdropping has little to do
with the storage/retrieval of data from databases, and everything to do with the gathering
of information, as discussed in the information in/out section. The fact that even a usually
well-informed scholar can make such glaring analytical errors is further testimony that an
organised approach is necessary. A more interesting (if harder to follow) approach is Fou-
cault’s/Poster’s conceptualisation of detached databases containing personal information as
subjects outside the immediacy of consciousness (Poster 1996). Steeped in linguistic-phi-
losophical thought, the notion is that subjects are always mediated by language, and that
societal constraint is channelled by language. The lingual contents of a given individual’s
database record may have been gathered, processed and “authored” by so many people
that the original sender’s (the individual in question) initial responsibility for disseminated
material (whether or not that information originated from a private/considered informa-
tion sphere) must eventually run very low indeed. When we approach vanishing-point,
the case for information out control as sufficient takes a serious drubbing. The point is
valid, but remembering that we can only approach the vanishing-point—never plunge into
it—it still seems relevant to try to disentangle the various authors, and provide the indivi-
dual with a) more and better knowledge about the various databases in question and b) a
way to seek redress by the right to contact his/her representative pervasively (and thus by
extension to the entire demos).





“floating around” to the extent that other people take notice of you and
your actions. It would obviously take a much more determined effort to
collect and process such data, but that is a matter of available resources.
Arguments thus based on (perceived) relative difficulty/costliness to ob-
tain, process or disseminate information are in fact both fundamentally
flawed as key principles are evaded, and unproductive as the cost-functions
on which they are based are constantly changing.

Generally speaking, as long as the sender has properly been able to exercise
his/her information out rights (from within a private/considered information
sphere), information without turns out to be a non-issue when viewed from
a democratic privacy perspective. After all, the citizen has then had the
opportunity to control what (if any) information was disseminated, and
has, at least when communicating with his/her representative (and thus, by
extension, the wider demos), had the opportunity to veil himself/herself in
anonymity if the information is somehow considered sensitive. Finally,
his/her right to initiate an information exchange with his/her representa-
tive provides a final way to right possible misunderstandings. To collect
and collate such information can hardly be considered problematic per se,
as it actually helps other citizens assess statements made by him/her. More
troubling is that such benefits are not uniformly distributed throughout the
demos, and that citizens lacking the necessary resources might never even
encounter such information. That means that available resources will
determine the attainable level of democratic rationality: an unwholesome
state of affairs, which is hard to accept. The one solution must be to ensure
virtually free access for the entire demos to such data-sources, for instance
by requiring that relevant data is duplicated and made generally accessible
in a central location (virtual and/or actual) ⁽.⁄., .-.

₎. It could be argued that the Fourth Estate in many cases, and for a
nominal fee, has provided this very service, but this has for the most part
been the result of market mechanisms (which may or may not be under-





mined by emerging information technologies) rather than democratic
ideals.1 1 0 

Further problematic information without issues, then, are either the result of
a structural inability to exercise information out rights and/or are associated
with public sphere aspects. An additional matter to be taken into conside-
ration is the fact that we failed to fix all information out rights and obliga-
tions precisely. This should motivate us to attempt to address appropriate
democratic privacy elements from an information without/about perspective in-
stead.

Structural constraints will not be discussed further here. Democratic privacy
rights and obligations are ideal conceptualisations and are organically inter-
twined. To begin to discuss what happens once this mesh is unravelled,
and what rights and obligations might act as a secondary support tier is not
considered fruitful at this point, as it is really the information out failure
which ought to be resolved.

Public sphere related issues are intricate, as we clearly approach the outer
boundary of what can reasonably be considered democratic privacy (as oppo-
sed to “further” privacy). Indeed, as the individual cannot reasonably ex-
pect to maintain either full information out or information in control when in
the public sphere, it is hard to make a hard case for democratic privacy. The
one thing we can and should reiterate, however, is the imperative that the
border between the private/considered information sphere and the public
sphere is evident. In practical terms, this means that the individual should
be able to tell where, when, and to whom s/he is sending information.

                                               
1 1 0   A recurrent problem in discussions about the impact of new ICTs is a reluctance to
work out the relationship between raw data (information) and processed data (knowledge)
(Carey: 194). Thus far, our chosen focus has sheltered us from this issue, but in the infor-
mation without/about domain, it clearly looms large. It is not enough to have access to raw
data because the citizen’s information processing powers are, as we have repeated, limi-
ted.





Stealthy information-gathering devices should for example be made rather
less so. As long as the citizen retains access to a truly private/considered in-
formation sphere (and s/he always should have), there is plenty of oppor-
tunity to extend privacy beyond this “access to meta-information” base-
line, but this, it would seem, is no longer within the democratic privacy do-
main.1 1 1 

Much harder to disregard or gloss over are the disturbing loose ends left
dangling in the information in/information out section. We indicated, for
instance, that the representatives might under certain circumstances have
the (condoned) option to resort to the use of pervasive speech, and, what
is more, be in their right to force the citizen to respond to such missives,
but eventually had to concede that precise standards when this is to be
allowed are hard to determine using democratic theory alone. Part of the
“solution” is to sustain a public debate about when this is to be allowed,
but that does little to mitigate immediate problems that individual citizens

                                               
1 1 1   For a pragmatic conceptualisation, and one based far more on reason than on techno-
logical hype, we can turn to Harold D. Lasswell who in 1971 considered it unlikely that
information-gathering or storage could be policed effectively and that, thus, “[r]eflection
suggests that the most likely areas of policy regulation are not information obtaining or
storage, but access” (Lasswell: 193). While the notion that policy regulation should purely
be based on perceived effectiveness is not relished here, his arguments remain convincing.
Wherever we turn, in the public sphere, people are collecting and collating data about us,
with or without our consent. To know when and to whom we send information at any
given time is really just half a solution—ideally we should additionally be able to access
that information (in its raw and/or refined form) at a later point. Access becomes a princi-
pal focus for policy regulation not because it would be the most efficient way to go, but
rather because it so clearly differentiates between haves and have-nots, allowing the haves
a greater level of democratic rationality than less well-off peers. Foucault’s grim portrayal
(perhaps representing the extreme analytical consequence of such thinking) of society as a
giant panopticon, where power holders keep the rest under  surveillance, and the ruled,
heads bowed, are kept in check by the knowledge that this is the case—and that
punishment may result if one steps out of line (Mitchell: 156, Lyon & Zureik: 7–8)—is
rather less valid if the differentiation is eliminated or at least systematically ground down.
It is surely a very important issue.





may experience as a consequence of such an informational discomfiture.
After all, the situation can result in a forced surrender of information that
the citizen would not otherwise have volunteered. To have such infor-
mation float around indiscriminately is indeed a democratic privacy problem.
The first thing to control, then, is the actual information-flow. In general,
as we have already established, information-flows from citizens to repre-
sentatives should be available to the entire demos so that a proper and con-
tinual evaluation of the representative’s willingness to listen can take place.
That normal requirement must however be disallowed in this special case,
as it is unlikely that such forced information-flows would in any way aid
the evaluation process, while it is rather more certain that the citizen’s
conventional information out rights are being obstructed or compromised.
In short, when forced to yield information to the representative, the indivi-
dual has the right to expect that it is not made available to a wider audien-
ce either immediately or at some later point (for instance by successfully
dredging a database for relevant facts).

When the citizen is temporarily or permanently deprived of his/her de-
mocratic rights as a consequence of an indictment for a criminal offence,
this information must be made available to a wider audience, even should
the citizen prefer to keep it secret. Such information might, and perhaps
should, affect the way his/her arguments are accepted at a later stage, but
that reason is really not sufficient as the citizen is not within a private
sphere when “submitting” information about his/her guilt/punishment.
Far more important is that such information is central if representatives are
to be evaluated properly. What could be more fundamental than to be
able to tell whether and when the representatives (proxies) deprive indivi-
dual citizens of their most basic democratic rights? ⁽.  .⁾.

A special case must be the treatment of pre-citizen information. Because of
their status, pre-citizens have little or no control at the information out stage,
yet the potential harm of information floating around indiscriminately re-
mains the same—at least when the “pre-” is eventually removed, and full





citizenship attained. This is a predictable transformation which, again (we
discussed related aspects in the information in/out section) makes theoretical
compartmentalisation of pre-citizens and proper members of the demos
troublesome—more troublesome than one is often led to believe when
examining seemingly relevant theoretical material. We have to accommo-
date this fact either by streamlining all information-flow requirements,
whether or not these pertain to pre-citizens (which is unreasonable: see
the citizen-pre-citizen-citizen speech section), or determine and enforce an in-
formation-flow “screen” between pre-citizens and proper citizens. The
aim must be to provide the newly-sprung citizen with as clean an informa-
tion without slate as possible. To keep records about the actions of pre-citi-
zens (where the individual is identifiable) may or may not be in order as
long as the individual remains a pre-citizen. To keep such records after full
citizenship has been attained, is much harder to defend. One of the key
parameters of citizenship is the ability to act as a citizen, and as this ability
may be severely impaired by the existence of such records, there is an ob-
vious risk that the individual ends up with citizenship in name only. If
there is a feeling that the information is of such prime importance that it
must be kept regardless, either against the explicit wishes of the citizen or
unbeknown to him/her, the question must be asked whether it would be
better to postpone full citizenship instead—after all, the net effect might be
similar ⁽ -.⁾. There is a distinct and deplorable lack of theore-
tical guidance in this field, making further exploration in this work im-
practical.

Reflections on the Studied Material, the Adopted
Focus and the Reading Tool
Before we conclude this rather lengthy chapter, we should perhaps exa-
mine the effectiveness of the tools we have used to analyse the various
texts, and, additionally, comment on the literature we have examined.





On the whole, to anatomise theoretical notions connected with com-
munication and democracy has proved an expedient method. Admittedly,
this expediency must at least in part be ascribed to the considerable level of
abstraction we have been working at; the introduction of the information
common as conceptual insulator between communicative modes; and the
way we positioned democratic privacy in the first place. Nevertheless, a high-
ly varied literature could be (and has been) mined for relevant ideas and
opinions without any need for cumbersome modification of the frame-
work itself. Most of the cells we set out to fill with theoretical content
have indeed been so (there will always be room for still more material, but
that is a regrettable fact of academic life that can hardly be avoided).
Nothing thus far seems to suggest that the framework will crack under the
pressure should we wish to add more content later. Because of our citizen-
centric focus, the framework is not (and was never meant to be) truly
complete. The citizen’s archetypal communicative partners (the represen-
tative & the pre-citizen) should ideally have their own analogous spread-
sheets to determine their communicative needs in a working democracy.
This is certainly not hard to accomplish, and would require no alteration
of the framework’s fundamental design.

More intriguing would be to chart the “communicative-contractual” rôle
of the bureaucrat, and his/her links to citizens, representatives and pre-ci-
tizens. In this work, we have treated bureaucrats as representative proxies
bound to the representatives by their contractual status. While this position
is certainly defensible, particularly when focusing, as we have done, on the
identification and analysis of abstract democratic rôles, the central function
of bureaucrats in any observable democratic reality suggests that their de-
mocratic importance must be carefully considered. To truly unsettle, let
alone overturn, our basic assumptions about the bureaucrat’s rôle, and the
communicative implications of that rôle, would however necessitate a re-
jection of the communication-priorities which we have considered intrin-
sic to a democratic society. In other words, the presumed precedence of
citizen-representative communication over representative-bureaucrat or





citizen-bureaucrat communication would have to be put in doubt. Barring
this eventuality, citizen-representative communication (at the very least)
maintains a unique status as “communication of last resort”, waiting to be
utilised when other communicative options have been exhausted, and the
points we have made should thus remain valid. That said, the vast domain
of “before last resort” communication between citizens and bureaucrats,
and the properties of the actual contract between representatives and
bureaucrats is notable (if reasonably so) by its absence in this work.
Fortunately, others, (e.g. Cooper, Denhart and Lundqvist (1988 & 1998)),
have diligently charted these areas, making the omission here somewhat
more pardonable.

With one glaring exception, the material has yielded much (occasionally
overmuch, the weary researcher might grumble, clutching his worn-out
spectacles) to be considered. The exception is rendered unpleasantly con-
spicuous by the arrangement of the framework itself, as it makes it easy to
note how easy or difficult it is to provide individual cells with theoretical
content. There is a hole, a gaping chasm even, in the analysis of the demo-
cratic-communicative interrelationship between citizens and pre-citizens.1 1 2 

There is a literature concentrating on children and their rights (though
rarely discussing these issues from an explicit democratic-theoretical view-
point);1 1 3  there is a literature concerned with educational issues (and here
we occasionally do get a democratic-theoretical connection); and there is
of course a very sizeable literature indeed focusing on the rights and obli-
gations of proper citizens. We additionally get some ideas how transients
are to be considered (not least because Dahl reinvigorated interest in this
matter).

                                               
1 1 2   This is not to be confused with the question of how to set up the actual boundary
between citizens and non-citizens—a far more commonly discussed topic (e.g. Barber
1984: 225–229).
1 1 3   For an exception to this general rule, see Norton: 61–79.





The paradox of the citizen springing into sudden virgin existence while
still burdened by baggage from his/her pre-demos existence is a far less fre-
quently discussed—and far more erratically analysed—topic. Democratic
theory seems to falter when questions about the rôle and authority of
guardianship are raised, and clues about who (if anyone) should have the
right to use pervasive speech are few and wayward. Is compulsory
schooling, for instance, the embodiment of a primary democratic con-
stituent (i.e. the representative, being a representative, has the right to use
pervasive speech in this manner), or does it “just” represent a task (ubi-
quitously) delegated to the representatives by the citizens (i.e. the
representative has the right to use pervasive speech in this manner because
we have conferred this right on him/her)? Does the pre-citizen have
particular rights to initiate communication with citizens (apart from
potential guardians) or representatives? These and other questions are un-
satisfactorily, or not at all, resolved after our investigation. The realisation
that pre-citizens are not just children is an important point of departure, as
the quite understandable concern about dangers to the forming minds of
children tend to cloud some principal democratic issues which should
probably have bearing on all pre-citizens. The fact remains—the troubling
lack of solid theoretical guidance renders our promptings about the
communicative situation of pre-citizens tentative at best.

Democratic Privacy: a Catalogue of Rights and
Obligations
An important notice: as the catalogue below represents a highly com-
pressed rendition of this lengthy chapter, it should not be considered a de-
finite inventory of related rights and obligations—too much intrinsic com-
plexity is disregarded at this point for that to be the case. What it is, how-
ever, is an abridged reference-list of crucial democratic privacy aspects which
at least approximate the arguments we have encountered, or developed, in





the chapter. To gain in-depth understanding of the arguments, the reader
must still turn to the unabridged chapter text.

General Principles

Increased (potential) recipient cost should coincide with an increased
potential to hold the sender accountable.

Only negligible resources should be required to distinguish whether it is
possible to identify the sender or not. The “identification zone” should be
considered the default, and zones of non-identification (i.e. true sender
anonymity) should be exceptions to the rule.

Only negligible resources should be required to authenticate information:
information must be available about the information channel’s general
susceptibility to information interference, and whether or not incidents
have taken place.

The citizen has a right and an obligation to allow (and demand) a recurring
process of re-activation (re-enabling rational choice) of automatic informa-
tion in flows.

The citizen has a right to have the border between the private/considered
information sphere and the public sphere made evident. In practical terms,
this means that the individual should be able to tell where, when, and to
whom s/he is sending information. Stealthy information-gathering devices
should for example be made rather less so

The citizen has a right to virtually free access to data-sources where demos-
wide information from citizens and representatives is stored (also cf p 168
where a wider adoption of a similar principle is briefly discussed).





Communication with Representatives

The citizen always has a right to be able to identify representatives when
they have disseminated information.

The citizen has a right to be able to trace links between representatives and
his/her proxies, when the proxy in question has disseminated information.

The citizen has a right to have citizen-representative information-flows
attain a pervasive quality, and force action on the part of the representa-
tive: this information must also be accessible by the entire demos.

The citizen must always be provided the means to query his/her represen-
tative. As long as the citizen is not formally deprived of his/her status as a full
member of the demos (i.e. even in the shadowy domain where such a decision is
pending) this right should never be revoked.

The citizen has a general right not to have representatives utilise pervasive
speech—except in “special cases” when the reasons why a non-pervasive
mode of speech was deemed insufficient must be explained.

When the citizen feels that s/he has to turn to the representative, that be-
comes a general democratic concern, and thus a concern for a wider audience to pon-
der.

When forced to yield information to the representative, the individual
however has the right to expect that it is not made available to a wider au-
dience either immediately or at some later point

The citizen has a right to be anonymous when disseminating non-perva-
sive information.





Communication with Peers

The citizen has an obligation not to disseminate pervasive information to
peers.

The citizen has a right to be anonymous when disseminating non-perva-
sive information.

The citizen has a right to transcend “decorum” so that debating etiquette
can, at least momentarily, be ignored. This must however be done within
bounds that preclude encroachment on peers’ democratic privacy rights.

Whenever the citizen is temporarily or permanently deprived of his/her
democratic rights as a consequence of (for instance) an indictment for a
criminal offence, this information must be made available to a wider audi-
ence, even should the citizen prefer to keep it secret.

Communication with Pre-Citizens

Guardians (appointed by default or by decree) have an obligation not to
monopolise information-flows to their charges

Since the pre-citizen must be able to complain about abuse of the informa-
tion in non-monopolisation, monopolisation of information out flows must
also be ruled out.

It could be argued that the representative should perhaps be given a balan-
cing option to use subject-specific pervasive speech vis-à-vis the guardian.

There must be an established (by the demos) way to implement and enforce
an information-flow screen between pre-citizens and proper citizens (e.g.
the one-time wiping of databases when the transition occurs)





Energise! Connecting Democratic
Privacy to IT Dimensions of Change

The Chapter in Brief
In this chapter we will “charge” a number of the communication dimen-
sions we identified in chapter two with real content—democratic privacy
content. Since not every democratic privacy aspect can be re-rendered in
this way, we must explain which aspect we think it is reasonable to
consider.

After the initial sifting, we process the subset of democratic privacy, and
relate these components to the central communicative dimensions (the
“hooks” in chapter-three-speak).

The chapter incorporates the following elements:
•  A decision which democratic privacy components we will relate to the

“hooks” (dimensions of change) provided by the “grand base” (chapter
two), and which we will ignore (and why).

• The actual charging process

We end up with:
• A set of hooks (dimensions of technological change) “charged” with

democratic privacy significance.





A Subset of Democratic Privacy Meets a Subset of
IT Dimensions of Change
Not every item in the democratic privacy catalogue will be relevant in this
chapter as many of them can only (or mostly) be affected by (re-)organisa-
tion of communication parameters, and cannot solely be affected by tech-
nological aspects as such. For example, the repeatedly emphasised citizen
right to initiate a two-way information flow with his/her representative
seems hard to ensure using only some kind of IT-solution: it must be an
accepted and acceptable norm so that the representative makes it his/her
own task. Conversely, not every identified dimension of change will be
capable of being related to a democratic privacy context. We will thus be
working with a subset of democratic privacy and its related IT dimensions of
change (see figure 5.1 below).





This should not concern us unduly at this point. It was never expected
that each communicative dimension of change would have democratic pri-
vacy significance (that would in fact have been highly surprising). Superfi-
cially more worrying is the “residue” of democratic privacy that cannot be
handled by the framework at all. This residue reflects the simple fact that
technology is not a panacea, and that, at least for now, we need to com-
plement (or counteract) some of its effects with plain old human organi-
sation.1 1 4  Such residual elements are bound to remain whenever a social-
theoretical study, such as the one we have carried out in chapters four and
five, is used to “charge” the communicative dimensions. It is possible, per-
haps even likely, that some common residual elements could be processed
further by a complementing investigative framework, but that is clearly
outside the scope of this work. In part three we will however try to in-
corporate at least some residual democratic privacy elements in the empirical
study. We do so, not because they are central to the methodological core
of this work, but because democratic privacy, in its entirety, is considered
interesting in its own right, and because we wish to present a complete
picture of how to proceed from theory to empirical analysis, and this
naturally incorporates the handling of “theoretical residues”.

Central and Peripheral Democratic Privacy
Communicative Dimensions
We can already safely state that democratic privacy will “charge” a number of
the communicative dimensions. Some of the affected (and affecting) di-
mensions will however be rather more central (in a democratic privacy con-

                                               
1 1 4   To cloud matters still further, the eventually included dimensions of change are not
exclusively dealing with technology, but may affect, and be affected by, “organisation” as
well. Policy-decisions and normative positions will however have an impact on certain IT
implementations, while it is by no means certain that existing or proposed “organisational
solutions” will be affected. Regrettably, a methodological terra firma in this respect seems
elusive.





text) than others, and certain dimensions will be altogether ignored on the
grounds that they are too peripheral to devote resources to in this work.
This is a controversial delimitation, not least as excluded dimensions will at
this point be just that—excluded—with very little ado,1 1 5  and in order to
justify their exclusion we will have to turn to the democratic privacy discus-
sion proper (chapters four and five). The inclusion of certain dimensions,
on the other hand, will be rationalised briefly to explain why it was
deemed important, and the reader should be aware of this minor discre-
pancy. Fortunately, because of the way in which the dimensions were
initially located, “missed” dimensions (i.e. ones which really ought to have
been charged with democratic privacy content, but for some reason were
not) will at least not affect the process of “charging” included ones.

Democratic Privacy and Dimensions of
Communication
This is where we explicitly connect the technological dimensions identi-
fied in chapter two and some central elements of democratic privacy. For the
most part this will be executed rather tersely, as the more complex demo-
cratic-theoretical reasoning has in fact already been carried out. To refer
back to chapter four might thus be a good idea if and when arguments
appear truncated and/or too abbreviated for comfort. The arrangement of
the presentation below roughly reflects the respective dimensions’ relative
democratic privacy importance, but “roughly” is a key word here, as the very
nature of the communicative dimensions tends to make them unsuited to
straight comparisons.

                                               
1 1 5   The sole exception is recipient anonymity as it needs to be extricated from sender
anonymity





Sender Awareness

Sender awareness is a truly central concern, indeed an overriding priority,
as we have emphasised with some vigour. Sender awareness (coupled with
pervasiveness which will be discussed below) is the only way to establish
the crucial border between the private (considered information) sphere
and the nebulous public sphere. That sender awareness co-varies with de-
mocratic privacy is a given.

Pervasiveness and Democratic Privacy

Aside from sender awareness, pervasiveness is perhaps the easiest technolo-
gical dimension to “charge” with unequivocal democratic privacy significan-
ce, as it has an obvious twin in the democratic privacy discussion. The asser-
tion that pervasiveness co-varies inversely with democratic privacy is thus not
very hard to make after the discussion in chapter four. In that discussion
we did identify one case when pervasiveness should be the accepted norm,
and that was when the citizen queried his/her representative, but until
technology can somehow be made to distinguish safely between citizen
and representative personas (they are after all overlapping)1 1 6 , this must be
implemented using organisational means.1 1 7 

                                               
1 1 6   It is possible to envisage a situation where an elected representative is required to give
up his/her normal citizen-status for the duration of his/her democratic office. This would
do away with the uncomfortable “blur” between the currently overlapping rôles, and
would consequently make it far easier to implement some of the democratic privacy prere-
quisites discussed in chapters four and five. It could be argued that certain offices where
the incumbent lives in an official residence and is more or less on duty all the time comes
fairly close to this situation, although the relative loss of citizen privileges is seldom
discussed as such.
1 1 7   The same is true should we wish to implement the rather more hesitantly proposed
pervasive speech right from representatives to pre-citizen guardians.





Sender Anonymity and Democratic Privacy

The separation of anonymity into sender and recipient varieties seems so
self-evident that its generic (and obfuscating) use in many serious analytical
efforts must be considered highly surprising. We have argued that both
sender anonymity and the lack of anonymity have so marked beneficial de-
mocratic effects that we need to compartmentalise and maintain both as-
pects. Basically, true sender anonymity is not considered an ideal state of
affairs in a democracy, and thus sender anonymity co-varies inversely with
democratic privacy. Local zones where sender anonymity is possible can
however be advantageous as sensitive ideas can be advanced with little fear
of retaliation. However noisome such ideas may seem, it must be possible
to discuss them somewhere in a living democracy. These zones are to be
considered deviations from the norm, and it cannot be right to have them
flourish freely. True sender anonymity can in effect only be allowed as iso-
lated “islands”, and so technology which offers unrestrained anonymity to
any and every interested party is considered (democratic privacy) damaging.
The combination of pervasiveness and sweeping sender anonymity possi-
bilities is a highly volatile one.

In empirical analyses we will have to watch out specifically for various
forms of qualified or conditional anonymity, i.e. anonymity which is seem-
ingly impregnable from a user perspective, but which really is not. This is
in many cases the very worst form of sender “anonymity” when viewed
from a democratic privacy perspective.1 1 8 

                                               
1 1 8   The analytical separation of true and false anonymity would untangle much related
confusion. The U.S. Supreme Court’s ambiguous stance on anonymity is a case in point.
While the Court supports the concept of anonymity in principle, stressing that anony-
mous communications have “played an important role in the progress of mankind” (Ro-
senoer p 140), as it allows authors to avoid retaliation, it “does not endorse anonymity as
a vehicle for transmitting false or libellous matter” (ibid.). It is of course very hard to
reconcile these two statements, as true and working anonymity will provide the option to
transmit safely any information, true or false, respectful or libellous (cf Lewis: 1997, pp 1,
53, for an interesting discussion about the possible impact of anonymity). If someone ma-





A special case of sender anonymity was briefly discussed in chapter four.
The representative (or, as ever, his/her proxy) has the right to know that a
querying citizen is indeed a citizen. That is in many cases the only infor-
mation about the individual that is required in the citizen-representative
information-flow. Technological solutions which aid the process of estab-
lishing citizenship-status while disregarding or actively hiding other indivi-
dual aspects would be a positive thing (democratic privacy-wise).

Recipient Anonymity and Democratic Privacy

Recipient anonymity is a communicative dimension which must be com-
pletely and explicitly separated from sender anonymity in any serious ana-
lysis: an obvious, yet too rarely observed postulation. Its democratic privacy
connotations are, accordingly, markedly different. Perhaps slightly surpris-
ingly, democratic theory does not really seem to have much to say about
recipient anonymity (unlike the strident voices dominating the privacy dis-
course). The intuitive notion that it ought to be good to be able to collect
anonymously the information on which you will base your rational deci-
sion at a later stage is at least not supported by our investigation. Recipient
anonymity thus seems to belong to the “further privacy” domain, and sub-
sequent analysis/debate can proceed freely in either direction (pro or anti
recipient anonymity)—overriding democratic privacy concerns are then not
an issue.

Recipient Verification of Sender Authenticity and Democratic Privacy

At first glance, and perhaps even at a second, the recipient’s ability to ve-
rify the sender’s identity and the sender’s ability to ensure anonymity may
appear as two viewpoints of a common dimension (and were in fact initi-
ally analysed as such). Certainly, they are closely related, but there is a fine

                                                                                                                   
nages to uncover the sender of such “false or libellous matter”, then the sender has of
course not enjoyed absolute anonymity in the first place.





difference between “non-anonymity” and authentication. Sender authen-
tication may be desired both by the recipient and the sender, whereas sen-
der anonymity is solely the sender’s concern. Who, after all, would as a re-
cipient prefer that a missive originates from an anonymous, rather than an
identifiable, source? When the sender wishes to add a “signature” that a
recipient easily can verify that is qualitatively different from the various
possible forms of conditional anonymity which the recipient can over-
come only at a cost (for instance by convincing an authority about the va-
lidity of such a request). The matter of cost, and the fact that anonymity
costs and authentication costs are not part and parcel of a zero-sum game is
at the crux of the matter. This may be regarded a case of splitting hairs,
but at least some careful consideration has gone into the hair-splitting
process. Keeping in mind the discussion about the exceptions when sender
anonymity might be considered beneficial (which will have a higher prio-
rity than this one), recipient verification of sender authenticity correlates
positively with democratic privacy. This general correlation becomes even
more pronounced when the information (purportedly) emanates from a
representative.

Recipient Verification of Information Integrity and Democratic Privacy

The potential to verify that the information received is in fact the informa-
tion the sender intended can readily be connected to democratic privacy. Our
discussion about communication-patterns in chapters three and four ba-
sically presupposes the presence of such a potential, and it is, additionally,
virtually impossible to envisage any beneficial effects intrinsic to a lack of it.
Editorship (cf p 76) can of course be conceived as a special and accepted
hindrance to this verification-process, but as that really hinges on whom
we designate as the true sender (is it the “original” sender or the editor?)
we will not delve into this matter. Suffice it to say, an appropriate level of
recipient verification of sender authenticity is likely to remove serious editor-
ship-related problems. The level of recipient verification of information integrity,
then, undoubtedly co-varies with democratic privacy requirements.





Cost of Altering Disseminated Information and Democratic Privacy

Linked to the just discussed dimension (recipient verification of information in-
tegrity) is the cost the sender must incur in order to alter already dissemi-
nated information. This, it should be remembered, is not the same as dis-
seminating new information which somehow contradicts or complements
old information. It really boils down to the recipient’s ability to keep track
of information. If the recipient relies on or considers information which
has since been so thoroughly amended that even the alterations cannot be
discovered, the question is: who is the sender of the information s/he is in
fact in possession of? It must be possible to fix information in order to
relate it to its source and to other information. A total information-flux
(however nicely labelled—“up-to-date information” comes to mind) can
simply not be considered ideal when viewed from a democratic privacy
standpoint. That sender cost of altering disseminated information co-varies
with democratic privacy is perhaps one of the most surprising findings of the
analysis.

Subscription and Democratic Privacy

The subscription dimension identified in chapter two has a counterpart in
the discussion (chapter four) about re-activation. Subscription is a neutral di-
mension of change (democratic privacy-wise) as long as periodic re-activation
by the individual is required. The default must be that unless active re-acti-
vation takes place, the information-flow is eventually terminated. If the
principle of active and periodic re-activation is not implemented, subscrip-
tion is considered detrimental to democratic privacy.







Part III

Democratic Privacy as Empirical Study





Part III in Brief
What we have after the first two parts is an analytical framework, which it
should be possible to employ in a variety of situations—though its poten-
tial is at this point embryonic. At this point we will concern ourselves with
actual empirical application to demonstrate some of the ideas we have ad-
vanced in a real-world setting. Though we will carry out actual analytical
work, we will be less focused on empirical results per se, than on these de-
monstrative aspects. This part consists of a single chapter which will be
introduced on the next page.





Real-World Democratic Privacy

The Chapter in Brief
In this chapter we will put democratic privacy to the empirical test. Using the
developed tools, we will study aspects of a hotly debated legal process
which eventually culminated in the Swedish implementation of an EU
Directive: the Personal Data Act (Personuppgiftslagen); a process which has
had explicit privacy objectives throughout. This exercise will demonstrate
how our analytical tools can be put to practical use.

The chapter incorporates the following elements:
•  A detailed discussion about the demonstrative case study objectives,

and, just as importantly, about what the exploratory study is not desig-
ned to accomplish.

•  A rationalisation why a demonstration of democratic privacy is, at this
point, prioritised above a demonstration of the “grand base”.

• A brief outline of the extracts of the (rather more extended) legislative
process we have opted to study, why these have been chosen, and how
they will be studied.

• A historical overview of the legislative process leading up to the Perso-
nal Data Act.

• A demonstrative democratic privacy study of the aspects we have settled
on: i.e. a study using the analytical parameters we have set up in
chapters four and five.





We end up with:
•  An enhanced understanding how the analytical tools can be put to

practical use.
• A preliminary democratic privacy understanding of the discussions we in-

vestigate.
• An idea how the case study fits into a wider context and might be ex-

tended and improved beyond its current demonstrative incarnation at
some later point.





Methodological Preliminaries
Before we begin in earnest, we need to position the empirical investiga-
tion vis-à-vis the other parts of the study, and resolve certain (potential)
methodological problems.

Framing the Empirical Study: the Roads not Taken

As we hinted in chapter one, we are at this juncture presented with a stark
choice. We have developed a generally applicable framework which is de-
signed to aid and facilitate a wide variety of analyses, but we have also
made a considerable effort to develop the idea of democratic privacy: a rather
more narrow analytical instrument if considered in its own right. It did in-
deed provide the more general framework with its first true superstructure
and thus its first substance (chapter five), and certain democratic privacy find-
ings are in this way made available to each and every future study where
the general framework, the “grand base”, makes analytical sense—and is
used.

This situation means that we could now elect to study something which,
on the surface of things, has little to do with democratic privacy (or any form
of privacy or democracy for that matter), and use the framework to dis-
cover possibly hidden democratic privacy implications.1 1 9  This choice would

                                               
1 1 9   A brief (and much simplified) example: in Sweden—as elsewhere—many broadband
Internet service providers (ISPs) were expecting to generate significant supplementary re-
venue from portal services. As a consequence the ISPs set up their users’ log-in procedure
so that they would begin surfing sessions at a portal web-page where these services were
on offer. This fact was rarely discussed in the otherwise animated broadband (Internet
connection) debate that swept through Sweden in 2000. Two of the (related) communi-
cative dimensions that are fortified by such actions are subscription and pervasiveness. As the
portal information can be likened to a forced subscription, and the customer is unable to
exercise the right/obligation to re-activate it periodically (unless they do so by re-
evaluating whether they want the primary broadband service at all), it must be considered





have the notable advantage of demonstrating all the methodological com-
ponents that have been discussed and developed up to this point, but it
would be particularly effective as an exemplification how the “grand base”
might be employed. The intrinsic drawback: we will have to jettison the
many aspects of democratic privacy which we were unable to slot into the
“grand base” framework.

The second choice is to proceed with the democratic privacy notion we out-
lined in chapter four, and study one or more cases where privacy-related
matters are obviously central. Democratic privacy can then be used to consi-
der and evaluate material, (for instance) to compare the conduct of various
actors and/or their proffered notions, with the democratic privacy ideals set
out in chapter four. The disadvantage is that the generic framework—the
“grand base”—will not stand out in the analysis, and may even appear tri-
vial in comparison. It is, after all, at this point only “charged” with a subset
of democratic privacy elements. We should not be misled, however. Whether
momentarily cloaked or not, the methodological significance of the “grand
base” remains.

Of these two choices, the second has been preferred in this work, or
rather: the second choice with a slight twist.1 2 0  The hope is, basically, that
the general application and usefulness of the “grand base” has been ex-

                                                                                                                   
detrimental from a democratic privacy perspective. The problem is redoubled as the presen-
ted information additionally takes on a pervasive character: there is no simple way to avoid
being exposed to it. Similar things are frequently pondered by anti-trust regulators
(Microsoft’s attempts to exercise full control over its Windows® desktop environment,
and the resulting legal wrangles is a prominent example) from a business perspective, but
our research methodology conspicuously points out democratic-communicative ano-
malies, because the democratic privacy superstructure has charged the affected dimensions.
to that effect.
1 2 0   Justification beyond the remarks up to and including this paragraph would at least in
part turn into sophisms and crypto-rationalisations, as the decision which way to go
ultimately rests on researcher partiality rather than anything else—a fact which is openly
admitted and should be duly noted.





plained and rationalised to the point where a case the sole aim of which
would be to demonstrate how the “grand base” may be employed would
appear to be, well if not superfluous, then at least not absolutely essential
either. When we analyse the material, which, as we just suggested, is not
ideally suited to demonstrate the analytical advantages of the “grand base”,
we will nevertheless integrate an effort expressly to record a few instances
which seem to have direct bearing on various dimensions of change.
Indeed, the existence of such an effort in any investigation is what actually
enables the principal “grand base” advantages (as we have repeatedly
argued).

The inconvenience we will suffer as a result of this decision is, at least in
part, more of a stylistic nature than anything else. Potential aha-reactions121

resulting from the use of the “grand base” (aha-reactions which can at this
point of course only relate to democratic privacy) will ultimately be synthetic
as we are studying democratic privacy matters anyway—and studying them
using the very parent tool-kit from which the “grand base”-compatible
subset originated (see chapter five). Under these conditions, the “grand
base” can, by itself, hardly be expected to yield any novel insights at this
point.1 2 2  It should also be remembered that democratic privacy is itself an ana-
lytical framework in need of demonstration, as it can be employed in a
wide range of different research projects (though this range will for ob-
vious reasons appear rather narrow when compared to the sweeping reach
of the “grand base” itself).

                                               
1 2 1   A linguistic note: this expression is a Swedish gem that denotes the urge to utter a
pleased “aha!” when one is struck by a sudden and possibly surprising, insight. It actually
exists in English (a psychological term, no less), but its use here is a statement of sorts: it
ought to be far more widely used, because it is so, well, nice.
1 2 2   It might be worth (re-)emphasising the transient quality of this problem. As more su-
perstructures are eventually latched on to the “grand base”, various communicative di-
mensions will be “charged” with societal significance, and so the framework will gradu-
ally grow more robust and versatile. In a sense, genuine aha-experiences constitute a core
characteristic of the mature “grand base” methodology.





The Empirical Study and (Future) Extensibility

A guiding principle elsewhere in this work has been extensibility, and this
compelling principle will be adhered to in this part as well. The nature and
demonstrative function of the empirical study (which we have just discus-
sed) make it unnecessary to aim for a anything like a complete survey of all possibly
relevant material at this point.1 2 3  This realisation should be duly noted as it
will crucially affect the scope of material we will eventually analyse (it will
be decidedly modest). As proper and full-sized case studies go, then, the
empirical analysis will merely be whetting our appetite while we await
more comprehensive efforts in the future. We will try to organise the
study in a way that lends itself to such future extensions, however. A very
important—perhaps the most important—thing in order to achieve this, is
to sketch the “big picture” and resolve how the studied extracts fit into a
more coherent whole.

How the Material Will Be Studied

We will preoccupy ourselves with a legal development which has had, and
is bound to continue to have, a notable impact on our daily lives, as it ex-
pressly regulates various aspects of “privacy” and “integrity”1 2 4  (detailed in-
formation about the case follows shortly). Unsurprisingly, these “various
aspects of privacy” are at the very heart of the matter when the investiga-
tion begins in earnest.

What we will do is to try to evaluate the various debates we engage using
democratic privacy as the benchmark. Some aspects of the discussions are
likely to stand out when studied in this manner, just as some aspects are
likely to be conspicuous by their absence. This is at the very heart of the

                                               
1 2 3   Possibly relevant to establish firm conclusions about the empirical case, that is—that
would be a truly massive task.
1 2 4   We do not reach for the inverted commas by chance: we here deal with privacy and
integrity in the multifarious forms provided and utilised by the various sources.





enterprise—this is the way democratic privacy is intended to be used in a
real-world setting: to note and isolate anomalies.1 2 5  For the most part we
will confine our interest to questions of principle, and very limited space
will be devoted to concrete procedural and organisational issues, however
central these might appear to have been in their original context. Given
the objectives, it is not really pertinent to study actor dynamics to work
out how or why the process evolved the way it did. The demonstration of
democratic privacy as an evaluation tool would simply not be improved by
this.

The “Big Picture”: Empirical Study Preliminaries

Homing in on Relevant Empirical Material

Using democratic privacy as the analytical backbone (and the “grand base” as
the analytical collar-bone, perhaps), we will chronicle aspects relating to
two strands of legal evolution which eventually overlapped; the Swedish
continual review of data protection legislation;1 2 6  and the EU privacy Di-
rective (and its preliminaries), about to replace equivalent national legisla-
tion in the various member states. We will start off by providing a general
overview of the processes, and then gradually home in on the extracts we
have opted to study to get an idea how they fit into the “big picture”.

                                               
1 2 5   We will at the same time keep a decidedly secondary eye open for instances where
various “grand base” dimensions (as identified in chapter two), appear to be affected.
1 2 6   Privacy legislation, is, as we have had ample opportunity to realise, a complex and of-
ten abstruse matter, which has bearing on many different areas. One helpful aspect of the
texts we will concentrate on is that the authors more often than not interweave discus-
sions about “kin” legislation and how it may relate to the primary focus. That said, we
will not overextend ourselves by attempting to chart, let alone analyse, anything near the
full legal complexity, even though that would of course have been a very interesting en-
terprise.





An Introductory Legislative Timeline

As we briefly noted in chapter one, Sweden was the first country to intro-
duce comprehensive data protection legislation. As early as 1973, the Data
Protection Act (Datalagen) was established,1 2 7  and this law has since had no-
table influence on legal developments elsewhere (SOU: 1993:10: p 293).1 2 8 

By the early nineties, however, the Act was beginning to appear rather
long in the tooth, as, touch-ups notwithstanding, its key components had
basically remained unchanged for nearly two decades—two decades
characterised by striking information-technological progress (cf SOU
1997: 39, p 712). Clearly something had to be done, and preliminary ana-
lysis aiming at revising and rejuvenating the law was eventually initiated.
In 1993, the final results of these deliberations were presented, and would
normally have been translated into legal documents, but this time that was
for the most part not to be. Because similar work was being carried out by
EU authorities, and it was anticipated (this was in fact an explicit aim) that
this work would be the basis for EU-wide legislation, it was decided to
put on hold any further Swedish initiatives as such efforts might very well

                                               
1 2 7   The first time the problematic relation between personal integrity and modern infor-
mation technology (at the time primarily referring to centrally managed databases) was
brought into the “official” debate in earnest was in 1967, when, answering an interpella-
tion on the subject, the Minister of Justice noted that “the technical evolution has created
hitherto unknown possibilities to extract and collate data from various registers”, and that
such actions might “reveal information about individuals in an unacceptable fashion.”
(Lindqvist: 68, translation by this author). Within a few years, the debate was in full swing,
and a number of committees had been set up to investigate related problems (ibid.)
1 2 8   Studying the explanatory report attached to the Council of Europe’s Convention for
the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (reprinted in
SOU: 1993:10, pp 64–65), one can easily get the impression that the Council’s actions
precipitated member states’ legislative efforts in this area, but such a link seems generally
tenuous (although the Council may certainly have affected national legislation), and in the
Swedish case even more doubtful. The very existence of the Council’s two early data
protection resolutions (which were adopted in 1973 and 1974 respectively (ibid.)) is
however interesting in its own right.





prove redundant.1 2 9  In 1995, the work on the European level culminated
in Directive 95/46/EC, which was to be implemented by the member
states no later than 24 October 1998, with a further three years’ period of
grace for member states to phase out obsolete legislation. In Sweden’s case,
this meant the final cancellation of existing plans to modernise national
legislation. From this point on, the focus shifted to the quick and efficient
legal transformation as outlined by the Directive, and to attempts to plug
possible privacy loop-holes which might occur as a result of legal mis-
match between the old and the new laws. The replacement of the old law
also required amendments to other related laws (not least to avoid possible
clashes with the European Directive itself),1 3 0  notably the Fundamental
Law on Freedom of Expression1 3 1  (Yttrandefrihetsgrundlagen), making the
rather swift legal transformation a daunting enterprise.

In 1998, the new law, the Personal Data Act, was established. Even before
its introduction it faced stiff criticism, as it was quickly noted that in
certain respects it restricted freedom of information far more than did the
old law it was to replace (IT-rättsliga observatoriets rapport 8/98). In some
cases the law was from its very inception treated as a dead letter.1 3 2  Quite
likely as a result of this seeming open-handedness, the originally fierce
public debate momentarily simmered down, although it has since never
completely disappeared from the public agenda. The problem of having a
legal cornerstone which is only partially honoured—a problem which will
be further exacerbated when the lingering support provided by the old law

                                               
1 2 9   E.g. SOU 1997:39, p 81).
1 3 0   Cf URL “Riksdagsdebatten om PUL i April 1998”.
1 3 1   This cumbersome denomination is the official translation (URL: “Glossary of
Government Terms”).
1 3 2   This risk was noted even before the law had been enacted. Motion 1997/98 K17:
“An inestimable and frequent processing of personal data that contravenes the Personal
Data Act makes for an uncomfortable juris-moral situation. It is unsatisfactory to enact a
law which in critical respects cannot be observed” (translation by this author).





is completely phased out1 3 3 —did not pass unnoticed (indeed, it would have
been surprising if a problem of that magnitude failed to galvanise interested
parties), and the rapidly approaching expiry date probably helped to put
related issues back on the main agenda. At any rate, the problematic legal
situation has concerned various groups, and serious work to rectify the
situation has been initiated.

Some key features of the brief timeline are depicted graphically in the
following figure:

Homing in: Strategic Analytical Focus

To realise the central demonstrative ambition, we could really pick any
arbitrarily delimited debate within the favoured main “theme”, and so the

                                               
1 3 3   Granted, the law only applies in specific cases during the interim period.





entire period from 1967 to the present is theoretically within the scope of
the investigation.1 3 4  We should however also act on our aim to systematise
our empirical strategy to facilitate subsequent analysis. The brief timeline
we just outlined does suggest some attractive case candidates. Let us consi-
der figure 6.2.

The figure highlights four periods when the debate has been particularly
vigorous because of impending legislative action. It would seem to make
sense to focus exploratory studies on such periods not least as it can tenta-
tively be assumed that the debate will include or at least touch upon argu-
ments which have accumulated up to that point (in addition to generating

                                               
1 3 4   From that point on, the interrelationship between computer-aided information mana-
gement and privacy (and, though far less frequently, democracy) has at least been obser-
vable in the public debate.





brand new ones). Studies of these four periods are then likely to provide
good anchor points for subsequent efforts.

Because we still need to economise, we must now prioritise among the
periods of study just presented.

The highlighted periods represent two at least semi-distinct evolutionary
strands. A and B brackets the peculiar Swedish legal situation spanning
more than 25 years, while C and D are milestones in a European legal-
evolutionary process (no end-bracket in sight here, of course, as this pro-
cess is ongoing, and has no determinable terminus).

It is quite tempting to decide to study the first of these two processes (and
thus A and B) as the analysis would then be provided with conveniently
clear-cut temporal boundaries. It would basically turn out to be a historical
analysis, although the very final chapter of that process would still be living
history at the time of writing (as the old Act has not finally been put to
rest). It might also be reasonable to avoid relating the debate under
scrutiny to the parallel discussion taking place on the EEC/EU level, and
that would further simplify the analytical task.

A counter-argument might be that a study of a living legal situation, rather
than a dead, or at least heavily anaesthetised, one, has distinct advantages.
While we may gain valuable insights by studying isolated historical cases,
the fact that the living process will continue to affect the way we live our
lives can hardly be overstated. That democratic privacy has normative conno-
tations (though well-founded ones it is to be hoped) cannot be doubted.
To cluck disapprovingly—or, conversely, to make encouraging noises—
from the sidelines of a self-contained historical analysis is one thing, but if
we have the opportunity to fashion the study in order to engage fleetingly
a process which is still under way, that might then constitute a preferable
strategy. Such arguments would suggest that we prioritise a study of the
European legal-evolutionary process (C & D).





The nature of the legal evolution makes it possible to opt for a third app-
roach, however. The legislative strands are after all not altogether discrete.
They overlap. The preparatory period when the European stance was
being shaped was a period of negotiation, arbitration and compromise,
where a variety of views were voiced and considered. This period in part
coincided with vigorous debate about related matters in Sweden (B in the
figure). Energised and well-versed Swedish parties, armed with coherent
ideas sprung from a recent national agenda, must have had a rare oppor-
tunity to influence the European process: at least from the time when
Sweden became a proper member state (the parallel European process was
a standing, if low-key, element in the Swedish debate long before that
point, not least since the EEA Treaty, or potential extensions to that
treaty, might at some point engender a need to co-ordinate Swedish legis-
lation with the European system: an incentive, presumably, for legislators
and others to keep themselves on their toes).

The later stages of the “old” Swedish legislative process (b) are also interes-
ting as the legal implementation of complex Directives by the various
member states usually provides some leeway where national interests can
be satisfied. The focused Swedish debate in the years just before the Direc-
tive was enacted virtually ensures that strong opinions must have been for-
med, and it does not seem outlandish to speculate that interested parties
might wish to see ideas carry through, even if that would require certain
“creativity” when interpreting the requirements of the Directive.

The main focus, then, will be the Swedish situation from just before the Directive
came about and onward (B & D in the figure).1 3 5  However we wish to concep-
tualise the related processes, the Directive clearly represents a momentous
event in Swedish privacy legislation. New notions from sources outside
the national tradition suddenly had to be considered, and old notions,

                                               
1 3 5   “Just before” is still rather sweeping, but we will use the work of the Data- and Public
Information Committee (data- och offentlighetskommittén) as our designated starting-point.





however recently reviewed, had to be re-considered, updated and in some
cases abandoned altogether. The question to be considered is how these
notions, old and new, do in fact measure up to democratic privacy ideals. Did
the European initiative, and the subsequent national shake-up, have demo-
cratic privacy bearing, and in that case, how? Since the legal situation is still
(2001) in a flux, and it is not inconceivable that elements stemming from
the original Swedish debate may still be grafted onto (or fused into) new
legislation, these questions are of particular relevance at this point. The
evolution of the EU directive and the earliest parts of the Swedish tradi-
tion will be brought up only to the extent that the main focus is assisted by
it.

A final cautionary remark about the focus may be in order before we pro-
ceed. While the empirical study is anchored by the Data Protection Act
(Datalagen), the EU Directive and the Personal Data Act (Personupp-
giftslagen) respectively, there are no clear-cut legislative boundaries that we
can commit ourselves to before we begin our investigation. Simply put:
laws and other legal arrangements overlap. This fact (a general and peren-
nial headache for legal scholars and practitioners no doubt) need not con-
cern us unduly, however, as long as “digressions” are made with due care.
Having located a limited number of texts which seem to have direct bear-
ing on the core of the legislative process we aim to study, we will basically
allow the various authors a certain leeway to guide possible excursions to
related legal areas. We are interested in principled ideas, and if these are
made more evident in discussions, for instance, about required alterations
of interconnected laws, then such discussions should of course be taken into
account. The hazy perimeter reflects the complexity of the empirical situa-
tion we aim to study, but the two firm anchor-points should hopefully
suffice to limit potentially detrimental fall-out resulting from this.





Structuring the Presentation
The presentation will reflect and be guided by the priorities we have just
outlined. Broadly speaking, the study will be ordered chronologically,
with analytical comments (based on democratic privacy ideals as presented in
chapter four and, to a lesser extent, chapter five)1 3 6  interspersed throughout
the narrative. The Directive will essentially be treated as a major “bump in
the road” rattling fresh impetus into the Swedish legislative machinery.
We will not preoccupy ourselves with the EC/EU pre-Directive stages
(white papers and so on) on the European level, but will more or less
accept the finished document as is.

This is not a comparative effort, and so we will expect diminishing returns
as we analyse the various inter-associated texts (in a comparative approach
we would be prompted to accept a level of analytical replication which is
not appropriate here). We can thus expect a high initial demonstrative
“yield” which will then fall considerably as we progress. The relative yield,
then, is to a large extent the result of the ordering of the material, and
cannot be used as a quantitative comparison variable. A related conse-
quence is that any attempted systematism (beyond pure chronology) will
falter as we approach the final analytical instalments.

The presentation will be rounded out with a discussion about some key
democratic privacy related aspects that have been detected along the way.
While normative advice is not a primary objective in this work, the fact
that we are comparing various legislative discussions with a stated set of
ideals cannot easily be ignored—and perhaps should not be, given the
express wish to engage a living and still somewhat volatile process. Advice?
Possibly. Evaluation? Certainly—at least as long as we remember the main

                                               
1 3 6   As indicated earlier, we will endeavour to provide some food for thought relating to
the “grand base” framework, but these comments will invariably be consigned to foot-
notes, to avoid cluttering the main narrative.





case study objective and its implications. A final nagging reminder just to
make sure:

The case study is intended to demonstrate the versatility and usefulness of demo-
cratic privacy as an analytical tool. Findings beyond this are considered incidental,
and may thus be of uncertain significance as we have made no attempt to locate and
analyse anything near a complete set of relevant sources to back them up assertively.

Personal Information Legislation at the Crossroads

The National Track: Personal Information in Sovereign Sweden

Where to start? From its inception, the Data Protection Act (Datalagen) has
undergone constant, if minor, revisions to keep in step with contemporary
developments and issues, and so no starting-point is axiomatic. We will
commence our investigation in 1984, when a new committee, the Data-
and Public Information Committee (data- och offentlighetskommittén), was
established. The committee was given a relatively broad mandate to study
matters related to the use of the Swedish PIN (personal identification
number), as well as problems associated with the right-of-access principle1 3 7 

(offentlighetsprincipen) as computer-based means of data manipulation be-
came ubiquitous. The committee was at work for the next five years and
in that time produced four interim reports and a final document which
was delivered in January of 1989 (Kring & Wahlqvist: 16–18). These five
texts (Protection of Personal Integrity in the Information Society (Integri-
tetsskyddet i informationssamhället), from this point referred to as PPIIS 1–5),
will make up the bulk of the initially examined material. These texts
squarely deal with issues of integrity and privacy in the “information
society”. The self-contained set of texts also summarise and comment on a

                                               
1 3 7   A linguistic note: this English translation is the most common and will be used
throughout. Another official translation is the principle of public access to official documents.





variety of related texts, traditions and debates, and are for the most part
well suited to the democratic privacy “treatment”.

Personal Integrity According to PPIIS

In PPIIS 3 (surprisingly late in the process one might venture, given the
telltale labelling of the report series) the committee tries to make sense of
the integrity term. The authors note that no one definition of integrity is
used in Swedish legislation, in spite of the recurrent use of the term. The
Means of Compulsion Committee (tvångsmedelskommittén), is given a parti-
cular nod of approval by the authors, as its SOU 1984:54 report at least
makes a serious effort to clarify things. Swedish extra-legal thinking is also
found wanting when it comes to coherent definition attempts.

The authors then look further afield only to find the foreign situation al-
most as gloomy as the Swedish one. In the course of this examination they
translate “integritet” (integrity) as privacy138 (PPIIS 3: 27) and then, as we
might expect, locate Brandeis & Warren’s venerable privacy definition (cf
90–91) and proceed from there. As we might have guessed after our own
investigation of how the privacy term has been used (chapter three), only
the broadest common denominators are on offer after this brief and some-
what capricious survey (“a degree of self-determination” is one indicative
example).

The committee concludes that integrity is a term which is hard to define—
even though a definition would be helpful in many cases. Understandably,
the authors baulk at providing a fixed definition of their own, but decide
that it is important to identify some elements which must be considered
when integrity is being discussed (ibid. 32). These elements include the kind
of information that can be gathered and registered (as sanctioned by popu-

                                               
1 3 8   On the next page they then translate “privatliv” as privacy as well, which seems more
reasonable (PPIIS 3:28), but does little to ease the linguistic turmoil.





lar consensus); how this information is used and by whom, why it is used,
how it is later being disseminated; the amount of information that is being
accumulated at a single locus; and whether or not the information is correct
and up-to-date.

These elements are then very briefly outlined (less than three pages are de-
voted to this discussion). With this economy in mind, the space the au-
thors dedicate to the individual’s right to decide how the gathered infor-
mation may be used, is noticeable. The individual, it is argued, must be
able to feel that s/he is being treated fairly by authorities, and one pre-
requisite for this is that s/he knows what information about him/her is
available and taken into account when decisions are made. The authors
also point to a more general worry if citizens do not know what
information is “out there”, and ready to be used to the potential dis-
advantage of the individual. Unsanctioned (by the individual) data disse-
mination and correlation are factors which compound these basic worries.

For all their brevity (perhaps mainly because of it), these PPIIS arguments
are, it must be said, extremely slippery, and vacillate wildly between prin-
ciples and pragmatic arguments. Our lengthy development of democratic
privacy (part II) may have made us extra sensitive both to the bareness of
the PPIIS survey and to the subsequent roundabout identification of
integrity elements, but since integrity is so obviously a central concern,
some consternation is assuredly in order. How is one to write coherently
about the “Protection of Personal Integrity in the Information Society”
when “integrity” remains so convoluted and volatile? And why, we
repeat, does this effort take place as late as in PPIIS 3?

The primary benefit of democratic privacy here is perhaps that it virtually
guarantees a more stringent discussion—particularly since the PPIIS au-
thors squarely (if somewhat mysteriously, given the prominent positioning
of the Means of Compulsion Committee's report which does not seem to
concur) place integrity (integritet) on a par with privacy. Some of the points





we must take into account can be simplified and consolidated in the
following figure:

Used in this way, democratic privacy can at the same time point to flawed
components in the discussion being analysed, and highlight altogether
missed elements.

Among other things, democratic privacy would suggest that a major problem
to be tackled would be the differentiation of information which the citizen
is obliged to provide and information which s/he parts with voluntarily. It
is in fact not so much the kind of information that is being collected that
determines the privacy situation, but how it is being gathered—and forced ga-
thering techniques, we may recall, may only be utilised by the representa-
tive (and his/her proxies).





Many of the elements in the integrity-discussion in PPIIS 3 are just about
relevant because we sense that the authors are in fact focusing on citizen-
representative speech (which is never explicitly set out—even indirectly),
and on information which is somehow forced from the citizenry (though
this distinction is never made). Within such bounds the secondary democra-
tic privacy stipulation—that the demos must have the opportunity to review
what kind of information is being forced from the citizenry—has its pro-
per place, and can be discussed in terms similar to the ones adopted by the
PPIIS authors. Unfortunately the discussion tends to stray to include other
actors (such as insurance companies and so on), and we are never quite
sure what kind of information (forced or non-forced) gathering techniques
we are in fact dealing with. This blurred quality is a serious problem.

Even if we accept the PPIIS arguments based on the fact that the authors
are in fact working within the bounds of that specific subset of privacy/
integrity (* in the figure), this is simply not sufficient. The many other as-
pects of communication where privacy/integrity may be affected must of
course also be discussed at this point—if for nothing else, then at least in
order to justify why the narrow focus is deemed pertinent.1 3 9 

More specifically, suggestions to the effect that the individual always has
the right to control about/without streams of information about himself/
herself finds no support whatsoever in democratic privacy.

The problematic assumption that more information in one place constitutes
an integrity hazard is notable, but because this is so central in the next sec-
tion, we will momentarily defer that discussion.

                                               
1 3 9   The committee’s assignment was in any case to analyse both the public and private
sector (PPIIS 1: 85–92).





Co-ordination and Merging of Databases

Given the committee’s assignment to study national personal identification
number (PIN) related issues (PPIIS 1: 85–92), it is hardly surprising that a
substantial part of the PPIIS texts deals with the correlation and merging of
various databases, and the consequences such actions might have for the
citizen (e.g. PPIIS 1: 21, motion 1984/85: 1493, PPIIS 3: 35). That the
existence and prevalent use of the national PIN-system makes it easier to
interconnect various data sources is indisputable, and this was actually an
explicit justification for the committee’s work (PPIIS 1: 85). This justifica-
tion is based on a prevalent disquietude about what comprehensive data
consolidation and correlation might cause.1 4 0 

The general idea (and worry) is that while glimpses into private lives of-
fered by individual data sources might be just about acceptable, multiple
glimpses brought together to form a more coherent picture is a completely
different matter. PPIIS 3: “Many snippets of information are, each on its
own, altogether harmless, but a synthesis of them may have more dire
consequences. A ‘complete’ picture of an individual is more threatening to
the individual’s integrity than mere glimpses” (PPIIS3: 35, translation by
this author). In PPIIS 4, the authors note that correlation of information

                                               
1 4 0   Sweden’s national PIN-scheme is quite radical when compared to similar efforts else-
where, and has often attracted the attention of privacy theorists and others. Freese (among
other things polemical head of the Swedish Data Inspection Board) even argues that
“Sweden—compared with many other countries—has developed into a transparent aqua-
rium” (quoted from Simitis: 717), an observation which, in essence, is in fact probably
correct. Instead of focusing on principal questions (notably), Freese then points to
practical problems that data correlation can engender using the following example: “[…]
in the course of a “fishing expedition” aimed at detecting fraudulent housing aid reci-
pients, perfectly correct information from a particular file was correlated with equally cor-
rect data contained in another record. As a result of this matching, one thousand persons
were suspected of having committed fraud. Some of them were quickly convicted
without anyone ever questioning the information processing and its possible implications.
Ultimately, however, the government had to admit that only one person out of the one
thousand suspects was really guilty (ibid.: 718, cf PPIIS 4: 78).





stemming from different registers normally requires permission from the
Data Inspection Board1 4 1  (Datainspektionen) (PPIIS 4: 46). To be more
precise, correlation of data is assumed to require the setting up of a new
register, and it is this process which actually (and ingeniously) requires the
Board’s permission.1 4 2 

The basic premise that synchronised data agglomeration is, in and by itself,
detrimental to personal integrity is in fact an interesting one; a prevalent
one; and one, it would seem, that finds precious little support in democratic
privacy. The focus is clearly on the information without/about side of
things, and from a democratic privacy perspective that is in most cases much
too late in the process. Once the information is in the without/about
domain, it is generally of no democratic privacy concern whether it exists in
fragments or in more aggregated forms. We have argued that it should be
roughly as inexpensive for each citizen to access such information (cf p
168), in order to avoid a situation where some citizens’ material assets
allow them a more thorough potential to gauge their peers’ proffered opi-
nions, than less fortunate ones.1 4 3  This principle is basically acknowledged
by the PPIIS authors (e.g. PPIIS 5:136–137), but the ensuing logic falters,
or is wittingly kept simplistic. The authors suggest that official bodies and
agencies should only have to provide printouts of required (extracts from)
registers (ibid.). Similar treatment of any request is the notion, but the fact

                                               
1 4 1   An aside: the linguistic situation is somewhat confused: the Data Inspection Board is
sometimes referred to as the “Data Protection Agency” in English translations (e.g. SOU
1993:10, p 519). Because the former seems to be a better translation, it will be used
throughout this text.
1 4 2   And this, it seems, is a in part a function of the technological situation at the time.
With quick enough access to various data sources, it might prove unnecessary to set up
altogether new databases to manage such tasks.
1 4 3   Incidentally, adherence to this principle would preclude most forms of commercial
trade (beyond very modest fees indeed) with official data, such as the Swedish SPAR
register (national address register), cf PPIIS 4: 73–74 (and PPIIS 2: 13 and ibid. 79 where
the authors discuss whether the individual should be notified of such incidents). Also see
SOU 1997:39, p 671 ( 839).





that people in possession of large resources can manage and correlate such
information to a far greater extent than their poorer fellow-citizens, is
never touched upon. The only way to (help) level such differences is to
provide the information in the best way possible—and that is presumably
some form of digitised data.

To return to the main track, the general notion that the national PIN-
system makes data correlation easier to accomplish is still correct, but
“easy”, we should recall, refers to resources: people or groups of people
with plenty of time and/or money could overcome problems that the
prohibition of the use of the national PIN would engender, and could thus
still correlate various available data sources, that others could not. This
potentially seismic challenge to a fundamental premise is not at all consi-
dered by the PPIIS authors—presumably because such a notion is simply
too alien. To take it seriously would after all require a total rethink about
how and where to focus integrity-supporting legislation.

In PPIIS 4, the authors diligently investigate how various official registers/
databases (and the included information) are classified. It is basically the
information class that determines how data can be handled. Most particu-
larly, certain (vaguely defined, see PPIIS 4: 79) data are protected by the
Official Secrets Act (Sekretesslagen). Thus, for instance, records concerned
with an individual’s healthcare (PPIIS 1: 47 & ibid.: 81) and social security
situation are secret and cannot be shared as freely as other information
(though there are several specified qualifications). Democratic Privacy does
not make such a distinction. Instead (we repeat) it suggests a main divider
between information which the individual freely parts with, and informa-
tion that the authorities force him/her to divulge.1 4 4  This is a conceptual
difference with repercussions, but here too, parts of the discussion can be
fitted into the democratic privacy “forced information” domain. The main
difference is perhaps that we would expect better and more detailed defi-

                                               
1 4 4   Similar ideas were advanced in the Riksdag as early as 1970. (PPIIS 4: 24)





nitions of (and justifications for) what constitutes forced information divul-
gence, and when this can be accepted.

Another matter that democratic privacy would have us look into at this point
is the handling of pre-citizen information in various registers. We have
suggested that the citizen must begin his/her citizenship with a clean slate,
and so much if not most of the information that dates back to his/her pre-
citizen days must be eradicated at that point1 4 5 —unless s/he expressly
decides that they should stay intact. Pre-citizen peculiarities are in fact
never discussed in the PPIIS texts, and “data subjects” are treated
generically and en masse: a glaring omission that stand out when we use
democratic privacy to evaluate the texts.

Information Volatility

PPIIS 1 takes on the altering of database records and how that might affect
the individual’s integrity. Among other things, the authors ponder the
right of the “data subject” to be informed of the existence of registers, and
of alteration of register records. They are somewhat unhappy with the (at
the time) prevailing situation, where errors in various registers can stay
undetected as the individual may not even know about the register (which
of course makes him/her unable to rectify any errors), or must spend time
and effort locating registers and records in order to control the veracity of
existing data. This format is not really helpful, and the authors suggest that
it would be better if the person(s) responsible for a register were to be le-
gally bound to inform the individual when changes were made (PPIIS 1:

                                               
1 4 5   This could (in part) be achieved, for instance by the use of a different PIN for pre-ci-
tizens—one that can be thoroughly eradicated, and subsequently replaced by a new one
when the individual is granted full citizenship. The idea of such a dual PIN-system would
of course never occur to anyone unless the distinct pre-citizen status is duly acknowled-
ged, as it is in a democratic privacy analysis.





37).1 4 6  Their eventual suggestion falls short of this ideal state of affairs, as
the perceived benefits would only come at a price. This part of the discus-
sion is not really helped by democratic privacy. The one guiding notion may
be that unsolicited updates about register changes must not be dissemi-
nated in a pervasive fashion. For the most part, this is actually an example
of “further” privacy, which does not contravene democratic privacy dicta.

Democratic privacy has more to say about the actual changes. As we argued
in chapter five, recipient verification of information integrity correlates with
democratic requirements,1 4 7  and this potential is eroded when it becomes
impossible to refer later to information which been since been altered or
eradicated1 4 8  (the interval between updates as discussed in PPIIS 2: 67 has
no bearing here). Flaws in registers may be quite innocent and incidental,
but that is by no means a given. The citizen is deprived of his/her right of
scrutiny (and confirmation of “speech responsibility”) and rebuttal if chan-
ges are not properly logged, and this notion is highlighted by the PPIIS
authors: “…’pruning' of information can in fact be considered a limitation
of the right to gain access to official/public records” (PPIIS 3: 57, trans-
lation by this author). The right to refute or comment on information is
                                               
1 4 6   An interesting aside: the authors wonder whether “an obligation to regularly send out
register extracts [to individuals] would lead to a situation where the general public [i.e.
people in the registers] would swamp the various person(s) responsible for registers with
demands for corrections” (PPIIS 1: 37, translation by this author). It turns out that they
don’t think so, but the question is, does it matter? Is a principle the authors consider
important to be qualified by such practical matters? It seems curious to consider whether
the individual’s right to have faulty data altered should be eroded if that change turned out to
be bothersome. This part of PPIIS 1 is riddled with discussions where principles and
practicalities are uncomfortably intertwined—a notable weakness.
1 4 7   This is a good “grand base”-example. When we note that the authors are concerned
with recipient verification of information integrity, any superstructure which has somehow
charged this “grand base” dimension can be brought into the discussion, and at least some
of its findings would be readily available.
1 4 8   Another dimension which is affected (it really depends on how the actual changing
process is envisaged) is recipient verification of sender authenticity, but the intrinsic logic re-
mains valid.





taken to heart in Motion 1983/84: 937 (replikeringsrätt) (PPIIS 1: 21),
where Jan-Erik Wikström et al suggest a system where individuals are
allowed to append, correct or comment on registered information in that
very register. From a democratic privacy point of view this is for the most part
an unusually inspired suggestion. It enables the citizen to provide re-
joinders in a prompt, well-aimed and non-pervasive fashion when s/he is
unhappy with existing information. Such a system could also be used to
implement the “history” or log we discussed earlier. Information with flaw –
citizen comment(s) – emended information could co-exist in the same register.

Database Responsibility

Parliamentary Motions 1983/84: 1393 and 1984/85: 2717 (PPIIS 1: 21)
both argue that explicit responsibility (on a record-level apparently) for
database registers should be assigned to specified operators (controllers in the
official parlance). The PPIIS take on this is more pragmatic: such a system
would make it easier to allocate responsibility, and would thus be
advantageous. This notion is strongly supported by democratic privacy as it
becomes easier to ascertain authorship (recipient verification of sender authen-
ticity). See the Information Volatility section (p 213) for more on this.

Approaching the Terminus: Personal Information in Sovereign Sweden

We will now round out the “pre-Directive” section with a very brief exa-
mination of SOU 1993:101 4 9  (A New Data Protection Act – En ny datalag),
which will here represent the end of the line of the autonomous national
process.1 5 0  National autonomy is by now visibly waning, and many a con-

                                               
1 4 9   The SOU is the fourth and final instalment of a series similar to the PPIIS one (SOU
1993: 10, p 21–22), authored by the Commission on Data Protection, which was
appointed in 1989).
1 5 0   An obvious simplification of course, and for a variety reasons. Both PPIIS 1–5, SOU
1993:10 and earlier efforts still, had considered relevant foreign legislative solutions—par-
ticularly EEA ones. Various multilateral agreements also circumscribed national autonomy





cerned glance is cast at the EEC/EU level (e.g. SOU 1993:10 pp 69–96,
SOU 1997:39, p 93) to see how the Directive in gestation might/will
affect Sweden. An interesting aside is the irrelevance of the Internet—the
very same year the first graphical browser (Mosaic) appeared. For this, the
authors cannot really be faulted, as the impact of graphical browsing could
hardly be anticipated at once.1 5 1  Certain elements will in many respects
mirror PPIIS counterparts (the use of the national PIN, for instance, or
register responsibility, though it is labelled otherwise in the SOU), in which
case we will forego redundant examination here.

Information Gathering and Intent

At an early point, the authors note that the convention to have the purpose
of an information system decide its status is both hard to implement and in
part purposeless when the gathered information may eventually be disse-
minated to data systems which do not share that purpose. They propose a
system where the potential to systematically gather, control or correlate

                                                                                                                   
in this field as in others. We should also recall that a level of national autonomy is in ope-
ration when Directives are being implemented nationally, and that many aspects of “pri-
vacy” are not at all influenced by the EU legal system.
1 5 1   On the other hand, the Internet infrastructure was by 1993 almost a quarter of a
century old and a well-established technology, and should perhaps have been discussed.
The focus on specific (and in many cases since expired) IT implementations serves to
illustrate why an abstracted analytical method is so desirable. 1993 seems strangely distant
when the technological situation is summarised in this fashion. The authors still manage
to note many aspects that are made more evident when Internet-based communication is
prevalent, however, so the detrimental impact is negligible.
   The authors do maintain concerns about analytical obsolescence resulting from techno-
logical shifts. They make a commendable and important effort to remove one element
they identify as being too closely associated with individual technological implementa-
tions—the register—from the agenda, and replace it with personal data amount (persondata-
mängd), which can be discussed abstracted from the technological situation it may reside
in (1993:10, p 102). In a reservation, Ulrika Landergren and Ingela Mårtensson (laudably)
request that the Act in its entirety should be designed to accommodate any technological
situation (ibid. 477). This is echoed by Gert Persson in his statement of opinion (ibid. 498).





information is used to decide the status1 5 2  (SOU 1993: 10, pp 100–110).
Generally speaking, this makes sense, but democratic privacy would require a
democratic and open discussion about intent when the citizen is forced to
divulge information to an official information system.

The Data Subject and “Informed Acquiescence”

The notion that citizens can (at least in certain cases) demand to be re-
moved from data sources, because they somehow “own” information
about themselves, which is discussed in the SOU1 5 3  (as elsewhere)1 5 4  is far
from obvious from a democratic privacy perspective, but his/her right of
rebuttal and comment (preferably in the same data sources, so an interpreter
of the data would immediately be exposed to complementing information)
brings with it a right to be informed (in a non-pervasive fashion) that in-
formation about himself/herself is in fact in that data source. As usual,
special norms apply when the citizen has somehow been forced to divulge
information.1 5 5 

                                               
1 5 2   Democratic privacy would however calibrate the status using other and finer distinctions,
such as how the information is being gathered and/or disseminated. It would in many ca-
ses also suggest a less strict attitude to data correlation aspects, as it is on the most part fo-
cused on information in and information out elements.
1 5 3   A lingual note: “SOU” stands for Statens Offentliga Utredningar, and is a series of
reports (the official English translation is Swedish Government Official Reports), which is
why the definite article is sometimes used (as above).
1 5 4   E.g. SOU 1993:93, p 183–200, where the issue is the scientific uses of such personal
data, and ibid. p 222–229, where the authors discuss employer-employee information
handling.
1 5 5   An often discussed instance is medical records. It can be argued that the individual is
forced to divulge information to the medical expert (who, to complicate matters, is not
necessarily a representative proxy) in order to preserve life or limb. Because of this, it is
possible to argue that the individual can demand to have such information erased from
the data source. At the very least the fundamental right of rebuttal and comment remains,
and so the records in question must be accessible by him/her and in an understandable for-
mat. To wittingly cloud information by the use of Latin terms or phrases is a corruption
of this principle. Fortunately, it is a well understood fact (notable in the examined SOU





Removing Information from Data Sources

As in the PPIIS texts, the question of information volatility is discussed in the
SOU. The basic principle that information should not be filtered out seems
to be embraced (SOU 1993: 10 pp 280–). The text which is quoted on
page 281 actually lists arguments which closely match the (democratic privacy
derived) ones we discussed on page 213. Nevertheless, the authors note se-
veral instances where the removal of information is essential to protect
personal integrity. The arguments here are generally somewhat vague and
inconclusive, however,1 5 6  which is in part a function of the still vaguer no-
tions about what personal integrity actually is.

One thing that democratic privacy would have us recall, is that that we
should not solely focus on the integrity—however conceptualised—of the
data subject at this point. In some cases the integrity of other citizens may
be at risk if and when information is removed from data sources. Citizens
are deprived of a powerful means of reviewing the authorities’ (and by ex-
tension the representatives’) handling of fellow citizens.1 5 7  In some cases it
may even be that it becomes harder to evaluate fellow citizens and their
“speech” if they can refer to circumstances which can no longer be sub-
stantiated, when that really did not need to be the case.

As usual, no true distinction is made between different kinds of data sys-
tems, and whether they are private or “official” in character. This distinc-
tion is crucial, and with studious tedium we will again point out that in-
formation which the citizen is forced to divulge must be treated otherwise
than information which is collected in other ways.

                                                                                                                   
as in many other places) that the handling of medical records needs to be discussed separa-
ted from other data sources.
1 5 6   As is the finally suggested legal text (SOU 1993: 10, p 417), where different objectives
are pitted against each other in the same paragraph.
1 5 7   These notions are in part advanced in the text, but are worked into “scientific re-
search” arguments.





We also miss any distinction between (indeed any discussion whatsoever
about) citizens and pre-citizens, but this can hardly be considered a slip,
because that issue is never discussed. This is in fact, we might already reveal,
one of the most serious and glaring omissions in all the examined texts.

Miscellania

A point strongly supported by democratic privacy is that the existence of
s must be made readily evident by signs (or equiv.). The observant
citizen should never be unaware that s/he is under surveillance.1 5 8 

A related question that the authors take on (SOU 1993: 10, pp 350–) is
how pictures of individuals (and other non-textual information) are to be
treated (the authors, correctly, assume that that will become a notable IT
ingredient in the near future). Democratic privacy would suggest that indivi-
duals do not “own” their own likeness unless it has been somehow forced
from them.1 5 9  Some pictorial information, say if the individual is seen par-
taking in a demonstration, in an altercation with police, or in a religious
ceremony, has traditionally been considered sensitive. Democratic privacy
does however not support the idea that this results in any specific right to
have such pictures removed from data sources in order to protect his/her
personal integrity, at least if the material was gathered in a non-surrepti-
tious manner. This would seem to go against the grain of the SOU argu-
ments (see also the final definition about what constitutes sensitive infor-
mation and how it may and may not be handled, SOU 1993:10, p 418–
420).

                                               
1 5 8   This is in fact not a considered view by the SOU authors, who simply note the factual
legal situation in that area (SOU 1993: 10, p 297).
1 5 9   Interestingly, the one Act explicitly and solely focusing on “integrity” at the time was
one regulating and limiting the use of photos/pictures and names of individuals in
commercials and advertisements—something which in a sense presupposes individual
ownership of this kind of information (SOU 1997:39, p 235).





On to a detail with possibly far-reaching consequences. A portal definition
is naturally what actually constitutes personal information…and what does
not. To resolve the latter issue, the SOU proposes the following defini-
tion: “…data which is presented in statistical form, and which would re-
quire comprehensive, costly or time-consuming efforts [original italics] to relate
to a specific individual is however not to be considered personal
information.” (SOU 1993: 10, p 373, translation by this author). True, this is
an exception from the main definition of what does constitute personal in-
formation, and the authors carefully point out that the costs involved
would be so substantial that the identification of an individual using the
information would basically never be an issue, but the definition is still
unfortunate, as citizens in possession of such substantial resources would
have an obvious and unfair advantage over poorer fellow citizens.

Another interesting detail is the suggestion (SOU 1993: 10, p 429) that the
individual may demand that personal information not be processed in a
way that facilitate direct mail advertisement. While this view is not con-
troversial in its own right, democratic privacy would suggest another line of
thinking entirely. Direct mail advertisements can for good reasons be clas-
sified as pervasive communication, which is basically not allowable. Viewed
thus, the individual should have to accept such communication in advance
(and then review that decision periodically), to receive it—an notable
departure from current thinking and practice.

A “Bump in the Road”: the European Privacy Directive

As we have indicated, we will not concern ourselves with the (certainly
interesting) pre-Directive stages on the European level. We accept the Di-
rective (the full text can be found in SOU 1997:39 pp 725–762, and some
discussion about it is provided in pages 109–165) as a given from its official
adoption. The nature of the Directive assures its controversial status, as
existing legal practice in the various member states varied significantly—it
can actually be considered quite a feat to have managed to formulate it at





all. In Sweden, the Directive’s potential misalignment with the deep-
rooted right-of-access principle was quickly brought to the fore in the
public debate (we will come across some such elements in the next
section). The adoption of the Directive provoked immediate action on the
national level. As we have noted, pre-Directive outlines had been duly
considered, but this was the final text that had to be transformed into
national law. This proved to be more difficult than first anticipated.

Legislative Reboot: Personal Information in Member State Sweden

In the few short years since it was established, the Directive has been
investigated, debated and turned into the Personal Data Act, which has in
turn been strenuously ridiculed,1 6 0  reviled, and finally revised amidst unre-
lenting controversy and debate. A plethora of material could consequently
be considered at this point as no delimitation is self-evident, but we will
make things easy for ourselves.

The Swedish Parliament has devised a very good web-page1 6 1  which traces
and comments on the origins of the Act, and how it has since been deba-
ted and modified. Various interconnected documents, such as official
reports, parliamentary motions and queries (and much else besides) are di-
ligently catalogued and conveniently made available on-line. Though the
discussion could assuredly be extended well beyond these bounds, the
included material seems reasonably balanced and unbiased. As we have
argued, any delimitation of a discussion will really do to meet the criteria

                                               
1 6 0   A single telling example which garnered some publicity at the time as it demonstrated
the muddled directives used by the authorities to translate the Act into practical action: a
journalist impersonating a worried schoolteacher was, after much humming and telepho-
nic scratching of the head, eventually told by an official that he could not (actually, he
was told to “think twice” about doing it) make the young pupils’ essays available on the
web as they included names and juvenile evaluation of national politicians (Mats Linder,
Finanstidningen 11 May 2001).
1 6 1   URL “ The Swedish Parliament’s Thematic Page about the Personal Data Act”.





we have set ourselves in the current context. A decision to adopt the
delimitations that were used in the aforementioned web-page—delimita-
tions which have in a sense been given a parliamentary seal-of-appro-
val—seems reasonable in its own right, and is furthermore a nice contrast
to the “pre-Directive section” where we determined the delimitations
without any specific external guidance. This should help assuage lingering
fears that we—wittingly or not so wittingly—have opted to study only
material which somehow suits our current objectives. We will also get the
opportunity briefly to engage a new class of texts—parliamentary motions
and bills (and the reasoning behind them)—using our investigative tools.

In the following, many of the documents that the web-page records will
be studied from a democratic privacy viewpoint. These documents include:
SOU 1997: 39 Integrity – Right-of-Access – Information Technology (In-
tegritet – Offentlighet – Informationsteknik);162 the eventual Government Bill
(1997/98: 44)1 6 3 ; parliamentary motions relating to the bill; the final parlia-
mentary decision; the Standing Committee on the Constitution’s handling
of the issue; and material relating to the subsequent revision of the Act.

We will now proceed with a study of SOU 1997: 39, which outlined a
comprehensive replacement to the Data Protection Act of 1973 based on
the Directive, while concurrently implementing older aspects (the com-
mittee’s brief can be found, in extenso, on pages 711–719). It makes sense
to separate discussion about the SOU from the other texts which are
wholly different in character. Because we have already processed texts
similar to the SOU, we will try to minimise overlaps and reiterations as far
as possible. A study narrowly focusing on this particular SOU would have
been far more detailed and would, as a matter of course, have included

                                               
1 6 2   The SOU is quite the tome as it comprehensively reviews earlier related efforts and
discusses the Directive in considerable detail. Several related documents that the authors
regard as important are included in extenso, as is the Directive text.
1 6 3   The Bill will however not be specifically discussed as it does not differ materially from
SOU 1997: 39.





virtually all of the elements we have discussed up to this point. We will
here merely emphasise a few remaining points that appear striking.1 6 4 

The Government Report

Unsurprisingly, many of the elements woven into the SOU report are by
now familiar to us. Correction and removal of information from data sour-
ces, and the mandatory appointment of a responsible person—a controller to
use the official nomenclature—for any given data source are just a few
examples. As we might expect, the proposed Act (and associated altera-
tions of other legal texts) generally appears more modern than its predeces-
sors. A notable instance is the authors’ sweeping recognition of the need to
establish a legal footing which is abstracted from any specific technological
situation (ibid. 197–, 488–). Another example is the attempt to determine
what official records actually are in an era when authorities find it increas-
ingly hard to identify which information they are in fact in possession of
(and to then eliminate information they may have access to, but which is
not official) which is both commendable and to the point (ibid., pp
493–519).

Regrettably, the arguments about what integrity actually is have not been
similarly modernised and refurbished. The authors opt to base this discus-
sion on what integrity is not, by identifying cases when personal integrity
can be said to be compromised. With remarkably little ado, they bring to
the fore a catalogue of such instances which was compiled as far back as
1971 by Stig Strömholm, and then single out items in that catalogue

                                               
1 6 4   Parts where democratic privacy has had a sufficient “say” will be thus be left out (a clear
case of diminishing returns which we have hinted at earlier). It is perhaps also worth
noting that certain portions of the texts are left out as democratic privacy does not add
materially to the discussion. A case in point is the discussion about proposed restrictions
for transfers of personal data outside the EU and the EEA.





which can be related to an “IT1 6 5  environment” (ibid. 181).1 6 6  It must be
said, and with some emphasis, that this approach is not nearly sophisticated
enough to capture even basic elements of integrity. It is in fact even less
refined than the discussion in PPIIS 3 which was itself plagued by grave
problems (cf pp 205–206). Feet of clay is clearly something investigations
of this magnitude can do without. This problem is all the more surprising
since the SOU actually includes an appendix1 6 7  solely focusing on integrity
and how it can be conceptualised (ibid. 785–807).

A clear recommendation that the original state of corrected information
should be left in place together with the actual corrections—and related
comments (ibid. 218, also see the statement of opinion1 6 8  on pp 682–690)—
is a sign of progress when viewed from a democratic privacy perspective (cf p
213). The authors at this point also work their way around a seeming Di-
rective constraint stating that information should normally be deleted once
the original purpose it was gathered for has disappeared (SOU 1997:39, p
218–220, cf p 353). They argue for a fairly strong general obligation (in the
Directive this is a possibly allowable exception) to preserve such data for
future research purposes. This view is in accordance with democratic privacy
thinking. The SOU makes a distinction between official archives and the
archiving efforts that other entities—particularly individuals—might en-
gage in (ibid. 354), but roughly the same restrictions seem to apply to
both. While the existence of such a separation is laudable, democratic privacy

                                               
1 6 5   The authors’ use of the then recently surfaced “IT” label is disturbingly uncertain
(though, as we indicated in chapter one, this is far from uncommon). In page 486, for in-
stance, they venture that “IT is maturing as a technology”, which must be considered a
suspect assertion however you conceptualise IT, and more so if you opt for a sophistica-
ted conceptualisation.
1 6 6   We find fragments of an integrity discussion elsewhere in the text, e.g., p 229.
1 6 7   Collste 785–808.
1 6 8   Penned by Bo Edvardsson, this statement of opinion also makes some very effective
points about the practical need to add fair interpretative comments and (when pertinent)
for instance by always adding the sources that the comments are based on. Democratic priva-
cy would certainly concur, as identifiability is a great concern.





would suggest a fairly radical difference in how they are perceived and
regulated—a difference which is not in evidence in the SOU text.

The aspect of the eventual Act (the related SOU discussion can be found
in pp 357–380, specifically in p 368; also see ibid. 667–668) that has
attracted most criticism is perhaps the unconditional requirement that at
least certain kinds of information must never be recorded unless the indi-
vidual has expressly allowed it. This has some rather absurd consequences,
which were nevertheless overlooked or ignored at the investigative stage.
The casual mentioning of individuals on web-pages is for instance not
allowed unless these individuals have permitted it. The resultant practicali-
ties may be absurd, but the principled democratic privacy misgivings are very
ominous indeed. Democratic speech is quite simply badly stifled by such
measures, and the right of the individual to affect information about aspects
are dubious, at least beyond a general right to retort if s/he finds the infor-
mation offensive or erroneous. The important thing in order to safeguard
this right is to make sure that the sender of the information in question is
identifiable. Beyond this basic prerequisite, it is of course possible to set up
a variety of communication mechanisms which facilitate dialogue so that
the individual can make his/her objections known with a minimum of
effort. These questions deserve a good deal of attention, but since they
have been so prominently criticised elsewhere, we will forego further
discussion about them here.

A related issue in the Directive is the rights of individuals when it comes
to the processing of information that may be used to facilitate direct adver-
tising (ibid. p 365). The SOU authors note that the Directive offers two
routes for individuals to oppose this information being processed or han-
ded to parties which may be suspected of using it for these purposes.
While it is not hard to understand why the authors do not pursue this issue
(given their brief), democratic privacy would shift the discussion and high-
light direct advertising itself (also see note on page 248). Pervasiveness, we
may recall, was basically ruled out as a legitimate means of communica-





tion, and direct advertisement is certainly a culprit in this respect. Follow-
ing this logic, the default situation should be no direct advertising, with an
option for the individual to “subscribe” to direct advertisement—not the
other way around.

Because of the emerging forms of communication, the authors devote
some space to the manner in which official records are made available to
the citizenry. Old objections to electronic distribution of such documents
are rejected outright (ibid., 537, also cf p 626), and the authors applaud the
trend to have more documents available via terminals and similar points of
access. They fight shy of proposing requirements to make material thus avai-
lable, however. The quest for efficacy, they argue, will at any rate result in
ever increased use and distribution of electronic records. The communi-
cation-technological situation of the individual official entity will have to
determine whether and how electronic distribution can take place. From a
democratic privacy viewpoint, this falls short of the ideal situation. Official
records are a primary way for the citizenry to evaluate the representative
and his/her proxies, and to make such material as available as possible should
be a priority. To establish (and then continually review) minimum requi-
rements for distribution methods is one way to streamline and improve the
availability across official bodies. The authors’ unwillingness unconditio-
nally to upgrade the existing minimum (paper handouts) is in this light
somewhat disappointing.1 6 9 

The SOU broaches an interesting aspect which we have so far not en-
countered. The authors argue that the citizenry has the right to know how
computer programs (and equivalent) which make semi-autonomous or

                                               
1 6 9   To improve availability further, it would be possible to set up a shared public service
where conversion from internal documents into different electronic formats could take
place. The citizen could then get the information s/he requested in the form that s/he
requested: this would solve many of the issues the SOU authors note. Such a service
could also be used to mitigate the looming problem of keeping old data “alive” as file
formats and mechanisms are phased out.





altogether autonomous decisions actually operate. This is an impressively
astute point, and one which harmonises with democratic privacy. We have
maintained that the citizenry has the right to evaluate the representative
and by extension his/her proxies. When computers begin to make decisions
more or less autonomously, they in a sense become the proxies, and it must
thus be possible to evaluate them.

Subsequent Parliamentary Processing

As we suggested earlier, the Government Bill does not stray far from ideas
advanced in the SOU, and we will thus defer specific study of that text.
Having studied various SOUs up to this point, the subsequent parliamen-
tary processing becomes something of a break—not least stylistically. The
texts become more personal, and the scope of the principled discussions far
more narrow—but then, anything else would have been highly surprising.
This is not to say that the Motions are uniformly unsophisticated, how-
ever. Some of them (but buy no means all) base their reasoning on fairly
comprehensive outlooks. A case in point is Motion 1997/98 K13, which
generally comes across as a well thought-through (and unusually extensive)
document.1 7 0  Among other things, it points to the anomaly of the SPAR
register we have briefly discussed elsewhere. In the Motion, the authors
(Bildt et al) come to the same conclusion that we did then: i.e. that the
existence of such a register is highly inappropriate.

                                               
1 7 0   It must be pointed out that this is by no means a democratic privacy endorsement of the
ideas advanced: while the Motion’s intrinsic logic that may basically be sound, democratic
privacy would still take issue with specific points. For instance, the suggestion that “the
State must not use its power to control and dominate the media offerings that reach the
individual citizen”, is not something we can unconditionally agree with. Subscription
requirements (cf p 185) is hardly something the market will sort out by itself (market
mechanisms would not in and by themselves generate forced re-activation of specific
information-flows—perhaps even the reverse), and so the State’s intervention might
certainly be needed occasionally.





Several shorter Motions also make their points from an explicit democratic
platform. Mats Odell (Motion 1997/98 T911), for instance, wants the
assignment of Internet domain names to be handled by an official body
that is democratically accountable (a valid point, considering the then
existing system). Other Motions are less concerned with democratic fun-
damentals. 1997/98 T815 supports authentication (as does democratic pri-
vacy) but does so from a (solely, it seems) business perspective (cf Motion
1999/2000 T717).

A striking matter is the way the implementation of the Act suddenly
engendered and focused criticism. After the implementation, Motions
often point to the absurd consequences of the Personal Data Act’s demand
that names or other identifiers of individuals must never be available unless
the individual has expressly allowed it.1 7 1  We have already discussed this,
and the concerns raised by the Motions are valid, and a clear sign of
progress—before the enactment it was simply never an issue. Indeed, some
Motions before the implementation actually lauded this aspect of the
strong EU integrity legislation, and deplored the Swedish situation.1 7 2 

An aspect discussed by K13 (and by other Motions, e.g. (1997/98 K17,
and by the Standing Committee on the Constitution (1997/98 KU 18), is
the technical nature of the legal system Sweden is about to set up. This has
in fact been an element in texts we have already analysed, but the Motions
stress its importance and so we will discuss it here. Sweden basically had
the choice to implement a “handling model” or an “abuse model”. The
latter would “just” identify what information-processing aspects should be

                                               
1 7 1   Motion 1999/2000 K14 airs an ominous misgiving, i.e. that it might be possible to
stamp out certain forms of critical communication using the Act as a pretext, whether the
information per se would be regarded defamatory or, simply, true.
1 7 2   An aside: the Government Bill 1999/2000:11 altered the Personal Data Act to remedy
some of its more preposterous consequences, but did so in a vapid way. Minor breaches
of the law were made exempt from punishment, but were still breaches—hardly an ideal
solution.





considered illegal, whereas the former would do the opposite and de-
lineate and define acceptable information-processing operations. Because of
the EU Directive’s form, the latter model was chosen, in spite of its
inherent problems. As we learn from the Motions (and other texts), it is
simply much more complex to define allowable behaviour than the other
way around (the Government is not unaware of these problems, but
basically submits that the framing of the Directive is to blame (1997/98,
KU18). The general consensus, then, seems to be that the “abuse” model
is more appropriate in the long run. Generally speaking, democratic privacy
can teach us very little when it comes to actual technicalities. Neverthe-
less, the democratic rôle of communication in society that the legal system
is to address (will address, no matter what) is so pivotal that a plain abuse
model may not really suffice. A gradual piling up of disallowed data pro-
cessing options may make the Act easier to understand, but it is easy to
pile them up on an ad hoc basis if there is no principled foundation to
relate to. These principles, which are at the very core of democratic privacy,
are arguably made more approachable in a “handling model”, than in an
“abuse model”. Motion 1997/98 K13 requests a systematic and compre-
hensive legal approach to “integrity” and integrity-related questions to
resolve matters. With this we heartily concur.

Motion 1997/98 K304 turns our attention to a new angle on a problem
we have otherwise already encountered. Bengt Harding Olson here
worries about the manipulation of pictures and other material, as this altered
information might subsequently be passed as the genuine article. While
democratic privacy does not support his general notions about the handling of
pictures (he seems to be supporting the idea that an individual basically
owns his own likeness), the manipulation aspect is another thing entirely.
The wilful dissemination of such pictorial information without any caution
that it has in fact been manipulated seriously hampers democratic speech, and
should as far as possible be eliminated.





Kerstin Warnerbring et al would have us consider a media-related
representative-citizen communication problem. In Motion 1997/98 T815,
she contends that the representatives communication attempts (to the citi-
zens) via the media (primarily, it would seem, newspapers, radio and TV)
are often frustrated by capricious cutting and editing that is beyond the
representative’s control (cf. Barber 1998: 117–118). The representatives,
they argue, need “uncensored” information channels to fulfil basic com-
munication requirements. This is an interesting point. In our theoretical
discussion we have simply assumed that the representative can take on a
true sender capacity when communicating with the citizen(s), but as
Warnerbring et al note, this is by no means self-evident. As long as the
information-channel is not characterised by pervasiveness (in some cases
even then), democratic privacy strongly supports this idea: the representative
must be absolutely assured communicative options where third party
editors are not a factor.

We will leave the empirical material with a quotation from Motion
1997/98 K333, which shows a level of insight that is too often wanting:

The Internet comprises an unlimited number of media, apart from
the various direct communication made possible by the net [… we
demand the establishment of] a legal system that does not manipulate
particulars of individual media or technological implementations, but
which is based on general principles, freedom of speech and the
norms of the European Convention” (translated by this author).





Concluding Remarks
What stands out conspicuously whenever we engage the various texts, is
the sheer complexity of the subject matter. The lack of a firm termino-
logical footing mars many a promising discussion, and the scope of the
substance is notably fluid. Even the SOU 1997:39, which must in retro-
spect be considered a Herculean accomplishment given the sweeping and
complex brief, the convoluted legal situation and the constrained period of
time within which it had to be completed, is far from free from these
defects. The fact that much serious criticism surfaced so late in the process
(in many cases after the law had been enacted), is further testimony that
these issues are all but impenetrable to non-experts—and seemingly to
some experts as well. Only when practical consequences (i.e. quirks and
oddities) begin to be observed, can we truly assess to what extent the Act
really appears reasonable.

A serious and persistent shortcoming is the unwillingness seriously to
tackle the fundamental question what personal integrity and/or privacy actually is.
The attempts we have come across1 7 3  are remarkable shallow, possibly be-
cause the authors feel ill at ease at this ponderous theoretical level as their
briefs implicitly or explicitly hurry them on to more concrete questions.
Whatever the reason, the weight is clearly on practice and how integri-
ty/privacy fits into (or takes shape in) the observable legal reality that the
authors are to attach their investigative efforts to—and possibly help
change. This is a great pity, because fundamental review of the legal situa-
tion really requires the input that more basic theoretical discussions can
provide. In chapter three we argued that many American conceptualisa-
tions of privacy were in effect “castles in the air” (see p 93) resting on the
free-floating Constitution but little else. The question demands an answer:
are the complicated legal structures we have come across also “castles in

                                               
1 7 3   An important qualifier, which follows from the case objectives (e.g. p 204), and the
fact that we have examined a limited empirical material.





the air”, and if so: what do they rest on? To bring matters to a somewhat
mischievous head: things should not be the way they are merely because
that is the way it is—and if they are, we should think long and hard about
it. Democratic privacy is a conduit to democratic theory and is thus one of
many instruments that can be employed to better the situation. One aim
of this empirical demonstration has been to show how this can be
achieved.

When we do bring democratic privacy  tools to bear, some elements stand out
in sharp relief—by their presence or by their absence. The delimitation of
the demos is one example. This issue is in fact hardly ever brought into the
discussion in any shape or form, and democratic privacy would suggest that
the lack of such a distinction has potentially extensive repercussions. This
is one instance where even a casual democratic privacy analysis would point
to overlooked aspects which really need to be addressed. The often blurry
divider between public data sources (and processing) and private ones is
another issue which democratic privacy would suggest needs far more con-
templation. In most cases we can surmise that we are in fact dealing with
public data management, but the distinction needs to be explicitly resolved,
and ample space must be devoted to both sides of the divider.

It should be stressed that the bulk of the various discussions we have exa-
mined provide numerous arguments and proposals with which democratic
privacy has no qualms.1 7 4  This is not to be considered a weakness on the
part of democratic privacy but is primarily testimony to the amount of
thought that the authors have put into their texts. Many aspects of demo-
cratic privacy are additionally rather intuitive when democratic ideals are
part of the backdrop. Democratic privacy is finally not a lopsided critical in-
strument, but can provide systematic support as well as censure. To

                                               
1 7 4   A single example will suffice here as plenty have already been furnished in the text:
the right to retort (SOU 1997:39, p 231 etc.).





demonstrate this aspect, we have recorded several instances when democratic
privacy concurs with specific points made.

That said, a democratic privacy analysis routinely uncovers anomalies in oth-
erwise insightful texts—this is its main, indeed pivotal, virtue. We have
tried to establish that a wide assortment of texts, from simple queries to far
more extensive and complex undertakings, can be subjected to, and bene-
fit from, a democratic privacy “treatment”.1 7 5 

The empirical study has demonstrated that democratic privacy can expose ge-
neral issues: matters of principle; dysfunctional terminological and metho-
dological premises; ignored or overlooked topics, and the like. It can also
be used to spot and evaluate controversial particulars in a given discussion.
Because of its democratic-normative foundation, it will not just point to
perceived defects, but will usually provide feedback, and suggest ways to
move forward as well.1 7 6  This, too, has been illustrated in the case study.

Now to a critically important final point. As we have repeatedly argued
(and tried to demonstrate in this chapter), democratic privacy can be used to
direct the searchlight on to a variety of missing or ill thought-through no-
tions, but to hope that we will ever see democratic privacy implemented to
the least and last detail is a pipedream—or possibly something far worse. A
versatile and useful analytical tool, Democratic privacy is at the same time a
harsh and dogmatic instrument, and so must be used with some caution.
Democratic communication takes place in a torrent of white noise, and
democratic privacy aims to safeguard and nurture these tremulous whispers.
But we need to recall that the white noise is also communication—and

                                               
1 7 5   Though this has not been tested (it could not be), it can be conjectured that a fore-
knowledge of democratic privacy at the investigative stage would be most helpful. At least
some aspects would immediately be brought to the fore as a consequence, and at some
junctures explicit justifications for the course(s) taken would be almost certain.
1 7 6   It can also be used to aid the generation of “hands-on advice”, though we have not
made any specific effort to demonstrate this aspect (see note on page 225, however).





much of it is vital to preserve the very fabric of society. To sustain
democratic privacy to the exclusion of all other values is plainly not always
the wisest course of action.

It should however always be possible to rationally answer questions raised
by a democratic privacy analysis. Why is a given democratic privacy prerequisite
not adhered to? Is it because it has not been considered, or has it been
disregarded after careful analysis? The difference is vital. A Devil’s advocate
will draw attention to aspects one might otherwise miss or prefer not to
confront. A democratic privacy advocate basically has the same job descrip-
tion. And a much nicer title.







Concluding Reflections

The Chapter in Brief
In this chapter we conclude the thesis with a summary of the investigation,
and proceed to discuss some key findings. For obvious reasons these reflec-
tions will be arranged so that the various aims and ambitions presented in
chapter one will be properly aired. It bears recalling that certain rather de-
tailed conclusions have already been presented in the appropriate chapters,
and the ensuing discussion will for the most part focus on broader issues.

The chapter incorporates the following elements:
• A discussion about the merits and possible problems of the analytical

framework we have developed.
•  A discussion about the concept of democratic privacy and its potential

application.
• A discussion about the empirical study and the related democratic privacy

implications.
• A concluding section where certain aspects noted along the way but (it

is argued) in need of more emphasis are discussed.





The Investigative Framework: the “Grand Base”
Given the proviso that its true potential cannot be realised in a single
study, the framework does appear to be a serviceable way forward when
attempting to interconnect studies of the unruly and volatile communica-
tion field.

It did not present any problems to introduce and incorporate a foundation
assortment of ITs, and an ordered future expansion of the empirical base
has been provided for (this open-endedness was, we may recall, an explicit
design priority). It does seem possible to formulate policy around the va-
rious technological dimensions, and to use them to interconnect findings
from various research fields. This is more or less in line with what we
aimed for.

We have from time to time aired detached astonishment at the seeming
lack of comparable methodological efforts in the past, and this astonish-
ment bears re-emphasising here rather less detachedly. If such efforts do in
fact exist, they most certainly have not received anything near a proper
recognition (they would presumably have been spotted if they had). If
they do not exist—why? The state of IT research and policy would suggest
that wistful thoughts must at least occasionally have strayed in this direc-
tion, and the processing of complexity is, after all, at the very core of what
we do as social scientists. This question must be left unanswered, but the
unsatisfactory situation it underscores demands further attention. The
“grand base” approach in this work is one tentative step into this rugged
terrain—more are certainly needed.

In the long run, the development of the analytical tool, the “grand base”,
rough as it is at this point, may well prove to be the single most important
and/or lasting aspect of this work, not least as its value can be expected to
grow with each application. Social scientists of every hue and shade should





be able to relate their work to some of the located dimensions of change,
and thus gain immediate association with other research (and automatic
links to future studies to boot).

A condensed but significant reminder: there are two principal ways for a
social scientist to utilise the framework. First, s/he can help charge the
communicative dimensions with research-related significance. This could
be done roughly as it has been in this work (the democratic privacy section),
where certain dimensions “emerge” as a result of a more general analysis,
but an interesting option would be to pre-set the focus on one or more of
the dimensions we have identified, and proceed from there. The two
approaches will in all likelihood home in on slightly different issues, and
each will thus to an extent complement the other. An advantage with the
second approach, however, is that it quickly provides the narrow set of
dimensions in question with a great deal of “depth” (the study is less
hemmed in by a given set of theoretical parameters), whereas the former
approach should ordinarily “charge” a greater number of dimensions—but
less weightily so. The second way for social scientists to utilise the frame-
work is to note whether (and if so how) the analytical findings have any
bearing on the communicative dimensions, and then “look up” the
significance these dimensions have been ascribed by other social scientists.

The full utility of the framework can perhaps only be realised by a general
acquaintance with it before a given study is initiated and carried out so that
included sources can be subjected to a proper scrutiny right away (the
same level of efficiency is hard to achieve retroactively). Nevertheless, it is
still possible to piggy-back the framework onto existing studies at a later
stage to gain access to at least some of its perceived benefits. This should
facilitate its adoption elsewhere, as such adoption (at least in its minimalist
guise) contains no imperatives that threaten to frog-march the individual
researcher’s analytical preferences in undesired directions. To comple-
ment—not to constrain—is the basic principle, although it is certainly pos-
sible to integrate the framework rather more tightly (and thus have it





control the research agenda to a greater extent) if the researcher so desires.
We shall be glad if and adoption takes place, but that is, as they say,
another story.

The framework does have many benefits, but it is not a methodological
cure-all, and was never intended to be so—that would have been much
too tall an order. Its technological orientation makes it unsuitable to the
study of communication/information-management elements which do not
lend themselves to the “dimensional translation” as required by the frame-
work. In this work, this was demonstrated by the various aspects of demo-
cratic privacy which eventually had to reside outside the framework’s me-
thodological aegis. This is not a flaw, but a delimitation, and an obvious
one at that.

On balance, the initially perceived need for a generic IT framework of un-
derstanding has more or less been satisfied by the introduction of the
relatively uncomplicated “grand base” methodology. That the framework
should serve well elsewhere seems likely, but however hard we have tried
to back up that assertion, it remains a well-founded speculation until
someone actually tries. Feel free.

The Notion of Democratic Privacy
Democracy is about communication, and this simplistic realisation was
taken to heart when Democratic privacy was developed. Much democratic
thinking is a little fuzzy around the edges, and the inevitable clash between
the individual’s private and “public citizen” rôles is not always sufficiently
discussed. Democratic privacy is certainly not the only serviceable way to ap-
proach such issues, but to try to pin down a set of communication princip-
les which are not only compatible with democratic fundamentals but in
part actually define them has emphatic appeal.





As we have seen, these are complicated matters, and some of the citizen
rights and obligations that issued from the analysis will inevitably be open
to debate. Generally speaking, dogmatic privacy-thinkers who opt to fore-
go any solid references to democratic theory (and our analysis suggests that
these are not particularly rare), are not really much of a worry to democratic
privacy as it has been conceptualised here, because their reasoning basically
relies on normative underpinnings which are incompatible with the de-
mocratic-theoretical fundamentals we have adopted. We must expect to
take criticism rooted in democratic theory far more seriously, however.
Substantial provisions have therefore been made to ensure that the method
we used to construct democratic privacy remains visibly open-ended and can
be used to assimilate new, even contrasting, ideas at a later stage without
having the whole democratic privacy edifice come tumbling down as a cer-
tain consequence. To leave the methodological scaffolding in place seems
a sound way to meet the originally declared ambition to be able to retrofit
the democratic privacy construct with new theoretical extensions if and when
that should prove tempting.

Democratic privacy is also a helpful theoretical notion when trying to make
sense of the sprawling privacy debate, as it provides some much-needed
limits to it (cf figure 4.1, p 101). There is, we contend (though certain pri-
vacy proponents will utterly object) such a thing as being too private in a
democratic society. That “too” is made evident by democratic privacy.

The democratic privacy construct is of course not complete as it stands now.
Whole wings are left as mere blueprints—if that. We have not examined
the democratic privacy situation of the representative (nor of the bureaucrat)
in its own right (though some parameters are resolved indirectly by the ci-
tizen-centric discussion), and the lack of theoretical guidance has left us
unable to explore fully the pre-citizen’s communicative democratic privacy
footing. These shortcomings are somewhat forgivable as we from the very
beginning set our focus on the citizen’s democratic-communicative rôle,





but the important thing is that further extensions can build on the metho-
dological structure we have employed.

As a way to bridge the gap between theory and practice, democratic privacy
passes a vital benchmark: it works. It is possible to don democratic privacy
glasses in order to study the situation of the citizen in a given democracy;
it is possible to use them to evaluate notions (and various “implementa-
tions”) of privacy, and it is possible to use them to evaluate a motley as-
sortment of other presented communicative ideals from a democratic
standpoint. The condensation of complex democratic-theoretical argu-
ments into a limited number of ideals is surely a simplification, but then a
reduction of the nitty-gritty is by no means all bad, as these ideals do in
fact seem to capture many core democratic-communicative aspects, and
enable us to present the findings in an approachable format. This also
conforms to the stated ambition to have democratic privacy appear agreeable
to non-theorists, while at the same time keeping open an option for
theorists to tinker with the theoretical innards without necessarily having
to dismiss the whole notion we have developed.

We did not intend the development of democratic privacy ideals to provoke,
by itself, a general discussion about observable democratic structures—
though it was anticipated that some such comments would follow natu-
rally in the case study (as in any case study where democratic privacy tools are
brought to bear). Nevertheless, certain anomalies stand out so conspicu-
ously that they do merit at least passing comment here, even though this
actually falls outside the originally stated aims and ambitions.

Electoral systems in representative democracies come in many guises. De-
mocratic privacy suggests that the link between citizen and his/her represen-
tative must be readily evident, as the representative can be perceived as a
“contact of last resort”, and as such a final guarantor of certain citizen
rights (which we discussed in part II). A system of “collective representa-
tion”, where a group of people collectively takes on the task of representa-





tion, then seems somewhat problematic, at least if the citizen finds it hard
to identify a specific person (as opposed to some sort of representative
body) as a consequence. Potentially infinite loops of finger-pointing is not
an acceptable situation, and electoral systems where the link between ci-
tizen and representative is not self-evident, must rely on organisational
measures to remedy this. In short, the citizen should never have to be in
doubt as to who his/her “contact of last resort” actually is. Looking
around, this exemplary transparency is by no means ubiquitous.

In chapter four we touched upon a related issue, i.e. the need to be able to
view bureaucrats as representative proxies in order to provide them with
true democratic legitimacy. In this light, the links between representatives
and bureaucrats often need to acquire far better analytical definition. Day-
to-day communication between bureaucrats and citizens are basically un-
disturbed by such (re-)definition, however. Such communication should
of course be guided by relevant democratic and ethical principles (which
we do not attempt to investigate in this work), but ultimately we return to
the “communication of last resort”, and it is here, when normal options
falter and fail, that a well-established link between the bureaucrat and the
representative becomes important—even vital. Some specific instances
where this becomes an actual concern (such as when the bureaucrat utilises
pervasive speech) have been outlined, but this border-zone would benefit
greatly from further focused investigation when the bureaucrat’s democratic
privacy situation is eventually settled (as it needs to be at some point).

We have “charged” some of the located communicative dimensions with
a specific form of significance, but it bears emphasising that democratic pri-
vacy significance constitutes a mere subset of democratic significance: a rock-
bottom set of conditions which must be in place if democracy is to func-
tion properly. It would be quite possible to use democratic theory to
“charge” yet more dimensions with meaning above and beyond what has
been attempted here. As long as democratic theory, any democratic theo-
ry, is first filtered through the framework of understanding (that we set up





in chapter four) to extract possible democratic privacy significance, such
further “charging” should not present a problem. Either new dimensions
are “charged” with significance, in which case it cannot conflict with the
current findings, or it somehow contradicts the significance we have al-
ready ascribed a particular dimension, which would require a recalculation
of the various arguments, new and old, to resolve the issue. This paragraph
is not merely contrived to further defend and buttress arguments about the
framework’s functionality, but additionally points to an interesting and
complementary analytical theme. An attempt, for instance, to link Benja-
min Barber’s intriguing arguments about various forms of communicative
speed and democratic communication (Barber 1999: 18–19) to the “grand
base” would not necessarily have any bearing on democratic privacy as such,
but would still very much be concerned with democratic ideals, and how
to realise them. The general idea is perhaps best illustrated in the following
figure:





In this study we have focused on the intersected democratic privacy area but
we may easily uncover (and “charge” dimensions with) further democratic
significance if we probe deeper.1 7 7  Such significance will indicate how
democratic communication can be improved beyond the basic requirements
we have tried to establish here: certainly a topic most worthy of serious
analytical attention.

Finally, if there is a serious flaw in the democratic privacy notion, it is pro-
bably the admitted difficulty to separate distinctly the public sphere from
the private (considered information) sphere (see pages 129–135) in a given
empirical setting. This problem has not hampered the theoretical discus-
sion in this work, nor the empirical study, dealing, as it did, with percei-
ved communicative ideals, but it does provide a loophole for anyone
wanting to dismiss concrete complaints or advice that an empirical demo-
cratic privacy study might engender (“problem X is really not a problem
because it is not confined to an archetypal private/considered information
sphere...”). When we tried to identify a set of democratic privacy principles
(p. 173), we provided the limited theoretical guidance we considered
possible at that juncture, but it might additionally be noted that the “bur-
den of proof” should really not lie with the “private/considered sphere
proponent”. The democratic privacy ideals are in a sense bedrock ideals,
which can only be fully realised in a private/considered information set-
ting, and if key characteristics of that setting are modified or invalidated,
this deviation should be justified (or at least be justifiable). With this
mindset, the answer to the exemplifying assertion above would be an
admittedly simplified counter-question: “Well, why is it not confined to an
archetypal private/considered information sphere?”, and a request for
proper follow-up justification.

                                               
1 7 7   The relationship between democratic privacy and “further” privacy (the rightmost area
in figure 8.1) was very briefly discussed in chapter four (page 129).





The Empirical Study
A casual reader might be forgiven if s/he gets the impression that the
empirical study has been considered something of a poor relative in this
work. After all, it is relatively short and shallow when compared to the
theoretical and methodological parts that precede it, and it takes into
account only a tiny subset of possibly relevant sources. Had it not been for
the explicit objectives we started off with, these would indeed have been
damaging truths, but we have in fact done a bit more than the bare
minimum required by the aims and ambitions. It would arguably have
been enough to analyse a single text in order to make the point, but the
decision was made to begin to engage the ongoing legislative process in
earnest as that process was deemed highly interesting in its own right.

As a demonstration how democratic privacy can be used as an analytical tool
the empirical study has more or less served its purpose. The nature of the
case makes the demonstration of “applied” democratic privacy analysis more
effective than the demonstration of how an otherwise unrelated study
might gain association with democratic privacy findings using the “grand
base” as a terminological and methodological common ground, but this
bias was extensively discussed—and justified—in chapter six. For those
wishing to acquaint themselves with democratic privacy, the empirical study
provides several pointers how a variety of “real-world” material can be
studied, and this was the main ambition.

Because of the empirical study’s relative brevity and incomplete scope, it
would seem wise not to form forceful opinions about the state of Swedish
privacy-legislation based solely on its findings (some tentative observations
were nevertheless offer in chapter six). At this point, we will confine
ourselves to the observation that democratic privacy did indeed provide a
host of evaluative points when employed. It can furthermore be
conjectured that its value would have been redoubled had it been available
and used as an analytical and guiding complement when the discussions actu-





ally took place. It would, in short, seem that democratic privacy can be
used—and can be useful.

Real-World Democratic Privacy
In this chapter, we have occasionally strayed from the beaten path (as
beaten by the aims and ambitions that is), but this is where we prepare to
leave it altogether. It is hard to avoid forming subjective opinions when
conducting a study of this kind (or any kind for that matter), and so we
will now take the opportunity to elaborate on some aspects related to real-
world democratic privacy which we have so far only had the “mandate” to
epitomise. The points about to be made are sanctioned by nothing beyond
this author’s perception of what is in need of extra emphasis (the study
provides an abundance of additional, but nevertheless omitted, candidates),
and no criteria beyond his subjective partiality have been used to arrange
them in a stringent fashion.

First and foremost, democratic privacy is a set of communicative ideals which
should not be taken lightly. Deviation from democratic privacy ideals must be
justified, and justified convincingly, as we are in effect tampering with de-
mocratic fundamentals whenever such deviation occurs. Whether or not
that is important is really a normative issue, but in the eyes of this author
democratic-communicative requirements take priority over most other
conceivable requirements—notably economic ones, and such a bias has
marked consequences. For one thing, it makes it hard to accept certain
“truths” (read: points-of-view) prevalent in the public debate.

Consider sender anonymity. When debaters avoid the real and complex is-
sues connected with sender anonymity and instead opt to concentrate on
purported legal, technological or economic “facts-of-life” why sender ano-
nymity is basically here to stay whatever the ideal situation might be, we
should be extremely wary. Such an outlook more or less constitutes a self-





fulfilling prophesy: the invisible hand that mindlessly guides and slaps us
into shape is envisaged as belonging to a puppeteer of such omnipotence
that all resistance is futile. But resistance is not futile. It could only be futile
if we accepted that futility as an unbudgeable fact. It is possible, quite pos-
sible, to establish non-anonymity as the norm, and to specify when and
how “islands” of true anonymity can be allowed and controlled. It would
not be trivial, it would not be inexpensive, and it would take a lot of
international co-operation, but it most certainly could be done.

Some people may feel disinclined to concur with the specific sender
anonymity ideals we just advanced. That is all well and good (although the
notion has not been hastily arrived at, but springs from the democratic
privacy investigation), but the very least one should be entitled to demand
is a logical and level-headed debate about sender anonymity and what our
views about it should be. Such logic and level-headedness is—sadly—by
no means ubiquitous. Of the various intertwined discussions and debates
we have come across in the course of this investigation, discussions about
anonymity are in fact the most jumbled—and for no readily apparent
reason. Unlike some of the other communicative dimensions that we
identified in chapter two, anonymity is intuitively comprehensible, and the
difference between sender anonymity and recipient anonymity is plain. Why
anyone should want to combine these two altogether distinct con-
cepts—which is essentially what happens when generic “anonymity” is
discussed without any trace of a clarifying preamble—is something of a
mystery; a common mystery.

Having cleared this simple hurdle (and focusing, for now, on sender anony-
mity it is time to ask two simple questions. Why should a sender ever be
anonymous? If sender anonymity can be justified in certain circumstances
(it can): when is this the case? These two questions will cover a lot of
ground in a fledgling norm-formation process, and once the norms have
been established it is “just” a matter of finding out how best to realise
them (or at least to approximate them). Policies should relate to the con-





firmed norms, and deviations from them should be explicated and justi-
fied.

The handling of norms relating to sender anonymity or any other of the
identified communicative dimensions, should not have anything to do
with specific technological implementations. An aberration sometimes
noted in the debate is the non-treatment of “old” media, as if they are
somehow exempt from communication principles which apply to the va-
rious “new media”. In the long run, communication principles should be
comprehensively embraced to bring about the envisaged advantages (half-
measures may well prove altogether pointless).

Sender anonymity was not used as an example here merely because it is a
fairly commonly discussed topic, nor because it is, more often than not, a
feebly discussed topic, but because it is a topic in need of more urgent
attention than almost any other conceivable IT-related issue. New IT im-
plementations have generated, and continue to generate, a lot of headache
for law enforcement agencies around the world. Apart from general trans-
national legal obstacles, sender anonymity and sender traceableness are key
factors thwarting the administration of justice (however that justice is con-
ceived). In this situation it makes eminent sense to accelerate the norm-
formation process in this crucial area as much as possible. The case can in
fact hardly be overstated: the formulation of coherent ideas about how
sender anonymity should be handled must be considered one of the most
pressing issues facing policymakers today.

Not quite as pressing, yet still requiring urgent resolution, is the question
of pervasiveness. The debate about anonymity may be both erratic and
jumbled, but at least it is an active debate involving interested and in many
ways knowledgeable participants. Apart from occasional grumbles about





spamming (i.e. junk e-mail sent out en masse by unscrupulous entre-
preneurs), pervasiveness appears to be a very peripheral concern indeed.1 7 8 

The reason is probably simple: only recently have new IT implementa-
tions overturned the cost structures which have traditionally “auto-regula-
ted” much of this troublesome field. “Auto-regulated”? Simply put, even
though it has certainly been possible to “spam” (equiv.) people using
traditional IT options (as the amount of traditional junk mail will testify),
most would-be senders have been deterred from doing so by the associated
costs, and this has kept the impact of pervasiveness within the bounds of
mild or moderate annoyance. It could be argued that this traditional
situation has itself had grave democratic repercussions: after all, material
wealth has provided access to specific communication options denied to
others.

Such points are rapidly becoming antiquated, however, unless we some-
how artificially prop up traditional cost structures (e.g. through the use of
some sort of per-message based fees). This is perhaps a viable fix (whether
it is likely or acceptable is another question altogether), but to use it to
                                               
1 7 8   Events in early 2000 may have made Swedish politicians a bit more wary, however.
After a muted debate, members of the Riksdag voted that individuals must actively
dissuade mass-mailers (and mass e-mailers) from mass-asking them for their patronage, if
they wanted to avoid such missives. The EU directive that prompted this change actually
allowed two different legal routes for individual member states: opt out, which was
adopted, and opt in, where individuals had to actively allow this kind of mass communi-
cation. Apart from the grave principal error of forcing the individual to take action to
avoid unwanted, and pervasive, mass messages, there was simply no system in place to deal
with opt out requests. Pervasive spamming was for all intents and purposes made
legal—inescapably legal. When this fact was noticed, it sparked a heated and hostile
public debate which clearly caught Riksdag members off guard. They almost uniformly
denounced the change they had voted in favour of as an abortion, and a few of them
went on record (live television no less) with memorable references to their utter
ignorance of the matter and its consequences, large and small, at the time of voting. At
the time of writing this debacle is still a work in progress, though the public debate has
moved elsewhere.





postpone important policy discussions would be most improper. A prefe-
rable alternative is quickly to initiate a comprehensive debate about how
to respond to pervasiveness and to identify areas when and where pervasive-
ness can and cannot be tolerated. Advertising has attracted a fair share of
related interest over the years, and so there is an established and relevant
research agenda to connect to, though pervasiveness represents a broader
problem. Democratic privacy informs us that pervasiveness is in most cases a
detrimental communication mode if it intrudes into the citizen’s private (or
considered information) sphere, and if the regulation of pervasiveness is a hit-
or-miss affair in this respect, it is undoubtedly a real cause for concern.

Democratic Privacy in the Information Age
Our main objectives achieved, we will now finally indulge in a paragraph
or two of extracurricular, and, it should be noted, democratic privacy-
inspired, speculation about a communicative change that might eventually
alter fundamental democratic privacy premises, and which could benefit from
further study. Many of the clashes between democratic privacy and other
norms (safety, market functions etc.) hinge on the fact that democratic
speech cannot be neatly separated from other communication acts that
individuals engage in. But what if it were somehow possible to “virtualise”
a democratic “alias”, and separate it from the physical person?1 7 9  If such a
“democratic alias” is as consistent (and enduring) as the physical person, it
can be considered a reliable democratic-communicative partner. The
individual could then use the “democratic alias” to lodge complaints,
engage in democratic deliberation, vote and protest, and at the same time
stay safe from potential personal mistreatment. The need to resort to
anonymous speech would evaporate, and the full communication history
of the “alias” (i.e. its expressed views over time) could be made available to

                                               
1 7 9   The disconnection of “electronic identities” from “physical identities” is briefly
touched upon by Wettergren & Pehrson (e.g. Wettergren & Pehrson, pp 771–775,
though the democratic ramifications are not.





the whole demos without having to worry about integrity-related com-
plications. This would improve democratic communication as previously
proffered notions could be weighed against others concurrently on offer. It
would also remove pre-citizen problems: if the “alias” is not allocated until
the individual has joined the true citizenry, a clean democratic-
communicative slate would be ensured.

The creation of a “democratic alias” does not mean that the physical person
could not or should not engage in democratic speech, but it would
provide a safe communication alternative (it could possibly be argued that
some “speech”, such as the vote, should only be carried out by the “alias”).
It would be essential that the link between the physical person and the
virtual “democratic personage” never be disclosed, unless the person expressly
wanted this to happen.

These rough ideas might be construed as pure flights of fancy, yet some
Internet-based communication have included similar components for some
time. Multi-User Dungeons (MUDs), chat-sites, and certain games allow
the individual to adopt a guise, and a name, which is thenceforth used
when interacting with fellow site-dwellers (the real identity is never
divulged unless the individual himself/herself decides to do so). It should
eventually be feasible to set up a system that ensured the safety and the
permanence that a true “democratic alias” system would require. In an
environment where there is an ever-growing pressure to set up systems of
surveillance and control, the communicative freedom offered by the
“alias” might eventually turn out to be vital to keep democracy alive and
kicking.
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